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I. INTRODUCIION
Gas bearings are a very critical componen t_ of the Brayton Cycle turbomachinery
that is being developed for dynamic power conversion in space vehicles. Because
of the high speed of this machinery, bearing selection is dictated by the require-
ments of rotor-bearing dynamics, rather than by steady-state load capacity. The
rotor-bearings dynamics problems are rendered more critical by the fact that the
machinery must be capable of operating both in normal gravity and in zero gravity
fields. Stability at high speeds, and high stiffness in both the loaded and un-
loaded states are therefore prerequisites for the gas bearings used in Brayton
Cycle machinery. Among the self-acting gas bearings, the tilting-pad type is
the one preferred for high speed or for zero G operation.
_	 Because of the freedom of motion of the pads,,tilting-pad bearings can tolerate
thermal distortions induced by the temperature gradients in high temperature
turbomachinery much better than rigid bearings. In addition, properly designed
tilting-pad gas bearings have a high stability .threshold and possess high fluid
film stiffness, even under zero net load on the bearing. High stiffness at zero
load is obtained by geometrical preloading. High stability is achieved provided
that:
1=	 1. The inertia of the pads is low enough that they can track shaft whirl
precisely. This requires that the natural frequency - of the pads be
s-
greater than the running speed.
2. Pivot friction and damage is small so that it does not significantly
f
restrict the freedom of motion of the pads.
To the extent that the above conditions are not satisfied, the advantages of the
tilting-pad bearing are lost and it becomes subject to the same problems as rigid
bearings, such as half frequency whirl which can rapidly develop destructively
high amplitudes.
Depending upon the operating conditions, the pivot motions, and the pivot design,
i-
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the pivot members will experience relative rolling and sliding motions. It is
necessary to consider what effect these motions would have in causing damage to
the pivot and what effect pivot damage has on pad motions.
In order to gain a better understanding of the damage and wear of pivots and to
develop desigi, criteria, a theoretical and experimental program was initiated
by NASA under Contract NA33-1629.
The objective of this program is to investigate this problem area by analysis
of the pads and pivots motions; by analysis of the elastic and plastic behavior
of the pivot-pad combination; and by means of an extensive test program in which
actual pivot motions are closely simulated.
s	
--	
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II. BACKGROUND
n Due to the various factors of misalignment, shock and unbalance a combination of
motions can be transmitted from the bearing pads to the pivots. The motions are
illustrated in Figure 1.
The pitch motions are the fore to aft rocking of the pads due to the translations
of the shaft axis. Roll of the pads arise from the rocking of the shaft axis
"end to end" or about its center. Yaw is the twisting of the pad about its center
resulting from the rocking of the shaft axis or twisting of the pivot axis. Dy-
namic loac'.ing results when the pad moves parallel to the pivot axis or vice versa.
Separation or bounce will occur if the magnitude of the dynamic load is large
enough. These motions of the pad will cause a variety of motions within the
contact area of the pivot.
Consider the pivot to consist of a ball resting upon a rigid flat plate. When a
given load W is applied, an area of contact of radius r and a closure of distance
8 is established. The Hertz equations can be used to calculate approximate values
of maximum pressure r, and 8. If now any tangential force or twist T is super-
imposed on the normal force by the pitch, roll or yaw motions, microslip can
	
- F
	 occur.
The microslip occurs as a result of the combination of the normal stress, n, and
the shear stress, T8 . The normal stress is a maximum at the center and approaches
zero at the contact edge. The shear stresses will be zero at the center and ap-
proach a maximum at the edge. Thus at some point on the radius of the contact
area (re ) the ratio of the stresses Ts / n > f  (where f  is the static friction
coefficient for the material pair) and microslip will occur. When Ta / ,T  < 
f then only elastic deformation will occur and the two surfaces are locked together.
If T/w > fa slip will occur over the whole contact region and gross sliding will
0occur. Thus for a ball resting on a plste with a given load w
.
	can define
a locked region and a slipped region as shown in Figure 2. The question then
arises "what happens to these regions as pitch, roll, yaw, and dynamic load are
induced"?
Pure pitch will cause body B to rotate about body A and have the same effect as
a change of load. Slippage will increase in the direction of the pitch motion
particularly in the regions of P and P'., The amount of motion will be extremely
small (10-6 in.) for the amount of pad motlons considered. The basic dimensions
of the locked regions, re , and slip regions r - re will change only slightly.
Roll motion will have a similar effect to pitch but in the direction RR .
Motions in the normal direction due to dynamic leading will produce changes in
slippage. In this case the slip will be symmetric to the axis, equal at both
P and R. If the dynamic loan motions are greater than 6, separation may occur.
For a 1/2" diameter ball a 30# load gives a 6 of only .0003. Thus very small
motions in the vertical direction can result in a large amount_ of microsl.ip.
Yaw motion results in a direct application of shear stress to the contact area
and will cause slippage about the pivot axis. As the yaw motion increases a
point will be reached where nearly the full contact area will slip.
Thus in the contact area, for small motions in any direction, the result will be
elastic deformation with a small amount of scrubbing action or microslip within
a well defined slip region: The basic area of contact will remain in the same
position.
Thus one can consider two types of motion:
1. Gross Sliding
By gross sliding is meant that the whole contact ar.-a is experiencing slip
in the same direction. This will result if the yaw motion becomes large
enough.
	
It will also take place with the fully conformir_g socket and ball
e
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1since there can be no rolling action. Gross sliding will also result from
large tangential forces particularly with a ball on flat geometry.
2. Rollinst Motion with Elastic Deformation and Microslia
This will be the predominate form of motion due to normal shaft and pad
motion. It will consist of a scrubbing action within a well defined con-
tact region. The amount of microslip will be small.
If there is gross sliding, damage and wear will be severe. This can be estab-
lished by considering the wear rates in typical fretting experiments using the
equipment shown schematically in Figure 3.
A hardened dry, 52100 steel sleeve was loaded against a hardened 52100 steel balli
by means of a spring. This permitted the bearing to roll with the ball to some
extent, a condition which simulated the motion in the actual application. The
center of the ball was located at the node point of the second mode of the rod.
After approximately 20 X 10 6 cycles, no damage could be detected. The contact
€.:	 areas were smooth and polished. Substitution of a glass-reinforced Teflon-lined
bearing for the steel bearing also showed no damage, only a faint polished area
g: on the Teflon sleeve.
-	 When the test was set up with a fixed bearing sleeve, so that most of the motion
was sliding rather than rolling, damage was severe. The amplitude in this case
was reduced to 0.2 mils because of the restraint on the bearing. Within a few
hours, a conspicuous wear area was observed with the typical reddish-brown debris
which is characteristic of fretting damage.
These results indicated that surface damage could be produced in a fairly short
f
period of time if pure sliding conditions were imposed. This can be avoided by
appropriate pivot design. Pure rolling without microslip is almost impossible
to achieve. The question then remains as to the methods of selecting materials,
lubricants and pivot designs for the conditions of rolling with microslip.
The experimental work on all these lines is almost non-existent. Johnson (Ref. 2)
-5-
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demonstrated that the slip region exists and fretting will result in the contact
of a steel spher ith a plane surface. Burton (Refs. 3, 4, 5) has studied the
case of oscillating normal load for the case of a ball on a flat. Much of this
work was lubricated, however, some data were reported on the unlubricated condi-
tion with 52100 steel. Severe damage was reported after 30 x 10 6 cycles at
Cr 
max
	
750,000 psi
"min	 460,000 psi
Although this is a higher stress level and variation than would be used in a
pivot, the required life of the pivot is of the order of 3.6 x 10 10 cycles. Klint
(Ref. 6) investigated the "limits of elastic behavior" and found that without
gross slip there was no wear for stainless steel specimens after 2 x 10 6 cycles
at stresses high enough to produce plastic deformation. However, when the limit
was exceeded wear and damage was observed in a few seconds of operation. In this
case only an oscillatory tangential force was considered.
Somewhat more information is available on actual pivots operated at low temper-
ature. Pivots lubricated with oil in tilting pad journal and thrust bearings
operate with little difficulty over long periods of time. Where fluid lubricants
can not be used a set of design specifications has been developed (Ref. 7). In
essence, they prescribe a ball and cylinder configuration where the stress is
less than 120,000 psi and the difference in radii. large enough to insure a roll-
ing action at the pivot. Pivots designed in accordance with these specifications
have shown no wear (or at least insignificant wear) over very long periods of
operation. Operating results are shown in Table I. It was felt that the main
reason for the successful operation of these pivots is that they were lubricated
and that the motion was primarily rolling. The extent of microslip within the
area of contact was not determined.
At temperatures above 600°F, the use of solid film lubricants is limited, and at
temperatures above 1000°F, the hardness of available materials is reduced. Under
these conditions, additional difficulties can be anticipated. At high frequencies,
db	 the solid film lubricants could be more rapidly removed and appreciably more heat
would be generated. This may increase the wear and damage appreciably. There
V____
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needs to be a clearer understanding of the effect of variables on the fretting
damage, particularly with principally rolling motions and outside the limited
conditions listed above. Accordingly a program was initiated by NASA under
Contract No. HAS-7629 to Mechanical Technology Inc. The scope of this program
is described in the following section.
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III. PROGRAM SCOP
In order to gain a better understanding of the wear and surface damage in pivots
a theoretical and experimental program was conducted. The purpose of this pro-
gram is to suggest design criteria for maximum pivot life. In order to obtain
this information the program was divided into the following parts.
1. Analysis of Pad Motions
Information was required to determine the magnitude of motions to be used in the
experimental portion of the program. An analytical investigation was conducted
using as a model the 50,000 RPM axial flow, Brayton Cycle turbocompressor de-
signed by P&WA and MTI. The pitch, roll and yaw aspects of the pad motions were
calculated for both bearings of the turbocompressor, over the speed range from
12,000 to 60,000 RPM, as functions of a mechanical unbalance in the turbine wheel
plane, and these were used to establish realistic amplitudes of motion on the
test program.
2. Microslip Analysis
It would be expected that the wear and surface damage of the pivot could be di-
3	 rectly correlated to the amount of microslip which results from the pad motions
and that different pivot designs would result in different amounts of microslip.
:	 Accordingly, an analytical investigation was undertaken to determine surface
geometry for minimum microslip and the microslip which would result from several
conventional geometric pivot shapes. The intent of this portion of the program
was to determine the optimum pivot shape. This work was performed at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute under the direction of F. F. Ling.
3. Materials and Lubricants
Present and future Brayton Cycle Space power units will operate in the 400 to
1400°F range. As a part of this program, it was necessary to select from the
literature those materials and lubricants with the greatest potential for
I ':I	 '
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successful pivot operation within this temperature range. The most appropriate
materials would be evaluated in the experimental portion of the program.
4. Desiark and Development of Test Equipment
In order to evaluate the materials and designs selected above, it was necessary
to develop a test rig which simulated the rolling and yaw motions of gas bearing
tilting pad pivots. The following requirements were specified:
Motion	 - Independent rotary oscillation about 3 orthogonal axis
Motion Amplitude - .0015 inches
Frequency	 - 2C0 and 1000 cps
Atmosp:ere	 - Argon or air
Load	 - 2 to 30 pounds
Temperature
	 - 80 to 1400°F
5. Screening Tests
A series of short term tests was first run to select the appropriate materials.
With closely fitting machine surfaces,welding can result. In selecting materials
for a given application the first step is to choose materials which slide or roll
without damage. Since it is not possible to theoretically determine when damage
will occur, screening tests must be used. Such a test may be of short duration
since damage, if it is to take place, will occur almost immediately. For this
program a 12 hour test was selected. The operating conditions were selected to
duplicate those for the bearing pivot as closely as possible.
With selected motions, pivot shapes and materials, 12 hour screening tests were
run using the test rigs developed for the purpose. The purpose of the screening
tests was to select the best materials based on damage in three temperature ranges:
80 - 400°F, 80 - 1000°F, 80 - 1400°F. The range of operating conditions was as
follows:
0
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Temperatures - 80 to 1400°F
Loads -	 2 to 30#
Frequency -	 200 and 1000 cps
Pivot Shape -	 .250 radius ball versus flat,	 .256,	 .375,	 .750 pocket
and	 .256,	 .375 cylinder
Motion -	 Pitch .0005 in/in to .0015 in/in.
Roll	 .0005 in/in to .0005 in/in.
Yaw	 .0005 in/in to .003 in/in.
Atmosphere -	 Argon
6. Long Term Tests
Once materials are selected which are not damaged by this type of motion it is
necessary to determine their long term behavior with respect to wear or surface
fatigue. Several of the materials which were most promising from the screening
test were run for 2000 hours within the conditions tested above. 2000 hours
represents 20% of the expected design life of 10,000 hours. This is a sufficient
percentage of the life for realistic extrapolation.
7. Special Design Tests
During the course of the program a number of special designs were evaluated.
These were pivots which were being contemplated for use in various prototype
machinery. The tests consisted of 1/2 inch balls mated with either conforming
or non-conforming sockets. In most cases 100 hour evaluations were made at
various temperatures. A final test was run for 1000 hours.
-12-
IV. SUMMY OF RESULTS
An analytical and experimental investigation of pivots for tilting-pad gas bear-
ings has been conducted. Six rigs have been constructed which simulate the
motions in the pivot. These rigs give pure rolling motions in two directions
when applied independently. A twisting or yaw motion can also be applied. The
test rigs allow the testing of pivots at temperatures to 1400 F in a various
atmosphere at loads to 30 pounds. Various combinations of pitch, roll, and yaw
can be applied at frequencies of 200 and 1000 cps. The systems have been set
up for the unattended operations. The investigation results are as follows:
1. A study has been conducted to determine the pad motions due to the
rotacion of a typical compressor shaft rotating at speeds between
12,000 and 60,000 rpm.
a. The amplitudes of the pad oscillation in the pitch, roll and yaw
directions are limited in magnitude due to the fluid film damping.
No resonant peaks due to individual pad-gas film resonances were
encountered with the speed range ( 10,000 to 60 , 000 rpm) investi-
gated. This may be due to the fact that the film damping is suffi-
cient to completely suppress any such individual pad resonances.
r
b. The calculated pitch amplitudes were about 1 to 1 . 5 milliradians
^-	 at the system critical speeds, dropping rapidly to about 0.1 to
0.3 milliradians, away from the critical speeds. Roll and yaw
oscillation amplitudes were of about equal magnitudes through the
I -
speed range, being everywhere below .1 of the pitch amplitude.
2. An analytical investigation was conducted to determine the amount of
microslip which occurs with various contact geometries. A computer
program was developed which allows the determination of microslip for
4th order contact surfaces as well as the pressure.
i=
16
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3. An analysis was also carried out to examine what can be done geometri-
cally to minimize microslips. It was found that an optimum geometry
z,	
does exist where the microslip is essentially eliminated.
4. A series of 12 hour screening tests has been conducted with various
materials, pivot shapes, under various types of motions, amplitudes,
frequencies, temperatures and loads which simulate gas bearing tilting
pad pivots. The following results were obtained:
a. Under the most severe conditions of the above variables damage was
insignificant in the 12 hour test with most materials. The damage
consisted merely of a darkened ring of metal at the periphery of
the area of contact. This damage pattern corresponds to the slip
region predicted by theoretical considerations. No overall wear
was evident.
b. The tests indicated that the most suitable materials for the selected
temperature ranges are as follows:
40OF 1000F 1400F
M-2 Tool Steel M-2 Tool Steel
vs. Itself vs. Itself
Stellite Star J Stellite Star J Stellite Star J
vs. Stellite 19 vs. Stellite 19 vs. Stellite 19
SAE 52100 Steel
vs. Itself
Stellite 6B vs.
Stellite 6B
K 96 Tungsten Car-
bide vs. Itself
K 162B Titanium L 162B vs. Itself K 162E vs. It-
Carbide vs. Itself self
Carboloy 608 vs.
Itself
I,
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40OF
	 1004F
	 1400
F
Cemented Oxide
	 Cemented Oxide
vs. Itself	 vs. Itself
HP Al203 vs.
Itself
c. Pure ceramic materials, hot and cold pressed Al 203
 gave surface
fracture pits in the contact area.
d. Severe damage to the pivots was found under the following conditions:
- dynamic load
- yaw (twist) motion of 3.2 mil/inch of radius
- specimens free to turn in holder.
e. No effect of pivot shape was evident with the following exception:
Increased damage was noted with the .256" radius (nearly conform-
ing). This was attributed to the filling of the clearance with
wear debris.
f. No difference in the wear, surface damage, or appearance of the
slip area was evident after running tool steel, stellite, or
titanium carbide specimens after running in an air, argon, or
reducing (93 N2
 7 H2) atmosphere at 50OF and 900F.
5• A series of 2000 hour tests run at 90OF using the .250 radius ball vs.
various socket geometries showed the following:
a. There was no significant increase in the wear or surface damage
as compared with the 12 hour tests.
b. The carbide, tool steel, and stellite performed satisfactory.
i-15-
Some microdamage was evident but appeared to be insufficient to
seriously affect pivot motion. 	 It is concluded that these materials
are suitable for long term service.
c.	 In contrast to the short term tests, no effect of the following
shapes could be detected:
flat
.256 radius socket
.250" radius vs.
	
.256 radius cylinder
.750 radius socket
6.	 Four tests were run with two solid film lubricants (MoS 2 bonded with
sodium silicate and the NASA fused fluoride). 	 Neither lubricant was
worn away after 3.6 x 10$ cycles (100 hours).
7.	 A series of 100 hour teats was run at 500 F with a variety of special
=	 - materials and shapes.
	
"'he following results were obtained:
a.	 Six tests with the combination WC ball-WC sprayed A-2$6 steel con-
forming socket indicated that.the sprayed coating was removed from
the socket and transferred to the ball during the test.	 The depth
of the damange area was .0003 in. 	 This damage induced changes in
the pivot motions.	 It was concluded that this material combination
was inadequate.
b. Eight tests were run with tht sapphire ball-WC sockets with both
the conforming and non-conforming geometries. In all cases some
damage was evident. The non-conforming geometries with the center
hole showed damage at the hole edge. The conforming geometries
showed micro-transfer from one surface to the other with no edge
effect. Fracture cracks were noted on the sapphire ball; accord-
ingly it was concluded that this material combination was inade-
quate.
c. Eight tests were run with the BRU pivot design (conforming geo-
metry) used in the Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU)*
* A single-shaft, turbocompressor alternator presently being tested at NASA-
Levis.
6With both carbide (the BRU pivot material) and tool steel, micro-
s-
damage occured. this damage consisted of removal of material from
1Z	
each surface and transfer to the other at isolated contact spots..
The depth of the damage was approximately 20 microinches. This did
not interfere with the motions and no overall wear could be detected.
This type of damage was characteristic of all conforming geometries.
8. Two of the carbide BRU pivots described above were run for an additional
1,000 hours. The micro-damage at the conclusion of the test was more gen-
eral, covering most of the surface. The extent of the damage however,
was still small enough so it did not affect the motions of the pivots
in the test rig. No significant wear was detected. It was concluded
that the conforming surface pivots that were tested will operate suc-
cessfully in an otherwise properly designed pivoted pad gas bearing,
at least for the order of one to several thousand hours_
9.	 It is concluded that when using the proper materials and lubricants that
pivot fretting is not a significant problem area.	 The sliding motions
in the contact area are not large enough to produce significant damage
r=
or wear even when the imposed motions are 10 times that expected in a
properly designed bearing.
10.	 Within the limits of 0,ese experiments the shape of the test specimens
was an insignificant variable except that there was more surface damage
with the more conforming geometries (radi'ta ratios of 1 or 1.02).
11.	 For minimum damage and wear the following recommendations are made.
a.	 Materials
Temperatures to 900 F M-2 Tool Steel vs. M-2 Tool
Steel hardened to 58 RD
Temperatures to 1200 F Stellite Star	 vs	 Stellite 19
Temperatures to 1400 F Titanium Carbide K 162B vs.
Itself
-16-
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b. Materials ideally should be coated with a solid film lubricant
which will withstand that temperature range. (Silicate bonded
MoS2 and the NASA fluoride performed satisfactorily; undoubtedly
others will too.)
c. The following pivots are recommended for design limits given:
Radius of Pivot Radius of Socket Material	 Temp. Load
in. in. Y #
.125 .1625 M-2 Tool 900 32
Steel
.125 .1625 K162B Carbide 1400 8
.250 .375 M-2 Tool 900 52
Steel
K162B Carbide 1400 41
.375 .5625 M-2 Tool 900 66
Steel
K162B Carbide 1400 50
I ..1l 8.
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 ANALYSIS OF PAD MOTIONS
Theur o e of this task has been to calculate the itch roll and yaw componentsP P s	 P	 Y
of the oscillations of the gas bearing pads, in response to rotor unbalance. To
this end, the analysis of the pad oscillations was made and introduced in the pre-
viously existing rotor response computer program (Ref, 9), so that the modified
program calculates the amplitudes of the pad oscillation, in addition to the whirl
amplitudes of the rotor. Calculations were then made using as a model the rotor
and tilting pad journal bearings of the NASA's Brayton Cycle axial flow turbocom-
pressor. The dynamic simulator of this rotating unit was at the time under test
at MrI.
Calculation Procedure
The bearing pads are separated from the journal surface by a thin gas film. The
pressure generated in the film by the rotation of the journal depends not only on
the speed and the gas viscosity but also on the whirling motion of the journal.
This latter dependency may conveniently be expressed in terms of a set of spring
and damping coefficients which relate the generated dynamical forces to the ampli-
tudes and velocities of the journal. The coefficients are calculated from lubri-
cation theory as described in Appendix A. On this basis, a model of the rotor-
bearing-pad system can be set up where the flexible rotor is supported in bearings
represented by spring and damping coefficients, and each bearing pad is connected
with the journal through another set of spring and damping coefficients The sys-
tem is excited by the rotor unbalance forces. Thus, the motions of the bearing
pads are determined by a four step procedure: 1) calculate the spring and damping
coefficients for the fluid film of the bearing pads, 2) combine the pad coef-
ficients to obtain the resulting spring and damping coefficients for the complete
bearing, 3) calculate the rotor motion due to a specified rotor unbalance, and
4) calculate the corresponding ms_tion of the pads.
{
To determine the gas film stiffness and damping consider a single pad which is
held fixed. With respect to the ce:}er of the pad, the journal center position
is defined through the polar coordinates e o and cpo under static conditions, (see
0n-
Fig. A- 1). Under dynamic conditions the journal center whirls in an orbit around
the steady- state position. The coordinate system for this motion is a cartesian
coordinate system, with origin in the steady - state position with a g-axis parallel
to the load direction and with a-axis perpendicular to the-axis, see Fig. A-1.
Thus, relative to the pad the journal center amplitudes are g and I. The forces
Fg and F^ generated in the gas film by this motion can be expressed as:
Fg = - Kggg - B 	 Kg ^^ - B dt
(1)
IL -F^ _ - K^gg - B
	
K	 B^^^ - ^^ dt
These equations assume that the motion is reasonably small. The four spring
coefficients, Kgg , Kn5l Keg , and NI , and the four damping coefficients Bgg,
B91.1 BIV and B 
	
are known when the steady-state operating conditions are
given. In other words, for fixed bearing dimensions, bearing load and lubri-
cant properties the coefficients depend only on the speed of the rotor. The
coefficients are calculated as Taylor series coefficients of the hydrodynamic
bearing film forces as shown in detail in Appendix A.
Once the eight gas film coefficients have been determined for each of the four
bearing pads, they can be combined to yield similar coefficients representing
the complete tilting-pad bearing. Equation (1) is used in combining the pad
coefficients where, now, the journal amplitudes g and I define the relative
motion between the journal center and the pad center such that the pitch motion
of the pad and the radial motion of the pad on its flexure is included. In this
way eight new coefficients are obtained, valid for the complete bearing.. If any
{	 x-y coordinate system is introduced with the origin in the center of the bearing,
with the x-axis vertical and the y-axis horizontal, the journal center motion
can be defined by the amplitudes x and y. The corresponding dynamic forces
become:
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_	 ax	 _
Fx 	 - Kxxx Bxx dt - Kxyy	 xy dt
(2)
F = - Kx - Byx dtdx - Ky - By	 y 	 yy	 yydt
where the K's are the four bearing spring coefficients and the B's are the four
bearing damping coefficients. They are calculated from the spring and damping
coefficients of the individual pads, and include the effect of pad inertia and
pad flexure as explained in detail in Appendix B.
With the 8 bearing coefficients known as defined by Equation (2), a rotor un-
balance response calculation can be performed. In this calculation the rotor
is represented by a series of mass points, simulating the mass distribution of
the actual rotor, and the mass points are connected by weightless shaft sections
which have the same stiffness as in the actual rotor. This way of simulating the
rotor for calculation purposes is the conventional one used in the Prohl method
(sometimes called the Holzer method for flexural vibrations) which is the method
employed in the present analysis. At the bearing locations this idealized rotor
model is supported by the 8 bearing coefficients, and the whole system is forced
to vibrate by the rotor unbalance. The calculations are performed on a digital
computer, and the details of the analysis and the computer program are given in
Reference 9. For the present purpose, the computer program in Reference 9 has
been revised to calculate automatically the 8 bearing coefficients based on the
gas film coefficients for the individual bearing pads as defined by the analysis
in Appendix B. The pad coefficients must be given as input to the program, and
they are obtained from a separate program which is based on the analysis given
in Appendix A.
The rotor response computer program calculates the journal amplitudes and the
slope of the whirling shaft at the bearings. Knowing these quantities, and the
dynamic coefficients for the bearing pads, the analysis in Appendix B can be
used to calculate the resulting motions of the individual bearing shoes. This
analysis is incorporated into the rotor response computer program.
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Each bearing pad has four degrees of freedom: a) the radial motion of the pad
on its flexure, b) the pitch motion of the pad around an axial axis through the
pivot, c) the roll motion of the pad around a tangential axis through the pivot,
and, d) the yaw motion of the pad around a radial axis through the pivot. The
rotor response computer program calculates the amplitudes of these motions. Thus,
i
by specifying a rotor unbalance, the program can be used to calculate the pad
motions as a function of rotor speed, and with these results it is possible to
establish a typical pad motion to be considered in the pivot performance tests.
Calculation of Pad Motions
Reference 10 describes in detail the analysis, design and experimental evaluation
of the dynamic simulator and its bearings. Figure 4, reproduced from Reference
10, shows the cross sectional view of the rotor. Its principal characteristics
are:
Material - Steel (heat treated AMS 6415F, A1S1 4343)
Rotor weight - 10.62 lbs.
Polar moment of inertia - 12.7 lb.in2
Transient moment of inertia (about c.g.) - 243 lb.in2
*
Location of centerline of the compressor end bearing - 1.42 inches
Location of c.g. - 8.75 inches
*
Location of centerline of the turbine end bearing - 11.47 inches
Total rotor length - 15.51 inches
The journal bearing characteristics used in the calculations were as tabulated
on the next page. The pad and its pivot are illustrated in Figure 5.
* Measured from the forward-most face of the thrust runner.
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No. 1 Bearing	 No. 2 Bearing
(comaressor end)	 (turbine end)
Diameter, inches
Length, inches
*
Machined, radial clearance , inches
**
Set-up, radial clearance	 inches
Number of pads
Pad arc length, degrees
Pivot position (arc length from
leading edge to pivot centerline,
expressed as a fraction of the
pad arc length)
Pad weight, lbs.
1.5 2.125
1.5 2.125
0.00135 0.00319
0.000675 0.00158
4 4
80 80
	
0.65
	
0.65
	
0.14	 0.21
-------------------------------------
* This is the difference between the radius of curvature of the pad and the
shaft radius.
** In order to insure that all the bearing pads, including the ones in the
bearing half directly opposite from the direction of load, may form a con-
vergent wedge and generate hydrodynamic pressures, the bearing pads are
assembled so that their centers of curvature lie on a circle of radius
"a". The radial clearance of the bearing at set-up is then: C g = C - a,
where C is the machined radial clearance. This is referred t3 as p"pre-
loaded"pbearing, where the preload coefficients defined as: m - a/C 'In
the pad motion calculations reported here, the tabulated values of the set-
up clearance was used. In the simulator test program, however, it was
necessary to reduce set-up radial clearance of the turbine end bearing to
0.00068 inches to insure rotor-bearing stability over the complete speed
range as discussed in Reference 10. The larger, design objective value
of the turbine end bearing clearance tabulated above was nevertheless used,
as it will yield larger values of pad oscillation amplitudes than the one
used in the simulator tests.
r•
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The two rigid body critical speeds of the drive rotor-bearings system occur at
about 20,000 and 30,000 rpm, while the third critical speed (flexural) is at
about 85,000 rpm . The mode shapes at the two rigid body critical speeds are
shown in Figure 6, reproduced here from Reference 10. These mode shapes are
straight lines, as the two critical speeds are rigid body criticals. Note that
for this particular rotor-bearings system, the node point of the first critical
speed mode occurs very near the No. 1 bearing and that the node point of the
second critical speed mode occurs very near the No. 2 bearing. This character-
istic of the particular rotor-bearings system used in the pad motion calcula-
tions will be referred to again in discussing the calculated pad motions in the
pitch direction.
€
	
	 Using the pad motion calculation procedure described earlier and in Appendices
A and B of this section, the pad motions were calculated for the following con-
ditions.
Lubricant Argon at 400°F
Ambient Pressure: 12 psia
Speed Range: 10,000 to 60,000 rpm
Orientation: horizontal
Direction of Static Load Vector: midway
Unbalance Load: 0.01 oz.in . in the turbine plane
A horizontal orientation was used as this gives the largest pad motion ampli-
tudes, in the case of the pads located in the upper half of the bearing, i.e.,
the bearing half 1800 away from the load direction. With a vertical rotor, the
amplitudes would be equal in all four pads.
The calculated pad motions are shown in Figures 7 through 10. Figures 7 and 8
are for the upper and lower pads respectively of the No. 1 bearing. Figures
9 and 10 are for the upper and lower pads respectively of the No. 2 bearing.
* In actual turbocompressor simulator, these rigid body critical speeds were
lowered to about 11,000 and 18,000 rpm by the use of flexure supports under
rl	
the pads, as described in Ref. 10. The third (flexural) critical speed is
not significantly changed by the use of pad support flexures.
0R
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The calculated results in all cases show that the pad motion amplitudes peak at
the rotor-bearing system critical speeds and are limited in amplitude due to the
gas film damping. The gas film damping suppresses any individual pad gas film
resonances that may occur within the speed range that was investigated.
The pitch motions of the pads track the whirl orbit of the rotor in the bearing.
Since, as noted above (and as shown in Figure 6), the node point of the first
rigid body critical speed is very near the No. 1 bearing, the rotor whirl ampli-
tudes at this speed will be very small at the No. 1 bearing location. Thus, as
Figures 7 and 8 show, there is no peak in the pitch amplitude curve at this criti-
cal speed which occurs at about 20,000 rpm. There is, however, a peak at the
second critical speed which occurs at 20,000 rpm. Similarly, as also noted ear-
lier and in Figure 6, the node point of the second critical speed occurs very
near the location of the No. 2 bearing. Accordingly, it would be expected that
the curve of the pitch motions for the No. 2 bearing pads would exhibit a peak
at the first critical speed (20,000 rpm), but not at the second critical speed
(30,000 rpm). This is in fact the case as illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.
The roll and yaw motions, on the other hand, will reflect the conical (angular)
motions of the shaft about the center plane of the bearing. Accordingly, the
roll and yaw oscillation amplitudes should exhibit peaks at both critical speeds,
in each bearing, as is shown in Figures 7 through 10.
Figures 7 through 10 indicate that the pitch oscillations are considerably larger
than either the roll or the yaw oscillations. The latter two are of about the
same magnitude and are closely coupled, throughout the speed range.
Based on the calculations, it appears that oscillation amplitudes in pitch will
be about 1 to 1.5 milliradians at the system critical speeds. Gas bearing turbo-
machinery is normally designed to operate away from system critical speeds. Under
normal design conditions, therefore, the calculation results indicate that pitch
amplitudes will be of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 milliradians.
Roll and yaw oscillation amplitudes on the other hand are considerably smaller,
being of the order of .05 milliradians or less throughout if critical speeds are
avoided.
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VI. GEOMETRIC OPTIMIZATION OF CONCENTRATED CONTACTS FOR MINIMUM MICROSLIPS
It is a reasonable assumption that by changing the radius of curvature or other
variables that the amount of microslip in the slip region would change. It is
also a reasonable assumption that the amount of wear and surface damage will be
proportional to the amount of microslip.
Accordingly, an analytical investigation was conducted to calculate the amount
of microslip which occurs in curved contacts and also to determine that geometry
where microslip will be at a minimum. Results of this investigation are de-
scribed in the following sections.
1. Cursory Analysis
For bodies with axial symmetry and second order surfaces, Hertz-Mindlin theory
[1] applies. The simplest case is shown in Fig. lla in which L is the load
normal to the interface, T is the load tangent to the interface and R is the
radius of the identical pair of spherical surfaces in contact. Figure llb,
shows an enlargement of the contact area in which a is the radius of the con-
tact region, c is the radius of the sub-region known as the locked region. The
remaining region is the slip region. p is a generic radius. For this classi-
cal case, within classical contact theory, the fallowing formulae are applicable:
p	
3L3 (a
2 - p2 
1/2
) 	(1)
2rra
1/3
c	 all - fL)	 (2)
2/3 1/2
bx _ 3(28
- 
v)fL 1 - (1 - _L)	 (3)
Iwhere p is the pressure distribution, 6x is the relative horizontal displacement
=	 4
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between points, far removed from the contact zone, on the two bodies, L is the
total load, f is the static friction coefficient, v is Poisson's ratio, and G
is the shear modulus.
Using the dimensionless quantities:
N	 2TTa 2 P
	
N = c N
 m.2	 N 
=	 8Ga 6x
P	 3L	 ' c 	 3(2 - v)fL
	
_	 T
T = fL and Ts
 = --A
s
where Ts is that portion of '1 which is directly associated with slippage, the
above formulae become:
_	 1/2
p = ( 1 - p 2)
N	 N 1/3
C = (1-T)
2/3	 ,r
6x	 1 - (i - T)	 (0 S T < 1) .
a
Since Ts by definition is S 2npfpdp, therefore carrying out the integration
C
and putting in dimensionless terms,
3/2	 2/3 3/2
s = (1 - c 2 )	 1 - (1 - T)	 x 
3/2	 (0 < ax < 1) .
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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Also from the last two of the set of three equations above,
3/2
1- (1-6x)	 tJ<6X<11
T =
	 (8)
1	 (bx > l^
Figure 12 shows a master plot of `, s vs. ' • That is, it shows, for each
value of 6x , that portion of T which is directly associated with slippage. All
these quantities are in dimensionless measures, of course.
It should be noted that T is the measure of the ratio of rolling to static fric-
tion, i.e., T/fL. Thus at T = 1 gross sliding will take place. Also, at T 	 .1.
approximately one-third of T is directly associated with slippage, etc. Figure
13 shows several sample geometries and their equivalent ones within the contact
theory. The equivalent ones are used so that the simple formulae above can be
used. The alternative method., though equivalent, would lead to more complicated
formulae. Now, since a .-.R 1/3 according to Hertz theory, where R is the radius
of the contacting spheres used in the equivalent geometries for which the form-
ulae were derived, it can be said that
a 1 — 2.7 , a2 ^ 1.59 , a3 — 1 ; a4 — .91 : a5 — ,791	 (9)
where a l , ..., a 5 refer to the five radii of curvature for the five cases shown
in Fig. 13. By definition, bx = 8Ga6x/3(2 - v)fN; everything else being equal,
the geometrical difference, which causes a°s to be different, affec t_ bx 's for a
given T. This is so since for all levels of T < 1 ; 6 has a unique value ac-
x
cording to Fig= 11. This means, under this condition
6 1	(10)x ~  a
•
F
F
L
t
t
t
t
=	 t
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Therefore, combining equations (9) and (10),
6x C ) . 6 x (2) : 6 x (3) : 6_.t (4) : 6 x (5) = 1 . 1.7 . 2.7 . 3 . 3.5 .	 (11)
Since 6x is proportional to slip, i.e., 6x is also proportional to the energy
dissipation by microslip, it can be seen that the first case is better that. the
second, etc., in the order arranged, insofar as dissipation due to microslip is
concerned. In this consideration, everything else is kept constant. This con-
clusion, moreover, is general, in that it is not dependent upon any fixed set of
values of f, L, v, G.
In the above, for spherical surfaces in contact, a semi-quantitative comparison
has been made of the geometries with regard to microslips without actually evalu-
ating the microslips.
2. Hither Order Surfaces in Contact
Since it is known that microslips do occur with second order surfaces (e.g.,
spherical surfaces) in contact, one natural question which arises in design is
what can be done geometrically to minimize microslips. To this end, an analysis
has been carried out to examine the contact of higher order surfaces, in par-
ticular fourth order surfaces (Appendix C). This analysis entailed a generaliz-
ation of the Hertz problem for fourth order paraboloical surfaces in contact.
Microslips and annulus of slip were sought. For this purpose, an inverse method
was devised. Based upon this analysis, which shows how the geometry can be op-
timized for miminum microslips, the following data for design are shown in sub-
sequent sections: Microslip data for spherical surfaces in contact; Optimized
shapes; Closing-in; Maximum pressures; Radius of contact area; Maximum microslip;
Computer program for the above.
The general analysis referred to above (Appendix C) is concerned with surfaces
of fourth order and the contact region which are ellipses. Spherical surfaces
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are, of course, special cases. Using the theory and letting T be the ratio of
the applied traction T to the load L, the following microslip data for various
radii balls on socket are shown:
Fig. 14 - Microslip vs. Angular Position for 1/4"R Ball on Flat.
Fig. 15 - Microslip vs. Angular Position for 1/4 1IR Ball on VA
 Socket.
Fig. 16 - Microslip vs. Angular Position for 1/4"R Ball on 3/4 , 'R Socket.
Fig. 17 - Microslip vs. Angular Position for 1/4"R Ball on 1/2"R Socket.
Fig. 18 - Microslip vs. Angular Position for 1 /4"R Ball on 0.256"R Socket.
The number on the curves refers to 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and the full distance between
the radii of the slip region. (yl is the maximum Hertz pressure and 6  as defined
earlier. The microslip in the transverse direction is several magnitudes lower
than those in the loading direction. Figure 19 shows the effect of equivalent
radius, Re , on maximum microslip, where
Re
	^2Rb	 2Rs)
R  and Rs
 are the radii of the ball and socket, respectively.
3. Optimized Shaves
Table 2 shows calculated, optimized shape data. Consider a ball with radius R 
fin a socket with radius Rs . Then using the equation C = 1/2R, the geometries
are:
f  = Cb (x2 + y2)
f  = Ca (x2 + y2)
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where f  and f a are the distances, for a given (x,y), from the ball and socket
surface to the plane of the interface (an assumption of the classical contact
theory). The apparent geometry is given by
8 + 8
fa = fb - fs	(Cb - C a)(x2 + y2 ) 
= b:+ s A(x2 + y2)
where
A	 2tt(Cb - Ca Meb + 8a)
and	 1 - vb	1 - vs
8b + 9s	G 	 +	 G 
The modified apparent geometry which includes fourth order terms is
f	 9b + 6s [A(x2
 + y2) + B(x4 + 2x2y2 + y4)].M	 2n
8b +8s	 8b+8s	 6b+6s	 9b+Bs
Given { 2rr
	
) A, ( 2rr
	
) B, may to found from a ( 2rr
	
) B vs. ( 2rt )A
6b +8a 8b +es	 Bb +0a	
eb +8sgraph (note that ( 2rr ) B is negative). Note	 2rt	 Ab + 2n	 As =	 A.2rr
6b
 + 8s
There are an infinite numbcr of ways to break up 2tt	 B , but only two are shown
below:
1. Modified ball-spherical cup:
8 + 8
fb (1) = Cb (x2 + y2 ) + b2Tr 
s B(x4 + 2x2y2 + y2)
fs(1) = Cs (x2 + y2).
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2. Spherical ball-modified cup:
fb (2)	 C  (x2 + y2)
fb(2)	
Cs (x2 + Y2)	 eb + 0a B (x4+ 2x2y2 + y4 ) .
The results in Table 2 are also plotted in Fig. 20. Figure 21 shows, a typical
cross-section of ball and socket as modified. Originally, it was intended to
build and evaluate such a pivot combination; however, since the results of the
screening and long-term tests showed very little damage with simple shapes, this
added complexity was not necessary.
4. Closing-In
8 + 8
The effect of the geometric parameter b2tr s A on the closing-in S Z for steel
is shown in Fig. 22.
5. Maximum Pressure
8 + 8
Figure 23 shows the effect of the geometric parameter b2n s A on the maximum
pressure for steel. It is provided to aid in design. The maximum pressure of
the modified case is only some eight percent of the maximum pressure of the
ball-socket counterpart.
6. Radius of Ccntact Area
8 + A
Figure 24 shows the effect of the geometric parameter b2rr	 A on the radius
of contact area for steel. It should be consulted to determine the extend of
the modification, i.e. how large x and y may be before interference occurs be-
tween the two surfaces. Interference begins at a radius equal to approximately
120 percent of the radius of the contact area. Therefore, the modification
should end at values of x and y which are within the interference circle, such as
2	 2	 1/2(x max + y maX)	 = 110 percent of the contact area radius.
r
t6
f
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7. Maximum Mica oxlip
ob + Bs
The chart for maximum microslip as a function of the geometric parameter 2n	 A
for steel is shown in Fig. 25. a2 hq - 0 is the case of Hertz-Mindlin and
°f2/°Y1 - -1 is the optimized case.
8. Computer Program for Calculations Sampled Above
The program is written for an IBM 360 computer using Fortran IV language (see
Appendix D). The input variables are:
NQ =	 number of Q's
NA1 =	 number of al's
NA2 =	 number of ratios 012/al
MS =	 number of T's
NT	 = control number for checking the size of A
AMIN - minimum size of A
AMAX = maximum size of A
Q	 = load in pounds
A01 = al
A02	
= at2/atl
if	 = coefficient of friction
PR	 = Poisson's ratio
TAU = T = shear force/normal force
I The values for NQ, NA1, NA2 need no explanation other than NQ < 10, NA1, NA2 < 100.MS also acts as a control statement as well as providing the number of T's. If
MS - 0, the microslip and locked displacement will not be computed and will be
listed as zero in the output. Unless the microslip and locked displacements are
absolutely necessary, it is urged that they not be computed because they increase
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the computation time by about 50 times. If 0 < MS < 10, then the microslip will
be computed. In order to eliminate unwanted output, and especially unnecessary
computation when MS # 0, NT, AMIN and AMAX are provided to check the size of A.
Since values of B, maximum pressure, etc., are usually only wanted for a certain
range of A, the lower and upper limits oZ A are provided by AMIN and AMAX, re-
spectively. If NT Z 1, the value of A will be checked to see if AMIN < A < AMAX.
If NT - 0, A will not be checked. The range of al used for the graphs in this
paper is 103 < al < 106 . The ratio ot2/(y1 = 0 corresponds to the simple Hertz
case of two concentric spheres and the ratio a2/al = -1 yields the minimum slip
case. If &2/ci1 - 0, then the maximum pressure is equal to al ; otherwise it is
given in the output under PMAX. U, PR and TAU are provided only if MS # 0, other-
wise"they are omitted.
The format information is as follows:
NQ, NA1, NA2, MS, NT, AKIN, AMAX - 515, 5X, 2F10.
Q's	 6F10
A81's	 6E10
A82's
	
6F10
U, PR	 6F10
TAU's
	
6F10
Note: AKIN and AMAX are required only if NT # 0 and U,PR and TAU's are required
only if MS ¢ 0.
The output headings are-
A	 = coefficient of second order terms in the apparent geometry function
which does not include the material constants
B	 : coefficient for fourth order terms
IDEL - closing in (8b
 + 9s)
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PMAX - maximum pressure in the area of contact in psi (only if a2/011 0 0)
$MAX - 2rtG X maximum slip between the two bodies in lb./in.
UL	 = 2nG x displacement of locked region in lb./in.
RAD - radius of contact area in inches
Al	 = Gtl (equals maximum pressure if 
a2 /oil - 0)
A02 - &2/cxl
t-
i
t
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VII. MATERIALS AND LUBRICANTS SELECTION
There is very little published information to define the requirements for pivot
materials at high temperatures. However, since a pivot is primarily a rolling
contact the information based on rolling contact bearings can be used. The most
important of these material requirements are as follows:
I. A high yield strength at the maximum operating temperature (high hardness)
2. Dimensional stability
3. Corrosion resistance to the environment
4. Good sliding compatibility in the environment
5. Relative ease of fabrication to the desired configuration
6. Adequate shock resistance (thermal and mechanical)
Actually the requirements of high strength, corrosion resistance, and lock are
so limiting at temperatures to 1400°F that they are given primary consideration.
A number of surveys have been published (Reference 11 to 14) on the status of
materials for rolling contacts. The most recent by Glaeser (12) makes the fol-
lowing recommendations.
Temperatures
	 Material
	
900°F
	 M-2, M-50, T1 Tool Steel
	
1400°F	 K-162B carbide
	
1600°F
	 Stellite Star J, Stellite 19
	
2000°F
	 a - Al203 , Stabilized ZrO2
Bisson and Anderson (reference 11) recommend that the minimum hardness level of
rolling bearings be Rockwell C55. If the hardness level drops below this value,
an increase in the wear and a shortening of the fatigue life could be expected.
Since the stresses in bearings are generally higher than those used in pivots,
this value should be considered more of a goal than a requirement. On this basis,
SAE 52100 steel and 440 C stainless steel are recommended to 450°F. Tool steels
M1, M2, M10 and Tl are suitable to approximately 1000°F.
=	 1
1
f*
I:
•
In an Atr Force program two tool steels were developed WB-49 and WACD-65 which
have better hot hardness than the M or T series tool steels at 10000F. These
have proven to be satisfactory for certain applications but are not widely used
as yet (16).
In general, the M-series tool steels have been found to be satisfactory at tem-
peratures up to 8000F to 9000F. In the temperature range below 90*F there are
few reasons to consider materials other than the M series tool steels. In Refer-
ence 15 rolling tests were run on potential high-temperature bearing materials,
both dry and lubricated with silane. In the unlubricated tests, Stellite and
440 C stainless were both inferior to M1 steel. Al 203 and synthetic sapphire
gave high wear either lubricated or unlubricated. Of the M series tool steels
T5 and M2 showed the best hot hardness at WOOF (16). Stellite has been used to
1200oF. For higher temperatures there has been little experience. Titanium car-
bide, hot and cold pressed Al 203 , ZrO2 and a chrome carbide appear to be the
most promising. Tungsten carbide can be used at high temperatures in an inert
environment but will oxidize rapidly in air at temperatures above 9000F. Thus
recommendations for material to be used above 1200 0F are primarily based upon
the availability, reliability and experience with the materials and their fabri-
cation rather than experience of sliding an, rolling behavior.
For the temperature range above 1000 0F to 1200OF the Stellite materials seem most
appropriate. They have more ductility and are easier to fabricate than the car-
bides or ceramic but maintain higher hardness levels than the tool steels. It
would be desirable to use the Stellite to 140O PF to avoid the use of carbides if
possible. To do this it is necessary to select the materials with the maximum
high temperature hardness. Data from Reference 17 indicate that this would be
alloys 3, 19, Star J and 98 M-2 of the standard materials. of these the standard
bearing materials have been Star J bal's and Stellite 3 races which have found
s
 some success in marginal lubrication applications such as water. In high temper-
ature roller tests, Reference 18, Murray found that Star J, 3, and 19 gave Aatis-
factory performance to stresses of 300,000 psi and 1200 9F. Further, Stellite 19
appeared to be the most ductile member of the group. At high stresses to 500,000
psi the 19 alloy failed because of excessive deformation while the others cracked.
Stellite 19 was thus selected over Stellite 3. Star J was selected because it is
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a standard ball material. Stellite 6B was added to include a wrought Stellite alloy.
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Although rolling tests and bearing tests have been run with the carbides and
ceramic at high temperatures, there is insufficient evidence to select materials
on that basis. Rather than that, the approach used was to select the conventional
materials for initial evaluation. There is considerable question whether such
materials can be used in a pivot which is subjected to shock loads. Since they
are difficult to fabricate they would be used only for those temperature ranges
where the metals are inadequate. The primary advantage of these types of materi-
als has been found to be effective (Reference 19) in a number of sliding applica-
tions. It was selected primarily on this basis. The ceramic material hot and
cold pressed Al 203 were selected as those for which there has been maximum per-
formance in inert environment,(Referet-ce 20).
SAE 52100 and 440C stainless were selected for comparison purposes. A flame plated
tungsten carbide was also added since this is being used in a current pivot design.
The list of selected materials is shown in Table 3.
i The effect of the lubricant and the life of the lubricant in a pivot application
is difficult to estimate since the number of cycles is far beyond the life of the
films in pure sliding contact. Data is not available on pure rolling contacts.
3	 If we assume that the life of the film will be determined by the microslip in the
area of contact then the lubricant film would be only considered as a "break in"
film. In this program this approach was taken. Consideration was given primarily
to selecting the materials which would operate unlubricated. The lubricant would
be added to extend the life.
3
A review was made of the high temperature solid lubricants which could be used
for various temperature ranges (References 21 to 28). The candidates are shown
in Table 4.
t
rl.
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TAB
SERIALS
Temperature Ball
Range Material Hardness Socket Material Hardness
80 - 450'F 52100 Steel 59-61 RC Same as Ball Same as Ball
80 -	 800°F M-2 Tool Steel 60-62 RC Same as Ball Same as Ball
80 - 1100°F Stellite 59-62 RC Stellite 19 56-58 RC
Star J
80 - 1200°F Stellite 59-62 RC Carboloy 608 70 RC
Star J (Chromium
carbide + Ni
Binder)
80 -	 900°F Kennametal. K196 91 RA Same as Ball Same as Bail
Air
80 - 1200'F (Tue,gsten carbide
Argon + Co-binder)
80 - 1600°F Kennametal	 1628 89 RA Same so Ball Same as Ball
(Titanium carbide
+ Ni Binder)
80 - 1800O F Cold Pressed 80 
R45N
Same as Ball Same as Ball
Al203
80 - 1800'F Hot Pressed 80 R Carboloy Ce- 90 RA
Al203 45N mented Oxide
80 - 1800°F Hot Pressed Hot Pressed
Al203 Al203
80 -	 450O F 440 C Stainless 440 C Stainless Same as Ball
Steel Steel
80 -	 1'300°F Kennametal	 K196 91RA Flame Same as Ball
LINW40
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TABLE 4
LUBRICANTS
Lubricant Temperature Range F
Air Inert
MoS2 750 1200
Resin Bonded MoS 2 600 600
Silicate Bonded MoS 2 800 1200
800Metal Bonded MoS2 ----
WS 800 > MoS2
CdO + Graphite 800 1400
Pb0 1200 1200
Pb0 SiO2 1250 1250
500 - 1400 500 - 1400Ceramic Bonded CaF 2
AgPb Alloy 600 - 1400 600 - 1400
- PbYo04 1000 - 1400 1000 - 1400
Glasses 1000 - 1400 1000 - 1400
0I
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The following lubricant films were selected based upon known lubricating proper-
ties and the availability of reliable means of application; preference was given
to lubricant films which would be suitable in both air and argon environments
and suitable on both metal and ceramic specimens:
1. ,	1st Choice
	
Other
	
1400°F	 Ceramic Bonded CaF2	 AgPd, PbMo04
	
1200°F	 PbSi02	 Pb0
	
800°F
	
Silicate Bonded BoS2	 Silicated Bonded Graphite
	
600°F
	 Resin Bonded MoS2
iI	 -42-
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VIII. TEST RIGS
1. Requirements
In order to adequately evaluate the effect of pivot motions it was necessary to
{	 construct an apparatus which simulated the pad motions and conditions. This
meant a rig which would hold a ball and a socket and impose a rotary motion
between the two in three orthogonal axes; that is pitch, roll and yaw (Figure
26). The necessary operating conditions are given in Section III, "program
Scope". These conditions imposed some difficult design problems. They are
discussed in the following sections.
A diagrammatic sketch of the resulting test rig is shown in Figure 27. Essen-
tially it consists of a rigidly held ball. The socket is mounted on the flat
face of a spherical seat, In operation the spherical seat is floated on a gaa
bearing. Motion is imparted to the spherical seat by means of a pendulum at
its base.. This is driven by three electromagnetic drivers shown in Figure 29.
This test device is described in greater detail in a later section. Six of
these test rigs were constructed and used during the test program.
A second rig was designed during the course of this program, It was intended
that it be used for the study in subsequent probrams of the effects of dynamic
and shock loading.
A sketch of this rig is shown in Figure 28. Essentially it uses the same test
specimens as the previous test rig. The important feature of the rig is that
the desired motions are separated into two different dynamic components, pitch
and dynamic load. The pitch motion is provided by angular oscillation of a
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preloaded rigid rocking bar supported on knife edges. The other motion con-
sists of direct loading coupled with reciprocating dynamic loading on an axis
at right angles to the pitch motion axis. The steady load is applied by pneu-
matic means. A shock load or alternating dynamic load is applied by a commer-
cial electromagnetic drive. The temperature and other requirements conform
to those specified for the present test device.
Z. Design Approaches
3=
In the design of the pivot-fretting test rig, some difficult problems were
encountered. These are discussed in the following sections. A more detailed
design analysis is given in Appendix E.
a. Drive Systems
In the preliminary design study, several methods of driving the lower test
i
	 specimen at high frequency and small amplitude motions were reviewed.. Two
were considered to offer the best potential solutions, pneumatic drives and
electromagnetic drives,
i
i
The penumatic drive represented a new concept based on gas bearing technology.
The drive consisted of establishing a pair of opposed hydrostatic gas bearing
es	
thrust pads on either side of the lever arm for each axis of motion and achiev-
ing a condition of controlled pneumatic hammer.
The advantages of this sys~em include the following:
1. Drives can be completely contained in the heated tests zone of the
rig with the only drive energy requirement being a supply pf pre-
heated and pressurized gas.
2. Since no mechanical drive linkages are involved there is a maximum
freedom for establishing pure multiple motions.
•wl
Because of the newness of the concept. a room temperature demonstration model
of the basic drive principle was built.
This model demonstrated that while the motions and amplitudes could be achieved,
extensive development would be necessary in order to resolve the following prob-
lem areas:
1. Excessive drive gas flow
2. Control of amplitudes of motion, which could only be achieved by the
use of mechanical end stops.
3. Mechanical stops represented a material selection and wear problem for
long term testing particularly at high temperature and influenced the
form of motion achieved since a bounce occurred at each contact.
4,	 The motions would change as the specimen friction increased as a re-
sult of damage.
In order to apply electromagnetic drives the following major factors had to be
considered:
1. The availability of a suitable driver
2. The drives would have to be located outside of the test zone of the
rig because of the high test temperature involved.
3. The linkage system between the drives and lower specimen would have
to penetrate the furnace, would have to be of light weight, would
have to be non-sensitive to distortion effects and be suitable for
permitting the three motions required c ? ithout undesirable interactions.
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A careful survey was made of commercially available vibration generators and
vibration table drives.. It was found that reasonably sized units had inadequate
output at the high frequencies. This was mainly because of the inherent internal
mass of the machines which absorbed a portion of the available power. Drives of
adequate power output were extremely bulky and presented problems of interference
when for example three units had to be mounted in close proximity beneath the rig.
More remote mounting involved long heavy linkages with their several problems.
The fundamental requirement for the drive was that the smallest size unit was
needed with the largest possible ratio of power output to internal mass. The
only pieces of equipment which would meet this requirement were high powered
speaker drives such as used in horns. In these devices the only internal mov-
ing parts necessary for functional performance are a plastic diaphragm and a
light-weight coil.
Consideration was given to several models of different design and power output
V
Tests were conducted to verify its applicability in the test rig drive system.
In these tests ; a series of simulated loads representative of the linkage and
specimen reaction forces were achieved by cementing weights to the diaphragm.
Figure E-4 of Appendix E shows some typical performance curves.
These performance curves were correlated with the minimum linkage masses that
could be designed for the requirements as is discussed under driver performance.
On the basis of these studies and tests it was decided to proceed using the
electromagnetic drives of the speaker unit type.
Ib. Specimen Support
Because of the small amount of motion it was necessary to hold one specimen
rigid and to move the second. A simpler design would result if the ball was
held stationary. Accordingly the upper ball specimen support assembly is
rigidly positioned in all radial directions but has axial freedom for the
r--
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application of the test load. The system uses two well spaced thin circular
diaphragm plates with very high radial stiffness and low axial stiffness to
support the upper specimen shaft assembly. (See Figure 27).
s. Drive Linkages
A lightweight linkage system was necessary in order to obtain adequate motions
(see Figure 29) which consisted of a thin walled aluminum cone made by spinning
which was cemented directly to the diaphragm and a light aluminum horizontal
push rod connecting to a thin steel horizontal push-rod. The steel rod oper-
ates in the hotter zone at the extremity of a hemispherical gas bearing spec-
imen support member. The thin steel push-rod provides the transverse flexi-
bility necessary for the motions imposed in other planes.
Recognizing that the electromagnetic drives were not designed for this type of
application, that consistency between these commercial units was an unknown
and that their capability of extended continuous operation was also an unknown,
it was decided that a study of the possibility of operating the driver and
linkage close to resonance should be undertaken. Operating close to resonance
had the potential advantages of reducing the power output required and internal
heating of the drivers.
Resonance was to be achieved by building an adjustable spring in the lower hor-
izontal linkage. A convenient design solution was to make the flexure support
bearing act as this spring. A detailed Design Analysis is given in Appendix E.
The motion is imposed on the lower specimen holder. This holder must provide
accurate positioning with negligible friction and no wear while being subjected
to high frequency pitch, roll and yaw motions. The ideal solution to this prob-
lem was to support the specimen on a hemispherical gas bearing of high radial
stiffness,so this approach was adopted. The design of this bearing is given
in Appendix E .
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d. Thermal Control
Heating of the test specimen followed the conventional procedure of providing a
group of controllable high wattage cartridge heaters in the rig housings and of
preheating incoming environmental and gas bearing gases. Containment of the
heat is assisted by external high temperature insulating material.
It is essential that the lower drive linkages and electromagnetic drives be at
a temperature as close to room temperature as possible. This means that a tem-
perature gradient of about 1300N may exist at the lower zone of the rig.
This temperature gradient was effectively achieved with the minimum of thermal
distortion by a combination of high temperature insulating materials and a cop-
_	 per shunt taking heat to a water cooled ring at the lower and surface of the
i	 rig. Provisions were also included for local air cooling.
Thermal expansion differences between the heated test rig and the cold base plate
which supports both the rig and the three electromagnetic drivers couid affect
the test motions. This problem was solved by providing a suprort structure be-
tween the rig and base plate very close to the vertical centerline in which all
thermal growths in the horizontal plane are radial. The drive linkage settings
are made when the selected test temperature condition has been achieved.
e. Sealing
A condition of testing is that the specimens be operated in a closely controlled
atmospheric environment such as argon, without any possibility of contamination
from the external gases or gas bearing exhaust.
Consideration was given to positive seals such as a bellows connecting the upper
specimen holder to the lower dynamic specimen holder. Problems of temperature,
fatigue life of the bellows and drive power showed this to be impractical.
6
The design accepted was a staggered type of radial labyrinth seal set to the
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minimum practical clearance. Details of the analysis of the labyrinth are given
in Appendix E.
The feed supply of the environmental gas into the test zone was injected between
the two support diaphragms and through the vertical specimen support shaft. Oper-
ational experience has established the minimum pressure difference and flow nec-
essary for satisfactory environmental testing and conservation of gas supply.
,f. Specimen Retention
f
Retention of specimens under very high frequency excitation and over a range of
temperatures represents a classical problem.	 This is particularly true if one
of the specimens is a precise, highly finished ball and materials of varying
thermal expansion rates.are involved.
The lower specimen which is in the basic form of a flat disk is mounted with
a high interference fit into a small specimen holder which has a thread shaft
extension.	 This shaft extension screws into a high temperature self-locking
insert.
The more difficult problem is locking the ball. 	 The technique used varies
Y
depending on whether the ball is made of high or low expansion rate material.
The specimen holding cover is provided with a conical seat for accurately
locating the lower portion of the ball. 	 Tightening of the cover loads the
ball against an upper Stellite block.	 In the case of a high expansion rate
- material specimen, the spring tension in the cover plus the matching thermal
expansion rates will maintain a clamping force on the ball with changing tem-
perature.	 For low expansion rate material specimens an additional spring
washer plate is put in series with the Stellite block in order to maintain
the clamping action.
As an extra precaution and for extended testing at temperatures where metal
creep might relax the clamping action, an anti rotation flat is ground to
provide a side surface on the ball and is engaged by a small set screw through
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the wall of the cover
__periytion of Test Rix
A schematic dia gram -f the test rig is shown in Figure 27 	 A photograph of the
test rig is shown in Figure 30 and of the overall system for two rigs in Figure
31	 The panel control system is shown in Figure 32. The test .rig provides the
mountings for a ball loaded against a flat, socket or cylindrical lower specimen.
A photograph of the test specimens is shown in Figure 33 The lower specimen
and its holder are screwed into a spheric-al seat. This seat rests in the base
socket which is floated as a gas bearing. A pendulum at the bottom is driven
to impart rocking motions to the bottom specimen about the circumference of the
ball. At the base of the pendulum is a flat plate. Connected to this plate are
three 75 watt electromagnetic drivers (as shown in Figure 29) whose outputs are
combined to obtain pitch, yaw and roll motions. For driver 1 and 2 `but of phase"
1800
 pure pitch will be obtained . If they are `but of phase" with a different_
amplitude some yaw will be introduced. if drivers 1 and 2 are "in phase" pure
yaw will be obtained. Roll about an axis 9G' to the pitch motion is introduced
by driver 3_ I t.. can be "ir_ phase" or "out. of phase" with the pitch mcrion 	 If
it is "in phase" the direction of pitch is merely shifted through some angle.
If it is "out of phase" a rolling motion is obtained about the contact point on
the ball. For these tests the roll driver was always used "out of phase" to
s
simulate the bearing motion.
The ball is held rigidly in a holder which is mounted on the bottom of a hollow
rod. The rod is held in place by two diaphragms	 These diaphragms preven t_ lat-
eral motion of the ball but are thin enough to allow for radial or vertical
motion. A load is applied to the top of this rod with air pressure tnto a bellows
=	 section.
The test specimens atmosphere is contained by two labyrinths with a ten mil
clearance. Argon admitted to the top of the rig passes the heaters and enters
the hollow specimens rod by a series of passages. From here it passes across
the specimens and out through the labyrinth. A positive pressure prevents the
{
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back flow of air into the specimen area.
Eight cartridge heaters which allow heating the rig to 1400°F are mounted in
the rig housing. The temperature of the rig is controlled by a thermocouple
next to the heaters; the specimen temperature is measured by a thermocouple
mounted on the labyrinth:
Air is supplied to the gas bearing after passing by the cartridge heaters.
This insures uniform temperatures throughout the rig necessary to maintain
the small clearance in the gas bearing. The gas pressure from the bearing
is exhausted to atmosphere.
Insulation surrounds the outside of the rig to further insure uniform temper-
ature. The test rig is also mounted on a base plate which contains a water
jacket. This protects the drivers from the rig heat.
In all, six such rigs were constructed for running the tests. In addition a
number of auxiliary systems were necessary. These are described in the fol-
lowing section..
The primary measurements made upon the specimens are wear and surface damage.
The wear is measured with a capacitance probe by measuring the position of the
load stem as a function of time. However, in these experiments the wear was
generally negligible so the results are presented as observed surface damage
or Taly surf traces after a given period of running. An indication of surface
damage is also obtained by monitoring the motions with the probes at the base
of the pendulum. With undamaged specimens a smooth sine wave is obtained on
the scope. If damage results this trace becomes distorted with frequent shifts
in the amplitude.
4. 'Iuxiliary Systems and Instrumentation
The gas system is shown in Figure 34. Essentially it consists of a supply line
from an air compressor and from an eight bottle argon manifold. The air is used
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for the load bellows and the gas bearing. The argon is used as Pn atmosphere
blanket for the specimens. The air is filtered in a coaarercial 5 microinch
filter which removes moisture and other impurities. From the filters which
are part of the test system the air is piped to the rigs. An auxiliary standby
system of N2 is provided to protect the rig in case of a loss of gas pressure.
Three air and three argon lines each shared by two rigs are heated by passing
them through a coil inside a tubular furnace. The air for the loading system
is not heated since the flow to the load bellows is very small.
For all tests the commercially pure argon was used. An analysis of the gas is
given in Table 5. Some initial tests were run in high purity argon. Since
the results were essentially the same as the commercially pure argon the latter
was used because of its availability and lower cost.
TAB_ LE 5
SPECIFICATION NO. L-108
Argon
Argon gas, A.
99.998 percent
99.999 percent
Below - 90''F (less than 5 ppm moistura
by volume)
Oxygen45 ppm by volume
Nitrogen410 ppm by volume
PRODUCT
PHYSICAL STATE
GUARANTEED MINIMUM PURITY
TYPICAL PURITY
NORMAL D WPOINT
I
MBA MUM IMPURITIES
The heating system for the gas and test rigs are shown in Figure 35. The test
rig contains 6 cartridge heaters. Three from each rig are connected to s sep-
arate 100 volt variac. The three gas heaters are each heated with a 220 volt
variac. Also shown is the time contact system which will shut the rig off at
the desired time. This was used primarily in the screening tests where it was
necessary to shut the tests off at 5 A.M.
The temperature measurement and recording system is also shown in Figure 35. The
gas temperature and the tes t_ temperature are continuously recorded throughout the
test. Temperature is controlled by a thermocouple near the heater elements to
prevent large temperature cycling. Actually by calibration and by experience the
variac settings were found which maintained the desired temperature. The heaters
rarely cycled on or off.
The most important_ system is, of course ; that used to obtain the desired motions
and to measure them. The complete system i^; show y. in Figure 36. The system con-
sists of two oscillators, which can be set at any frequency. For these tests two
frequencies were used, 1000 cps and 200 cps: The desired frequency could be se-
lected with the proper switching device.
Three 75 watt amplifiers were used for each rig, one for each driver. Two phase
shifters were also used for one pitch amplifier and one for a roll amplifier.
In order to determine and adjust the motions three 10 mil capacitance probes were
mounted, one opposite each probe. These probes were connected to an oscilloscope
on the panel board to monitor motions.
All variations of the motions could be detected by combining any two of the probes
on the x, y of the scope. Typical patterns for the various motions are shown in
Figure 37. Pure pitch motion is detected by monitoring probes x  and x2 . First,
equal amplitudes are set on each driver.. If they are "in phase" the motion will
be as shown in trace IA. The angle a t then would equal 45'. For pure yaw 3A and
3B the same pattern is obtained but shifted 90' into the first quadrant. Any
combination of pitch and yaw 4A, will also give a similar pattern with an angle
somewhere in between the pitch and yaw pattern. In each of these cases pattern
B remains the same showing x  varying with y l constant. The most significant
pattern is that of a 7A and B since this is the test condition. 7A shows that
there is a combination of pitch and yaw; 7B shows an ellipse. The y l direction
indicates the amount of roll the x  direction indicates the amount of pitch at
that end of the driver.
i-
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The important fact to note is that for each type of motion a unique pattern exists
which can be readily identified_
Test Rig Calibrations
After the test rigs were set up a number of calibrations were necessary to test
the rig performance. These calibrations are described in the following sections.
The most critical part of the rig was the gas bearing. The two surfaces were
lapped together.. assembled in the test rig, and the gas flow determined at a
given load.. This was repeated until further lapping produced no further decrease
in flow. The minimum film thickness as desired to minimize the gas usage but
primarily to obtain the maximum bearing stiffness. Once this had been accom-
plished the bearings were calibrated by measuring bearing lift for a given amount
of preload. To obtain this data only the bnse of the apparatus was used. A
capacitance probe was mounted at the center of the spherical socket and the bear-
ing lift determined for at various pressures, The data obtained for 25 pounds for
rig one is shown in Figure 38
	
It can be seen that in the low pressure region
there is a linear relationship between load and li't. Then at a given pressure,
in this case i5 psi, there was a large increase to lift. Thereafter the relation-
ship again became linear. It was determined that there was still contact below
75 psi, therefore, it would be necessary to operate with a lift of approximately
.001 inch. The reason for this behavior could not be exactly determined, however.,
it was felt to be due to the small inaccuracies in the conformity of the ball and
the socket. The bearing lift curves for Rigs 1 and 2 for various preloads are
shown in Figures 39 and 40. It can be seen that in all cases the behavior is
essentially the same. These curves then ,established the pressure necessary to
float the bearing for a given load. Usually, however, it was not necessary to
refer to such curves since the large increase in lift made audible changes in the
gas flow pattern.
The remaining four rigs did not have the same characteristic behavior. Because
of the improved lapping procedures much closer tolerances could be held between
the seat and the socket. As a result the lir„Aar portion of the lift prime'
curve was shifted from the starting point of 80 psi. and 1.0 mil to 50 psi and
.1 mil. A typical curve is shown in Figure 41 . This behavior allowed these
rigs to be operated at a much smaller film thickness.
It was also necessary to calibrate the load bellows on the test rigs. To do
this several methods were tried; two ware successful. The primary method used
was with dead weights. To do this the rig was turned upside down as shown
below:	 W1
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Ga;
Bellows
A dial indicator was placed on the labyrinth at point D. The gas pressure was
determined which would Rive a positive indication of motion. The amount of
motion was-noted. A given weight was then added to the top of the labyrinth
and the pressure determined to bring the indicator to the same reading. Using
this method the six were calibrated as shown in Figure 42. The differences
in the calibration of Rigs 1 and 2 and the remainder reflect small modifica-
tions made in the design of the rig.
Another check of the load was carried out by a different method illustrated
below.	 t	 v
Probe
W (Preload)
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With the bearing floating two forces act in opposition to the gas pressure, the
load pressure P and the preload W To maintain the same position as indicated
by a probe on the bottom of the pendulum any decrease in W must be balanced by
an increase in P. Thus a direct calibration can be obtained. Calibration checks
using this method gave essentially the same results as previously shown.
Considerable attention was given to the motion of the spherical socket in the
design and calibration of the test rig. The center of the specimen was to be
placed at the exact center of the spherical socket; this would insure a pure
rolling motion about the ball specimen. Secondly, the bearing was designed to
be extremely stiff to minimize radial motions. It was found that with the
bearings floating with the correct lift that the lateral clearance was of the
order of .2 mils. Particular attention was also given to the thermal expansions
in order that alignment be maintained.
It was desired to obtain a system which gave independent motions in pitch, roll,
and yaw; that yielded no motions perpendicular to the plane of the specimens,
whose pivot point in ,yaw was at the center of the contact area, and which had a
common axis, for both the top half of the rig containing the ball specimen and
the bottom half containing the flat specimens. Actually these conditions were
closely app -roached with two limitations-
1. The alignment would change due to wear and distortion to high temper-
atures.
2. The push rods added stiffness to the system and some combinations of
motion were difficult to obtain.
Ideally, it would be desirable to measure the motions inside the rig; this,
however, was impossible because of space limitations and because of the high
temperatures. Accordingly, it was necessary to check the motions inside the
rig to compare with those measured on the pendulum.
Initially only the pitch and yaw drivers were used on the 200 cps calibration
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tests. The calibration curve and the location of the probes is shown in Figure
43. These experiments were carried out with only the bottom half of the test
rig. This method had some limitation in that the stability of the seat was de-
pendent to a large extent upon the friction of the specimens. ;However, an inde-
pendent loading system was devised which simulated this condition. In Figure
43 is shown two input pitch motions at D and D'. The two lines represent what
this motion should be at different distances from the pivot point 0. Probes
were placed at positions A, A', B, B', and (1) and (2). In one case shown here
the input motions were 1.76 mils on one driver and 1.8 mils on the other driver.
At A and A' motions of .84 were obtained which was essentially the same as that
of .86 which would be expected based upon the lever arm distanca of .9". No
motion could be detected at B and B' in the roll direction.
In order to determine if the spherical socket was pivoting about the center
measurements were taken at positions (1) and (2). If motion was pivoting, that
at (1) should be less than that at (2). If horizontal motion resulted then (1)
and (2) should be equal. As shown in Figure 43, the motions indicate pivoting
and the amount is what would be expected based upon the lever arm distance.
Thus for two input amplitudes the motions are reproduced at the pivot point.
For yaw motions a different arrangement was necessary as shown below:
Upper Probe
D Lower Probe Driver D
W.—
D Driverer Probe D'
pper Probe
Here two small flags were placed in positions A and A' of Figure 43 and observed
perpendicu^ar to the line of pitch motion. These probes should give the magnitude
of the motion and should be 1800 out of phase for yaw motion. The following table1	 shows the motions which were measured in this series of calibrations.
t
1.6 mil 2.1 mil
." mil .7 mil
.5 mil .6 mi1
4.3 mil
1.7 mil
1„2 mil
3.9 mil
1.5 mil
1.0 mil
YAW MOTIONS
D	 D'
Input	 Input
	
Predicted Motion	 Measured Motion
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It can be seen that the yaw motions are also reproduced within the accuracy
of the measuring techniques.
The calibration at 1000 cps was much more difficult to do because any additional
flags added to detect motion, reduced or modified the overall motion. Furthermore
unless extreme care was taken the flags themselves would vibrate and give errone-
ous data. Care also had to be taken that the probes themselves were not in reson-
ance or in motion. Here a series of experiments was run to obtain the desired
information. In this case all three drivers were connected and the drive system
points epoxied in place.
For the pitch and roll motions measurements were taken at the points A and B
shown in Figure 43. These data are shown below. The input motions D 1 , D2 and
D3
 are the motions at the base of the pendc.lum for each driver.
1000 CPS PITCH AND ROLL MOTION
Input (mil)	 Predictee mil
	
Measured (mil)
D 1 D2 D3 A B A B
1.5 1.4 0 .62 0 .70 0
3.2 2.2 0 1.15 0 1.1 0
4.4 3.4 0 1.67 0 1.8 .1
0 0 .7 0 .30 0 .30
0 0 .4 0 .16 0 .20	 '
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These calibrations were run with a 20 pound preload on the spherical seat and a
3 pound load on the pivot position. Thus the average total load on the bearing
is essentially the same as in the tests. In the tests a 5 pound preload is uses:
t	 with a load of 15 to 30 pounds; the standard condition being 15 pounds. Thus it
can be seen that the pitch motions and roll motions induced by the drivers are
reproduced at the pivot.
In the 1000 cps tests the yaw motion is applied in conjunction with the pitch
t'	 motion by setting different amplitudes on D 1 and D2 , the two pitch drivers. Mesa-
urements were taken in the same way as that described for the 200 cps tests. That
is with two flags mounted on the surface of the spherical seat on an axis parallel
to the pitch motion. Motion is observed 90° to the pitch. Photographs of the
scope traces of the driver probes and the measurement probes are shown in Figures
44 and 45. The input motions are apparently sine waves, slightly out of phase
rof amplitudes 2.9 mil and 1.7 mils. The output motions are distorted waves of
amplitudes .1.6 and .10 mil and "in phase". The phase relationships are correct
in prediction of yaw however, the amplitude measured is much smaller than would
be predicted if the straight lever arm relationship held. If this were so a 1.2
mil difference in amplitude should give a 1.2 mil motion at a distance of .75 in.
rather than the .16 and .10 mil measured. Studies of the motions at various
frequencies indicated that the yaw motion was reproduced up to a frequency of 350
cps where it went through a resonance peak; thereafter the amplitude of yaw de-
creased. Thus the loss of yaw motion was due to operating above the natural
frequency of pendulum in torsion. Therefore it was necessary to calibrate for
the yaw motion. This calibration of the yaw motion is shown in Figure 46 for
200 cps and 1000 cps.
Thus it was established that the input motions on the pendulum were reproduced
above except for the 1000 cps yaw condition. Here it was necessary to calibrate
to obtain the correct amplitude of motion.
It was also desired to know the nature of the Y aw motion. To determine this a
plot was made of the motion of the bottom pendulum plete from the photographs of
the two scope traces of the pitch shown in Figure 44. By plotting the position
of each end of the plate at the same time the motion could be determined. A
graph of the motion is shown in Figure 47 for an amplitude of 3 mil on one driver
and 2 mil on the other driver.
In the figure the dotted line represents the motion in one direction and the
solid lines motion in the other. It can be seen that the yaw is not continuous
throughout the cycle but comes primarily at the end of the cycle in each direc-
tion. The reason for this behavior has not been firmly established but is
probably due to the fact that the roll driver gives some restraint to the system.
However, the important fact is that the yaw motion is present and it has been
found that this motion is transmitted to the contact surface of the spherical
socket.
I.	 6... Test Procedure
Essentially the same procedure was used for running all the screening tests.
The specimens were made to finished dimensions; dr&aings of the specimens are
shown in Figure 48 and 49. Immediately prior to the test the flat specimen
was pressed into the holder. The specimen holder, the flat specimen and the
ball were then cleaned according to the procedure specified in Table 6. They
were then placed in the apparatus and fastened securely. A five pound preload
was added and the bearing floated with the desired gas pressure based upon the
total load. It was generally set to give a bearing lift of .3 to .5 mil with
the combined load and preload. This would mean that the clearance would be
something less than .3 mil. The .3 mil would be the clearance change at the
bottom of the socket; on the side the clearance would not change. Since the
bearing is supported at the bottom the lift could be close to the actual clear-
ance change. The argon atmosphere was then introduced and the temperature
controller set to the desired level.
When the temperature had stabilized the desired motions were set on the pendulum.
This was done by increasing the power gradually to both drivers until the correct
pitch and yaw motions were obtained. The yaw motion was determined by the dif-
ference in amplitude of the two drivers; the average of the motion of the two
-59-
TABLE 6
NASA SPECIFIED
CLEANING PROCEDURES
1) Thoroughly solvent clean the metal surfaces by alternately scrubbing with a
solvent -soaked soft cloth and rinsing with a stream of solvent. Repeat pro-
cedure with alcohol, then acetone. Avoid the halogenated solvents commonly
used in degreasers except as possibly a first step to remove heavy oil or
grease. (Hot halogenated solvents can leave residue films that may inter-
fere more with friction measurements than the original contaminants.
t	 2) Polish with a paste of water and levigated alumina (very fine polishing
grade of aluminum oxide) on a soft cloth. Rinse and repeat several times
`	 using a clean area cf cloth each time. Final rinse should be with distilled
water.
3) During final rinse, specimen should pass the "water -wet" test. The distilled
water should form a thin film over the entire metal surface. If it does not
wet (pulls away from) any area ( especially edges) of the specimen, alumina
polishing followed by rinsing must be repeated until complete surface is wet-
table with distilled water.
4) Drying may be hastened by blotting the surface with filter paper or by using
warm water prior to the final distilled water rinse. The latter method war..^s
the metal surface and promotes rapid evaporation. It is important that dis-
tilled water be used in final rinse to avoid formation of water "marks" of
mdneral deposits on the polished metal.
5) If specimens are stored after cleaning, they should be kept in an evaporated
chamber such as a vacuum desiccator.
General Note:
Contamination with oils from the hands must be avoided by wearing rubber
gloves or by handling specimen only with tongs. (oils from the skin are
highly polar organic materials that are strongly absorbed on metal
surfaces.)
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drivers determined the pitch. After these motions were set the roll motion was
increased to the desired level. The test was then run for a period of 12 hours.
It was started at approximately 4 P.M., the motions monitored til S P.M. and then
run until 4 A.M., where it was timed to shut down. The automatic shut down
stopped the motions and turned off the heaters. The argon flow was maintained
and manually shut off when temperatures reached approximately 200°F. The test
rig was then disassembled; the specimens removed and inspected for damage. Photo-
graphs were made of the specimens to indic9te the damaged areas. If there were
no damage the specimens were set aside for reuse after relapping; if there were
damage they were reground to a depth of 10 mils if reused.
When the tests using shaped sockets were run it was necessary to insure alignment..
This had been,of course, not critical with the ball on flat combination. It was
found that with time of operation, at high temperatures, certain distortions and
wear would take place which would modify the original alignment. Thus it was
necessary to find a method to align each test immediately prior to each run.
Several methods were attempted. The one found most suitable was to mount a gage
in the top of the rig which could detect the vertical displacement of •.he ball
holder and stem. The bearing was floated and the load applied. By moving the
top half of the rig the point of optimum alignment could be easily detected as
the lowest point in the indicator as the ball rested lower in the socket. The
rig halves were then bolted in this position. This technique also allowed the
lo9d to be calibrated for each test. This method will not eliminate thermal
distortions; however; the rig was deaigncd to minimize this effect. Although
considerable effort has been expended to align the specimens there is no assur-
ance that such alignment will take place in an actual tilting-pad pivot. For
other tests longer running times were used; the set-up procedure however remained.
the same. Monitoring of these tests was done several times a day.
IX. OUTLINE OF RESULTS
During the course of this investigation a large number of tests were run. A
complete list of the tests is given in Table 7. They have been divided into
the following categories:
SECTION TEST	 PURPOSE	 TIME hrs
Z Material Screening Select Materials and Shapes 12
ZI Air & Forming Gas Tests Effect of Atmosphere 12
EII Long Term Tests Effect of Time 100,2000
ZIII Lubricant Tests Effect of Solid Film Coating 100
XIv Special design Tests Evaluation of Special Shapes
(a)	 WC vs Sprayed WC 117
(b)	 Sapphire vs WC 100
(c)	 BRU Design 100
Zv 1000 hour BRU Test Effect of Time with
Conforming Radius 1000
The results for these tests are discussed in the following sections.
As will be noted from the table the effects of almost all the variables were
studied, that is, materials, shape, frequency, load, amplitude, time, and
temperature. Since little damage resulted however, most of the later evalu-
ations were made under the most severe conditions of overation,that is high
temperatures, large amplitudes and high frequencies. In all the tests the
1/2" ball was used as a test specimen.
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J. MATERIAL SCREENING TESTS
The purpose of this phase of the investigation was two fold: first it was desired
to determine those operating conditions which induced damage, secondly it was de-
sired to screen a number of materials which could reasonably be considered for
pivots. In accordance with this approach, tests were firs,: run under the least
severe operating conditions, that is 200 cps, low amplitude of motion and low
temperature. Since very little damage was noted as conditions became more severe,
the screening tests were eventually run under the most severe conditions required.
A large number of tests were run at various .operating conditions. From these a
number were selected for discussion which best illustrate the effect of several
variables. These are described in the following section.
1. Preliminary Tests with M-2 Tool Steel
a. Pure Pitch
The initial tests were run with hardened M-2 tool steel, 80°F, in pure pitch
at 200 cps. The geometry used in all the tests w as a 1/2" diameter ball
loaded against a flat. A series of tests was run at three loads and three
amplitudes. The conditions as well as the figure numbers of photographs of
the damage are shown below:
Load
Amplitude
	
2#	 15#	 30#
.6 mil
	
Fig. 51a
	
Fig. 52a
1.2 mil
	
Fig 50 a
	
Fig. 51-b
	
Fig. 52b
1.7 mil
	
Fig. 50 b
	
Fig. 5lc
	
Fig. 52c
Photographs of both the ball and the flat are shown
No test was run under the 2# load .6 mil amplitude condition.
It can be seen that in all cases the damage consisted of a small darkened ring as
would be expected based upon the micro slip concepts (8). A surface profile trace
across the diameter of the ring pattern is shown in Figure 53a. A diameter
of this particular ring was 8 mils. No wear or surface damage is evident.
The ring itself is approximately .01 mil in height and .4 mil in width., The
composition of the ring was not identified chemically. It was presumed and
appeared to be oxide Although there was an argon atmosphere, the argon
contains several parts per million of oxygen or carbon dioxide. At the flow
rate of the argon this would be sufficient to produce oxidation.
While the ring patterns were somewhat irregular, it is clear that there is
no significant difference in the width of the rings as a function of either
amplitude or load. There were two important characteristics which should be
noted: the diameter of the rings increased with load and secondly the ball
and flat photographs are mirror images of each other. This can best be seen
in Figure Sic where the ring bulges out in several areas, in Figure 52a where
the ring is broader on one side than on the other and in Figure 52b where a
scratch on the flat is evident on the ring of the ball. In examining photo-
graphs of almost all tests, this conclusion was firmly established. The
fact that they are mirror images indicates that the slippage is extremely
small, that there are no gross motions, and that the damage is insignificant
or it would obliterate the points of similarity.
The increase in the size of the rings with increased load would be expected
based on elastic contact theory. Measurements were made of the ring diameters
where there was a definite pattern.. The measured radius is compared with pre-
dicted areas based upon the Hertz equation in Figure 54. Although there are
differences in several points the agreement is as good as could be expected.
i
Thus it can be seen that under the maximum conditions of load and amplitude
at 200 cps there was no significant surface damage. The investigation was
then directed to investigate the effect of other variables.
I
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IABLB 7
TEST RESULTS
Ball Vs. Flat - 12 Hours - Screening Test
Temp. Frequency Load Amplitude lmilg
Test No. Material- __(0F) (cpal (lbs) P + R + Y t inch
2-3 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 .5
2-4 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.0
2-5 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.5
2-6 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 .5
2-7 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.5
2-8 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.0
4-21B M2 vs. M2 80 200 2 1.0
4-22A M2 vs. M2 80 200 30 .0005
4-22B M2 vs. M2 80 200 30 .001
4-24 M2 vs. M2 80 200 30 1.5
4-24X M2 vs. M2 80 200 2 1.5
4-38 M2 vs. M2 1000 200 15 1.0
3-15 M2 Vs. M2 80 280 15 1.0 & .5
M-38 M2 vs. M2 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
M-42 M2 vs. M2 1000 1000 1^ 1.5 + .5 + .25
M-43 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
M-45 M2 vs. M2 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
PHT-3 M2 vs. M2 1000 200 15 1.0
PY-1 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 .5 + .1
PY-2 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.0 + .1
PY-3 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.5 + .15
PY-4 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 1.5 + .5
PR-1 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 15 .5 + .5
PR-2 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.0 + .5
Y-1 M2 vs. 142 80 200 15 1.0
Y-2 M2 vs. M2 80 200 30 1.0
Y-3 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 .5
Y-4 M2 vs. M2 80 200 15 .5
YHT-1 M2 vs. M2 1000 200 15 1.0
PRY-1 M2 vs. M2 400 200 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
PRY-2 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
PRY-3 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
PRY-4 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 2 1.5 + .5 + .25
PRY-5 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 30 1.5 + .5
PRY-7 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 30 1.5 + .5 + .25
PRY-8 M2 vs. M2 300 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25
P-19 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.0
P-20 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.0
P-22 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.5
P-24 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.5
P-26 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 .5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
Temp. Fregr.ency Load Amplitude mils
Test No. Material ( F). - (cps) Xlha) P + R + Y^inch Test Rig
P-29 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 30 1.5 2
_ P-30 M2 vs. M2 400 1000 30 1.5 2
P-25 M2 vs. M2 80 1000 15 1.5 2
4-29 KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 200 2 .5 2
4-29B KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 200 15 1.0 2
4-29C KB162B vs.
[ KB162B 80 200 15 1.5 2
4-30 KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 200 15 .5 2
4-46 KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 200 15 .5 1
4-46B KB162B vs.
KB162B 1400 200 15 1.0 1
4-46C KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 200 15 1.0 1
4-46D KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 200 15 1.5 1
4-47 KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 200 30 1.0 1
I 4-34B KB162B vs. 
` KB162B 80 200 30 1.0 2
PHT-1 KB162B vs.
(( KB162B 1400 200 15 1.5 1
l PHT-2 KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 200 15 1.5 1
PHT-4 KB162B vs.
r; KB162B 1000 200 30 1.5 1
P-18 KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 200 30 1.5 2
P-21 KB162B vs.
KB162B 400 1000 15 1.0 2
P-23 KB162B vs.
KB162B 400 1000 15 1.5 2
P-27 KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 1000 15 1.5 1
P-28 KB162B vs.
KB162B 400 1000 30 1.5 2
PRY-6 KB162B vs.
YHT-2
KB162B
KB162B vs.
400 1000 30 1.5 + .5 + .25 2
KB162B 1000 200 15 1.0 1
M-2 KB162B vs.
KB162B 400 200 15 1.0 2
M-34 KB162B vs.
KB162B 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 1
M-36 KB162B vs.
1' KB162B 1400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 1
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Temp.
	 Frequency	 Load	 Ampli.tudel,mil3
ial	 ( F.)	 !cps)_,	 (lbs)	 P + R + Y inch
M-37 KB162B vs.
KB162B 80 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-1 STEL.6B vs.
STEL.6B 1000 200 15 1.0 1
M-3 STEL.6B vs.
STEL.6B 1000 200 15 1.0 1
M-4 STEL.6B vs.
STEL.6B 400 200 15 1.0 2
M-4B STEL.6B vs.
STEL.6B 400 200 15 1.0 2
M-18 STEL.6 vs.
STELA 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-19 STELA vs.
STEL.6 1000 Ball Turned In Holder 1
M-5 K162B vs.
C608 1200 200 15 1.0 1
M-6 K162B vs.
C608 400 200 15 1.0 2
M-7 K162B vs.
C608 1400 200 15 1.0 1
M-14 K162B vs.
C608 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-16 K162B vs.
C608 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-17 K162B vs.
C608 1000 1000 1.5 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-8 . 440C vs. 440C 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-21 440C vs. 440C 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-9 H.P.AL203 vs.
C.P.AL203 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-10 521000AS vs.
52100CAS 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .2.5	 2
M-10B 521000AS vs.
521000AS* 400 1000' 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-15 STARJ Vs.
STELLITE 19 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 ± .25	 1
M-27 STARJ vs.
STELLITE 19 1400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-30 STARJ vs.
STELLITE 19 1000 1000 15 1.5 +	 ..5 + .25	 1
M-31 STARJ vs.
STELLITE 19 1400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-20 M-50TS vs.
M-50TS 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 2
M-25 44A vs. WIN 40 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-26 44A vs. WIN 40 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-33 44A vs. LWIN 40 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 1
M-35 44A vs. WIN 40 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 2
M-46 44A vs. MIN 40 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25	 4
.x.68.
Tsmp.
t
Frequency Load Amplitude mils
InchTest No. Material F,^ (cps) (lbe p + R + y Test Rig
M-23 HPAL203 vs.
HPAL203 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 1
M-24 HPAL203 vs.
HPAL203 400 1000 15 1.5 +	 .5 + .25 2
M-29 HPAL203 vs.
HPAL203 1 +00 1000 15 1.5 +	 ..5 +	 .25	 1
M-39 HPAL203 vs.
HPAL203 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 1
M-11 44A vs. 44A 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 2
M-22 CPAL203 vs.
CPAL203 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 2
M-40 CPAL203 vs.
CPAL203 1000 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 1
M-13 STELE vs.
STEL19 400 1000 15 1.5 + .5 + .25 2
P-31 M2 vs. K162B 80 1000 15 1.0 2
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b. Pure Yaw
The second variable investigated was that of pure yaw- The tests were run
with M-2 tool steel, 80'F, 15# load and 200 cps, the same as the previous
tests. The initial test was run with a yaw motion of 1.6 mils/inch of radius.
Under these conditions no damage resulted as shown in Figure 55a
	 Only the
flat surface is shown since the ball surface looks exactly the same. Since
no damage was observed the exact same test was run with the amplitude of yaw
motion increased to 3.2 mil/inch. Two tests were run 15# load and 30# load.
Photographs of the flat specimens are shown in Figures 55b and c. Indica-
tions of damage are apparent at this amplitude. A test at 1000°F also gave
the same result. A photograph at a higher magnification is shown in Figure
56. Tearing of the material and metal transfer is evident. A surface pro-
file trace is shown in Figure 53b. The area of contact has remained essen-
tially the same. Wear is evident to a depth of .04 mil. In 10,000 hours,
the required pivot life wear would be excessive. It would be desirable to
know at what yaw amplitude between 1.6 mil%inch and 3.2 mil/inch damage began..
However, because this amount of motion is approximately ten times that which
would be expected in a bearing pivot further consideration was not given to
the damage in pure yaw.
c.	 Combined Motions
Tests were run with M-2 tool steel at 200 cps with a load of 15 pounds to
determine the effect of combined motions.
	 The following tests at the max-
imum conditions of motion illustrate the results.
Motion Temperature Damage on Flat
Pitch Roll Yaw
1.7
mil
.59 0 400°F Fig. 57ainch inch
1.7 0 .48 80"F Fig, 57binch inch
1.7 inch
mil
.59 inch
.48 
inch
400°F Fig. 57c
[ I
LP
Although the width of the rings varied it can be seen that there is no
significant difference with the combinations of motions and that the total
damage 'Ls insignificant during the course of the 12 hour test.
d. Elevated Temperature and 1000 cps 'Tests
fi
Attention was directed to the effect of higher frequency and high temper-
	
a-	 atures, the maximum limits being 1000 cps and 1400'F. Photographs of the
s 1000 cps test in pure pitch of 1.7 mil/inch are shown in Figures 58a and
58b for 15# and 30# loads, respectively. By comparing these photographs
with those of Figures 51c and 52c, it can be seen that there is no signif-
	
^+	 icant increase in surface damage. In Figures 59.a and 59c is shown the
damage with M-2 tool steel, 15# load, 1000 cps, 1.7 
inch pitch, at three
temperatures, 80'F, 400 O F and 10000 F. It can be seen that at 1000 cps the
damage pattern is essentially the same as at 200 cps. Increasing the tem-
perature did not change this behavior significantly except that at 100029F
there was evidence of metal transfer. This damage was small and hard to
separate from the buildup of surface oxide. An overall photograph of the
	
C	 damaged areas for the 1000 ® F, 1000 cps test is shown in Figure 60.. Al-
though there is damage on a micro scale, it is doubtful that this could
	
Iw	 interfere with the operation of the pivot.
Thus it has been concluded that even with the maximum conditions of fre-
quency, amplitude, load, and temperature expected in a pivot that the
emount of damage is insignificant for M-2 tool steel during the course of
a 12 hour test.
	
1	 2. Preliminary Test with Carbide (K162B)
A similar series of tests was conducted with a nickel bonded titanium carbide.
The conditions of these tests and photographs of the ball and flat surfaces for
pure pitch motion at 200 cps are listed on the following page.
t
P
%i
	
80 O F	 1000"F	 1400"F
Amplitude	 2#	 15#	 30#	 2#	 15#	 30#	 2#	 15#	 30#
59 inch	 61a	 62a	 -	 -	 E4;	 -	 -	
-	 -
1.2 inch	 -	 62b	 63b	 -	 64b	 65b	 -	 66b	 -
1.7 mil	 -	 62c	 -	 -	 64c	 65c	 -	 67c	 -inch
A photograph of the 1000 cps at the maximum amplitude at 400"F is shown in ;gig..
68a for 15# load and 68b for 30# load.
From these photographs it is clear that the same conclusion can be drawn as for
the M-2 tool steel. Although the nature of the surface traces change at higher
temperatures, there is no significant damage; the motion has primarily a polish-
ing effect on the surface.
mi 1.
A photograph of the ball and flat area of K162B ran with pure yaw of 3,2 inch at
200 cps, 15# load and 1000 O F is shown in Fig. 69. Even with this amount of yaw
no surface damage is observed as was found for M-2 under identical conditions
Thus it has been concluded that even with the most severe operating conditions
no damage is observed with K162B in the 12 hour test.
3. Conditions where Damage Occurs
It was found in the previous tests that the only severe damage occurred when the
amount of yaw motion was 3.2 mil/inch of radius for tool steel. However, due to
unusual operating conditions some other forms of damage were detected.Z
a. Damage from Impact Loading
When tests were first run at 1000 cps it was found that under a particular
set of conditions of load and gas bearing pressure, hammer resulted In the
'8-
vertical direction. This condition resulted in a dynamic load between the
ball and the flat at a frequency of 1000 cps. The vertical motion of the1
ball was approximately 1..2 mils, however, the relative motion between the
ball and the flat could not be determined. Thus, it was not known if separ-
aticn occurred. However, the extent of the damage was large	 Photographs
of the surface of the M-2 tool steel and the K162 ball and flat are shown
in Fig. 70. It can be seen that the damage area is three times the normal
i
size and is much more severe than that encountered in pure yaw. A surface
profile trace of the M-2 tool steel is also shown in Fig., 53c. The depth
of the damage is 1.5 mils, this is very much greater than that which was
found in pure yaw. The mean normal stress was 286,000 psi and the number
of cycles was 432 x 106 " From these results it is obvious that this is a
` condition which must be avoided. The main question is the extent of dynam-
ic load in gas bearing machinery. Load variations will occur to the extent
of 50 percent variation about a static load due to misalignment. Here no
l' separation will occur, If the stress and the stress variations are kept
low then based on bulk fatigue behavior., adequate life would undoubtedly
result. However,, minimizing the load increases the probability of slip-
page and separation. Also, fatigue failures occur much more readily at
the surface, Southwest Research(3-5) have reported some dynamic loadC 
data at 25 KC. Severe damage was found after 30 x 10 
6 
cycles at 
Qmax
of
750,000 psi Although this is a higher stress level and variationmt
460,,000 psi`	
Ran
- 
would be used in a pivot, the required life of a pivot is much longer,
rthat is 3.6 x 1010 cycles, Clearly more data is needed to understand the
l	 severity of this problem.
During normal operation separation is unlikely in a properly designed pivot
because of the preload; but it can occur for example, if the system were
subjected to high "g" forces in "lift-off" or start-up. The duration of
the motion need not be long, for damage to be incurred, as some simple
bench tests have shown. More information is also needed to Setter under-
stand the load conditions where damage will occur from separation. Because
of this condition the dynamic load rig was designed for subsequent evalua-
tions.
b. Sliding
Another type of severe damage occurred when one of the specimens was free
to rotate. Occasionally, because of the differential thermal expansion of
the specimens and their holders and because of forces due to surface damage,
one of the specimens would be free to move during the test. Under these
conditions much more damage and wear would result presumably from the slid-
ing action. Photographs of the surfaces of such a test are shown in Fig.
7, for tool steal at ;CC"F. Although these tests were run at the most
severe conditions of motion and load, damage would also occur under less
severe conditions. Although it is unlikely that such sliding motions
would occur in a bearing pivot : these tests do illustrate what can happen
if these conditio^^s ^^u exist.
4. Material Screening
From the previous tests it was concluded that little damage would result from
short term operation with M-2 tool steel and K162B under the most severe con-
ditions of operation. Although these are suitable materials, it was desired
to evaluate the other material combinations which might be used for certain
applications. The approach used in running these tests was to screen the ma-
terials for damage at 400°F. For those materials which appeared promising at
that temperature successively higher temperatures were used. The test condi-
tions for all tests were the following,
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frequency
	 -
load -
pitch motion -
roll motion -
yaw motion	 -
atmosphere	 -
time	 -
1000 cps
15 pounds
1.7 mil/inch
.59 mil/inch
.25 mil/inch
argon
12 hours
it,
Y
The following materials were tested. The figure numbers relate to photogrpphs
of the flat specimen. The damage to the ball specimen is essentially the same.
TABLE OF MATERIAL SCREENING TESTS
Material Combination Future Number
Flat	 Ball 400°F 1000°F	 1400°F
M-2 Tool Steel	 M-2 Tool Steel 59b 59c
Stellite 6B	 Stellite 6B 72a
440C Stainless
	
440C Stainless 72b
SAE 52100 Steel	 SAE 52100 Steel (annealed) 72c
SAE 52100 Steel	 SAE 52100 Steel 72d
Stellite 6B	 Stellite 19 72e
Stellite Star J
	
Stellite 19 72f 75b	 77a
K162B Carbide
	 C608 Carbide 73a
K96 Carbide	 K96 Carbide 73b
K162B Carbide	 K162B Carbide 73c 75a	 77b
*CementedBot Pressed Al203 -Oxide As
Hot Pressed Al203 - Hot Pressed Al203 74b 75d
Cold Pressed Al 203- Cold Pressed Al 203 74c 75c
K96 Carbide
	 - Sprayed WC 74d 76
In general the results were similar to that found for M-2 tool steel and K162B
carbide. At 400°F indentations resulted with the Stellite 6 and the annealed
SAE 52100 steel. This resulted in a larger area of contact and in some cases
an oblong shape (Fig. 72c). Of the metals the 440C stainless steel gave some-
[	 what more damage than the others. For the carbides the damage was less severe
than the metals. Satisfactory performance was obtained with tungsten carbide
[	 (K96), . titanium carbide (K162B) and chrome carbide (C608). For the ceramic
materials excellent results were obtained w th the cemented oxide (Fig. 74a)
and the hot pressed Al 203
 (Fig. 74b).	 the cold pressed Al 203 there was
evidence of fracture in the contact area consisting of large pits (74,0. With
the flame sprayed coating there was considerable damage. From a microscopic
examination of the surface it was concluded that the coating came off the
* Bonded aluminum oxide
-.80-
V
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surface and remained attached to the ball, The	 9ge in the center of Fig. Ad
represents damage to the underlying surface.
Six of these material combinations were selected for 1000'F testing under the
same conditions as previously listed.. Those materials and the figures of the
damage are listed in the previous table.
At 1000°F the M-2 tool steel flat (Fig.
	
59c) showed a shiny metallic portion at
the center.	 It appeared as if some metal transfer had resulted. however, this
was extremely difficult to determine within such a small contact area.	 There
was clearly more damage than resulted at the lower temperatures; longer term
tests are necessary to determine if serious damage would result at this temper-
( ature.
The K162B carbide and the Stellite Star J - Stellite 19 combination appeared to
give essentially she same results at 1000°F as they did at the lower temperatures.
(Figures 75a and 75b). No damage resulted; the surface merely had a polished
appearance.
Both the cold pressed and the hot pressed Al 203 showed fracture damage at 1000°F
(Figures 74c and 74d). The damage was more severe in the case of the cold pressed
than with the hot pressed Al203 . Because of these results, and the effective re-
sults with carbides and metals, further consideration was not given to ceramic
materials.
A test was also run with the WC (K96) flame spray WC coating at 1000°F. It was
apparent that the coating had worn through (Fig. 76a) or removed from the A-286
flat and had adhered to the ball specimen. Damage with this combination was
severe.
Because of the promising results with the K162B carbide and the Stellite Star J -
Stellite 19 these combinations were run at 1400°F. Photographs of the surfaces
of the ball and flat are shown in Figure 778 for the Stellite and 77!, for the
carbide. No damage could be detected with either combination.
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From these short term tests, it can be seen that under the conditions which sim-
ulate tilting pad pivots that M-2 tool steel performed without damage to 1000°F
and the K162B carbide and the Stellite Star 1 - Stellite 19 combination performed
t 
satisfactorily to 1400°F. Since it was desired to select two or three materials,
these seemed more than adequate to fulfill the requirements of most applications.
Further attention was then directed to the effect of several shapes. This is
t	 described in the following section.
5. Effect of Shape
With the materials selected it was desired to know if the use of specimens with
more conforming radii would significantly effect the damage. Test specimens of
M-2 tool steel spherical sockets were manufactured with radii of .256 in.., .375
in., and .750 in.; cylindrical sockets of .256 in., and .750 in., were also made:
These were run with the .250 in. radius ball and 15# load. The motions imparted
were the same as those used in the material screening tests.
c
t
a. Tests with .256 Radius Socket
A total of 5 tests were run with the .256 socket at 400°F and 3 tests were
run at 1000°F. Two types of behavior resulted regardless of the tempera-
ture. In several tests no evidence of a contact mark could be detected by
microscopic examination. In most of the tests, however, evidence of motion
was detected as an irregular scar on the side of the socket. Photographs
of the ball and socket are shown in Fig. 78, along with the micro photo of
the contact area. Because of the darkened appearance it was concluded that
the damage consisted of a built up oxide film. At 1000°F a small irregular
contact area was also observed. Its appearance was metallic as if some
metal transfer had taken place. Macro photos of two of the 1000°F tests
are shown in Fig. 79. It should be mentioned, however, that it is very
difficult to distinguish microscopically between metal and oxide at high
temperatures. First of all, the damage area is very small and secondly
there can be burnishing of the oxide film which reflects light to give a
more metallic like luster. It was concluded, however, that increase in
the amount of damage did take place at 1000°F.
-83-
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At both 400°F and 1000°F more observable damage takes place with the .256
socket than with ball on flat. One can hypothesize a reason for this be-
havior. There is, of course, a very small clearance between the .2,50
radius ball and the .256 radius socket. Any slight misalignment or irreg-
ularity will raise the contact area from a ring at the center to an irreg-
ular pattern on the side of the socket. This will add a tangential force
I.	 to the contact area which could increase microslip. The absolute value of
yaw motion will be increased since the motion is further from the center
of rotation. However, most important r;=-, king motion may also take place
about the edge of the boring which could cause a dynamic load at the con-
tact area and increase the amount of damage as already observed. It is also
significant that the pressure is extremely low as shown in Fig. 80. Under
(-	 these conditions, the dynamic load is more probable and the gross slippage
greater. Also under these conditions the damaged material cannot be pushed
out of the way and builds up in the contact area. Once this happens rocking
motion can take place about the damaged or oxidized area.
It appears then that the closely conforming radius in a socket can lead to
damage in short times.
	 At 400O F the damage consists of built up oxide while
at 1000°F metal transfer may be beginning because of the softening of the
M-2 tool steel.	 Although this damage may result from misalignment there is
no assurance of perfect alignment in a practical bearing system.
When the radius of the socket was increased to .375 and .750 the more char-
acteriatic ring pattern was obtained (Fig. 81).
	
However, more oxide build
up was also evident.
	 This was more noticeable in subsequent tests shown in
Fig. 82.	 In Figs. 82a and 82b are shown two tests with .375 radius socket
at 400°F and 1000°F.
	 In Figs. 82c and 82d are shown two tests with the .750
socket at 400°F and 1000°F. 	 Apparently most of the built up material was
oxide but there may have been metal transfer at 1000°F.
	 The build up is
larger than with the flat but less than that found for the .256 radius (Fig.
78).
1
Because of the damage at 1000°F, a .375 radius socket was run at 900°F.
j
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Since tool steel softens at 1000°F, it was felt that this may have been
the cause of some of the metal transfer. This test showed very little
damage in comparison to the 1000°F tests. This result suggests that the
tool steel should be limited to 900°F application.
A number of tests were also run with the cylindrical sockets. The results
were essentially the same as that found for the spherical sockets. A
photograph of the results with the .256 radius cylinder is shown in Fig.
83.
Although the amount of damage which resulted with all the sockets would
probably not be sufficient to interfere with the pivot motion, there was
more build up with the sockets than with the flat specimens. This may
have been due to the fact that with the lower pressures the built up
oxide could not be extruded from the contact area. The most damage was
found with the .256 socket which tends to confirm the above findings.
Thus it appears from these tests that the more open curvatures (radius
.375 or greater) are less prone to damage,however, longer term tests
would be necessary to confirm this conclusion.
t
XI. FORMING GAS AND AIR TESTS
In the previous tests an argon atmosphere was used. Even so there always appeared
to be evidence of oxidation at higher temperatures in the contact area.
The source of this oxidation could be from the oxygen in the argon or from a
C	 leak in the system. In order to determine its effect on the surface damage aseries of tests was run with forming gas (93 N 2) 7 H2 ) which is a reducing
atmosphere, particularly at high temperatures. The conditions of the tests were
C as follows:
I	
MATERIAL	 TEMPERATURE
	
OTHER CONDITIONS
(-	 Stellite J vs Stellite 19 	 5000F	 Shape -- .250"radius
900OF
	
ball vs. flat& .375"
radius socket
Carbide (K162B)
	
5000F
	
Load -- 15 pounds
9000F	 Frequency -- 1000 cps
M-2 Tool Steel	 5000F	 Motion -
9000F
	
Pitch -- 1.5 mil/inch
Roll -- 0.5 mil/inch
Yaw
	 -- 0.25 mil/inch
Time -- 12 hours
In these tests forming gas was used throughout the rig that is, in the gas
bearing, the load bellows, and in the atmosphere around the specimens. Copper
coupons placed in the specimen chamber during the test run showed no evidence of
oxidation even at 900 F; in fact surface brightening took place. Furthermore,
there was no evidence of general oxidation of the specimens.
In general, no differences could be detected between the results in these tests
C'	 and those run in argon. Photographs of the tool steel specimens at 500OF are shown
in Figure 84a and b. Figure 84a shows the ball and flat specimen; Figure 84b
shows the ball and the .375"radius socket. The damage can be compared with that
in Figure 59b fnr argon. It consisted of the characteristic ring of dark (not
identified) material in the slip region. A Taly surf trace over the rinb
showed that its height was insignificant. The damage was of the same order of
i4
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magnitude of the surface scratches. As would be expected the contact ring is
(	 larger for the
	 . 375 radius specimen. The results for the 9000F tests are
(	 shown in the following Figures:
MATERIAL GEOMETRY FIGURE NUMBER
M-2 Tool Steel Ball vs Flat 85a
Ball vs .375" Socket 85b
Stellite J vs Stellite 19 Ball vs Flat 86a
Ball vs .375"Socket 86b
^-	 Carbide (K162B) Ball vs Flat 87a
,- Ball vs .375" Socket 87b
Ir
Although there are some variations in the appearance of the rings the damage:-is
insignificant as indicated by the ' .Taly surf traces. Essentially the same
conclusions can be drawn from the tests at 500 0F. In all of the tests there is
n3 indication of damage, w6ight change, or dimensional change of the specimens.
These results are further evidence that this amount of motion is too small to
cause appreciable surface damage regardless of the atmosphere. Forming gas is
a reducing atmosphere particularly at high temperatures. Even so the dark damage
rings appeared. The ring material was not identified but appeared to be essen-
tially the same as those formed in argon. This ring rlay be oxide, however, this
atmosphere is about as limiting to oxidation as could be prepared.
It should also be noted ' :iat even though the pressure increased from 100,000 psi
for the .375" radius specimen to 210,000 psi for the flat specimen there was no
change in the amount of damage. In other words, no effect of shape was detected.
A series of four twelve hour tests with tool steel vas , run in air under the same
conditions as the forming gas tests. Tests were'run with both the flat and the
.373 radius socket. Photographs of the damage which resulted with the .375- inch
radius sockets at 5000F and 9000F are shorn in Figure 88a and b. The usual
i
r-87.-
temperatures. Comparing Figure 88
the two extremes of air environment.
of oxidation is greater and that there
other than this, one can distinguish
ther case was there any significant
dark ring is formed in the slip zone at both
with Figures 84b and 85'a shows the effect of
In air it can be seen that the general level
is a more complete ring of damage. However,
little difference between the tests. In nei
damage.
It
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XII. LONG TERM TESTS
It became apparent that even under the most severe conditions damage would not
occur with rolling motions if the correct material were used. These, however,
were short term tests which would indicate damage from metal transfer and welding
but not from wear or surface fatique. For this longer term tests would be neces-
sary.
IL Originally a number of 100 hour tests were planned, however, after several tests
(see Table 7) it became obvious that the results at 100 hours appeared exactly
tthe same as the 12 hour tests. :-As a result the 100 hour selection tests were
eliminated and 2,000 hour tests were run.
Several shapes and materials were used, however, all the tests were run at 9000F
with a .250 radius ball, 1000 cycles /second; and amplitude with 1.5 mil/inch pitch,
0.5 mil/iftch_roll and 0.25 mil/inch yaw. The load was 15 pounds. These were
the standard test conditions which were used for these as well as most of the
ocher tests in this program.
The long term tests were completed on December 8, 1967 after 1950 hours of opera-
tion. The results of all of the tests are given for each material in Tables 8 -
11. The results are given in terms of overall wear, change of weight of the test
specimens, observed microscopic damage, results of Taly surf trace, and changes
in the motions.
The overall wear was measured with a capacitance probe which measured the overall
specimen height before and after the test. There was considerable variation in
this reading which had little relationship with the overall damage. It appears
that this measurement has little value.
The weight changes of the specimen are very small, indicating that negligible
wear had taken place. In fact on most specimens a weight gain resulted undoubt-
edly from surface oxidation. Small weight losses were noted on the damaged speci-
mens.
t
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The amount of surface damage which resulted was determined by microscopic inspec-
tioa and by comparison of the Talysurf. traces before and after the run. Gen-
erally the results fell into two classes. Either there was no surface damage and
the area of contact showed only a contact spot, or there was surface damage which
consisted of a general roughening of the surfaces. Where this took place maximum
height of the hills and the depth of the valleys is noted. In no case did this
damage exceed a height of 1 mil. There was no,consistent pattern to the change.
In several cases it was determined that some transfer had resulted, this i.s in-
dicated by an arrow in the table noting the direction of transfer. However,
this damage is on a microscale. On a macroscale the damage for all tests, except
possibly the M-2, A286 combination, is small and probably would have little in-
fluence on the overall operation of the pivots. Macrophotos of the carbide and
r	 tool steel tests are shown in Figure 89.
Any changes in the motions were noted in the log books and adjustments made. A
summary of the significant changes are noted in the table. In all cases these
changes consisted of increase or decreases in the amplitude. It was found that
where the motions :hanged (either increase or decrease in amplitude) damage was
found upon disassembly and inspection. This was most apparent with the tool
steel A286 combination where the motions continually changed and eventually it
was not possible to increase them again. This was the test where the greatest
damage was observed.
These results show essentially the same behavior as was found in the short term
tests. No significant wear could be detected and the damage was microscopic when
it existed at all. The most damage was found with the M-2-A286 combination shown
in Table 8. This was included in the test program to see how much damage would
result with a poor combination of materials and under high stress (ball-flat ge-
ometry). The damage consisted of a roughening of the surface with the transfer
of material from the ball to the flat. Even here however the maximum peak to
peak height was only 1.2 mil, although this was sufficient to interfere with
the established motions. A Tal ysurf trace of the damaged area is shown in
Figure 90. The other combination of materials gave much Less damage (Tables 8 -
11). On the basis of these tests no material could be judged superior to the
-93-
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others. This is understandable since they were selected as the best materials in
the initial screening tests.
The damage which resulted was ind6pendent of the geometry as shown in the following
table. (Damaged specimens are indicated with an X).
MATERIAL SOCKET GEOMETRY
.750 .256 .256
Flat Sphere Sphere Cylinder
M-2 Tool Steel vs. M-2 Tool Steel X X
M-2 Tool Steel vs. A286 X Not Not Not
Tested Tested Tested
Stellite Star J vs. Stellite 19 Nut X
Tested
K162B Carbide vs. K162B Carbide 	 X
	
X
It can be seen that some damage was detected with each shape regardless of the
material. Thus, the socket geometry (at least within the range of geometries
tried) does not appear to be a principal factor in determining whether damage
occurs or not. This same behavior was encountered in the short time tests.
There it was hypothesized. that the difference in damage may result from the changes
in the area of contact if small amounts of misalignment occur with shaped speci-
mens.
In each case, surface oxidation was apparent on the specimens at the conclusion
of the test. It was felt that this oxidation was due to the impurities in the
argon.
The conclusions from these tests are that the selected materials are satisfactory
for long term service under the conditions of these tests. No conclusion can be
drawn as to the optimum shape, from these resul *_d.
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it	 XIII. LUBRICANT TESTS
Although the unlubricated surfaces were not severely damaged even after 2000
hours of operation it is desirable to know the extent of effectiveness of solid
film lubricants. In order to answer this question 4 - 100 hour lubricant tests
were run and compared with unlubricated tests run at the same times. The lubri-
cants were applied to both surfaces of M-2 tool steel specimens. The lubricant
test was run in conjunction with each lubricant test under the same conditions.
Test Pivot	 Socket
Lubricant	 Time	 Temp. Frequency Load Amplitude 	 Rte_ Shape	 Shape
Fused	
P R Y
Fluoride	 100 hrs. 500OF 1000 cps	 l5# 1.5,.5,2.5.n 	 6	 .250 Rad. .375 Rad.
Fused
Fluoride	 100 hrs. 900OF 1000 cps	 15# 1.5,.5,2.5 
n 5
	
.250 Red. .375 Rad.
MoS2
Silicate	 100 hrs. 500OF 1000 cps	 15# 1.5,.5,2.5 
n 6
	
.250 Rad. .375 Rad.
MoS2
Silicate
	
100 hrs. 900OF 1000 cps	 15# 1.5,.5,2.5 in	5	 .250 Rad. .375 Rad.
The results of these tests were quite surprising in that in each test the lubri-
cant remained on the surface in the contact area at the conclusion of the test
(100 hours - 3.6 x 10 8 cycles). This is much longer life than would normally
be expected from a solid film lubricant. Thus one must again conclude that the
amount of slip is so small that it can do little damage or wear to the surface.
Microphotos of the 5000F contact areas are shown in Figure 91. Macrophotos of
the MoS2 coatings are shown in Figure 92. These photographs show that the lub-
ricar-t film is still retained in the contact area.
In the 9000F fluoride test separation occured between thn film and its base at
the conclusion of the test. Since these coatings were experimental no particular
significance is attached to its removal in this manner.
-96-
XIV. SPECIAL DESIGN TESTS
During the sourse of the investigation a number of specific pivot designs were
evaluated in 100 hour tests. In the following sections the results of these
tests are presented.
1. Tungsten Carbide vs. A286 Flame Sprayed with Tungsten Carbide-Conforming Radius
Drawings for these test specimens are shown in Figures 93 and 94. Essentially
they consist of a .500 diameter tungsten carbide ball and a . 500 diameter
socket element made of A286 stAinless steel sprayed with a tungsten carbide
film. The ball and socket elements are lapped together to achieve a fully con-
forming geometry. A hole in the center of the specimen is to simulate the hole
for hydrostatic jacking gas in the pivot. Five of these specimens in matched
sets were supplied by NASA for evaluation.
In order to run these tests it was necessary to modify the test rig as shown in
Figure 95. The essential difference is that the ball specimen is mounted in the
spherical seat and the socket is held rigidly. The cleaning and operating pro-
cedures for these tests were the same as those used in the preceeding tests.
Six tests were run with these pivots (one set 003'^was reused). The running
conditions are given in Table 12. These are the same standard input conditions
as used in previous tests. Two tests were started at 50d F (specimens 003 and
004) and run for 16 hours. The tests were then stopped and the surfaces exam-
ined. Rather severe surface damage had resulted. Originally it was planned to
restart both of these specimens for an additional 100 hours; however, since the
damage was so severe, it was decided to only restart only one of the specimens
and to retain the other for examination. One set (003) was reassembled along
with a new specimen set (002) and the additional 100 hours run. (117 1/4 hours
were run to correspond to the shut off date for the 2000 hour test.) After
117 1/4 hours the surface damage became so severe and the motions so erratic,
that the test was not restarted to complete 480 hours of testing as planned.
Two additional comparative tests were run at room temperature for 117 1/4 hours.
The results of these tests are given in Table 13. Photographs of the surface at
the conclusion of the tests are shown in _:Figures 96 through 101. Referring to
Table 13 some generalizations can be made; In all tests the sockets lost weight.
The overall wear was negligible probably within the accuracy of the measurements
(h dimension is shown in Figure 95).
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Changes in motion were for the most part changes in amplitude. There was
however no consistant pattern to the changes. Test specimens 005 gave
variable motions throughout the test while its companion test 001 main-
tained constant motions.
The surface damage though obvious to the eye, did not involve large volumes
of material. The damage was limited to isolated areas in the 16 hour
test (Figures 96 and 97) and in the room temperature, 117 hour test (Fig-
ureslaD andl0l). In the 500 0F, 117 hour tests the damage was essentially
the same as in the other tests except that it covered the whole surface
(Figures 98. and 99).
Microscopicly all the damaged areas appeared the same. Compare, for example,
Figures 96c, 97c and 97d. It was very difficult to determine the exact nature
of the damage with the microscope. 'Ta.lyuur:f_ traces made by M. Swikert of
NASA on specimen set 004 (Figures 102 andl43) showed that material was removed
from the socket to a depth of .0003 in. and transferred to the ball. The amount
of material removed from the socket is of the same order of magnitude as the
sprayed carbide film thickness. All the results are consistent with the hypothesis
t	
that the film was removed by the fretting motion and adhered to the ball. The
!	 same result was found for the same combination of materials in the screening
tests. Thus this appears to be-a materials problem rather than a design problem.
2. Sapphire vs. WC (Conforming and Non-conforming Geometry)
Eight tests were run for 100 hours at 500 0F
 using the standard conditions of
operation previously outlined. The specific shapes used are shown in Table 14.
Two tests were run with each shape. The radius of the balls were .250"; the
radius of the non-conforming sockets was .375". The results of these tests
are given in Table 14. In all cases there was damage to the specimens. For the
ton-conforming iadii she damage was caused by the edge; for the conforming radii
the damage consisted of isolated regions of minor surface roughening. In most
cases the sapphire ball lost weight and t1:2 carbide gained weight. Small frac-
ture pits were ogcasionally seen in the surface of the sapphire.
f
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A photograph of the surface of the non-conforming radius before and after the test
is shown in Figure 104. The ring shown in Figure104b produced the wear debris
shown on the socket. This wear debris caused the weight gain shown in Table 14
It was firmly attached to the socket ane had to be scraped away. When it was
removed the wear area was confined to a v—ry small area on the edge of the tung-
sten carbide socket. When the home was in the sapphire ball the results were
essentially the same except the sapphira edge was chipped and the groove was worn
in the tungsten carbide. In this test the contact area produced surface roughen-1	 ing of 10 to 20 microinches.
A photograph of a typical damaged surface for the conforming radii is shown in
Figures 105 and 106. Figure 105 shows the test specimens before and after test.
These damage areas are identical on the ball and socket. This type of damage was
found on all specimens with the conforming radius. The damaged areas are shown
at higher magnification in Figure 106. The damage was carefully inspected at
higher magnifications and with a variety of light sources, however, no under-
standing could be obtained as to its exact nature. '..T a.lysurf. traces indicated
that there was build up and material removal from each surface. As with the pre-
vious configuration some surface chipping of the sapphire was noted. With the
conforming radii tests some difficulty with the motions was experienced. Sudden
changes in the amplitude took place without any shift in the wave form. These
would be corrected when they occurred. This was not a consistant phenomenon, how-
ever, since it occurred only occasionally and in certain tests-more than in others.
It is easy to explain this effect; with damaged surfaces one would expect varying
friction and thus varying amplitude. Even more likely is the possibility that
the damaged area separated the surfaces sufficiently so that a, rolling contact
could result.
On a microscale the damage appeared severe, however, on a macroscale the damage
was small. With these specimers the fracture pits on the sapphire would be suf-
ficient cause for its rejection particularly since other materials are available.
These were run and described in the following section.
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3. Carbide and Tool Steel - BRU Conforming Geometr
Because of the difficulties with the sapphire tests a series of tests were run
with the carbide-carbide and the tool steel-tool steel Combination. The geome-
try was a .250" radius ball with a mated .250" socket. The specimens were lapped
(	 together. Each specimen had a center hole. Four tests were run with K162B car-
s(	 bide and four with M-2 tool steel hardened to 56Rc. The carbide specimens were
of the same material and geometry as the pivots in the delivered BRU at NASA-Lewis.
The following test conditions were used:
(	 Load:	 15 pounds
l	 Temperature:	 5000F
Frequency:
	 1,000 cps
Motion:
	 Pitch 1.5 mil/inch
i	 Roll	 .5 mil/inch
Yaw
	 .25 mil/inch
Time:	 100 hours
CShape:	 Conforming radius 0.50 inch diameter
The results of these tests are given in Table 15. for the carbide and Table r8
for the tool steel.
The results of all the tests were similar. This is illustrated by the results
of the 113 carbide te.t. The damage consisted visually of isolated foggy ap-
pearing areas (Figure107). The contact areas on the both specimens were mirror
images of each other. Two corresponding spots are shown in Figurel07. A micro-
scopic examination of this spot indicated that it consisted of roughened surface
(Figure10.8) and wear debris. The rough appearance seemed to be due to metal transfer
from one specimen to the other. A 'Taly s u rf trace across the surface of the
damaged (Figure 109) area of the ball, confirmed the increased roughness. It
should also be noted that the damage consists of build up on the ball as well as
recesses. This damage was identical to that which was found in the previous
tests of conforming radii. A number of '.T aly.&urf traces were made across the
various damage areas. From this an average roughness change was recorded
1r
I	 -10t+-
1
for each set of test specimens. For the 113 test the surface roughness increased
by 20 microinches. At one small spot, however, the roughness was larger. No
significant changes in weight or in the motions were noted.
The results for the other carbide tests were essentially the same. Macrophotos of
the ball and sockets of this identical tests are shown in Figure 110.a, b, and c.
It should be noted that the wear is sufficiently small and.that.the contact areas
are relatively isolated.
The results for the tool steel tests are shown in Table 16. The type of damage
was essentially the same as that for the carbide with several exceptions,
1. The contact area generally covered a larger portion of the specimen
area (Figure 11.1).
2. In several tests the metal transfer was more severe at isolated spots
(Figure 112a and 112b) .
r
	
	
3. The surface roughness from damage was larger (See roughness change
column, Table 16).
4. More difficulty was encountered in maintaining the motions during the
test run. This was undoubtedly due to the increased damage.
L
	
	 In summary these results show that with the conforming pivot design, surface
damage in the form of metal transfer occurs in a period of 100 hours. The car-
bides were damaged less than the tool steel; in both cases the damage was microscopic.
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XV. 1000 HOUR BRU TEST
In order to determine the long term behavior of the conforming geometry, two of
the previously run BRU carbide pivots were replaced in the test rig and run for
an additional 1000 hours at 5000F under the standard operating conditions used
in the 100 hour tests. 1 he results of these tests are given in Table 17.
The surface damage was essentially the same as that found in the 100 hour test
except that it completely covered the contact area rather than being confined
to isolated contact spots. Macrophotos of the specimens are shown in Figure 113 .
Microphotographs of the ball and socket of the 115 test specimen are shown in
Figure 114, It is seen that essentially the same form of damage results which
has been found with all the conforming geometries; that is a general surface
roughening and darkening of the contact area. Extensive microscopic examinations
were made of the damaged area to establish the nature of the surface damage,
however, this could not be resolved. 'T alysu rf traces showed that there is
"build-up" and material removal occurring in both the ball and sock t elements.
Darkening of the contact surfaces did not provide any significant information
regarding the specific nature of the damage. Electron microscopy or diffraction
may give some further insight, however, the techniques were not utilized.
From Table 17 it can be seen that the surface roughness has increased as a re-
sult of the 1000 hour tests. There were, however, no significant changes in
the motions during the test in spite of this increased damage. A significant
fact is that all of the test specimens lost weight during the run; an indication
that wear had taken place. The total wear amounted to .0060 gram in the case
of the 111 specimens and .0032 for the 115 specimens. This amount of wear
is small, but if the .006 gram were uniformly removed from the specimens, a
change in height of .0002" would result. In other words, the wear would
amount to about .2 mil in 1000 hours. There was, however, no other substantiating
evidence of this wear and the numerous _T aly su r.f traces taken at the edges of
the damaged areas (for example see Figure 114d) showed no change of height, only
a surface roughening.
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One further point is of interest. In Figare 114-d the.line of contact formed by
Ithe edge of the hole in the ball can be seen: "In thase tests there were no signs
of any damage at the..q)dges^ _of the hydrostatic gas feed holes.
In conclusion, the tests showed again that while conforming surface pivots
suffer significantly more damage than non-conforming ones, the extent of damage
after 1100 hours of operation is still small enough so that it did not affect
the performance of the pivots in the test rigs. Based on MTI experience, this
amount of damage would also have no significant effect in an actual pivoted pad
gas bearing.
I
On the basis of the tests, therefore, we conclude that the conforming surface
pivots that were tested will operate successfully in an otherwise properly
designed pivoted pad gas bearing, at least for the order of one to several
thousand hours.
There are, however, two reservations of an essentially statistical nature that
should be noted for conforming pivots with a central hole for hydrostatic
jacking gas. These are:
1. If a large chip were to come loose, it would tend to wedge between
the conforming mating surfaces, with significant ef,fect on clearance
and freedom of motion of the pad.
2. Transfer of debris from the wear zones to the gas film through the
hydrostatic gas feed hole.
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XVI PIVOT DESIGN
A properly designed pivot should operate for long periods of time without
either wear or surface damage. The previous results have shown that thin
objective can be achieved. Tool steel and carbide pivots were operated with
both the conforming and the non-conforming geometries for 1000 hours without
measurable wear. Damage, however, was generally found with the most conform-
r
ing geometries.
In the past, pivot designs have been somewhat arbitrary. Generally, every
effort was made to keep the pressure in the contact zone to a minimum. IM
practice for unlubricated pivots has been to design for a stress of 120,000
socketpsi with a radius ratio (—r p —) of 1.02 to 1.1. The size of the pivot is
chosen to conform to these requirements. Thus higher loads will result in
larger pivots. The results of these studies hake indicated that these design
guid(lines are very conservative. First, the results have indicated that pivots
may be operated at higher pressures. Secondly, the results have indicated that
the radius ratio should be larger. Pivot damage (but no significant wear) was
almost always found with the conforming radius and with the 1.02 radius ratio.
The question then arises as to what limits should be placed upon these variables.
The safest approach is to select design values which were actually run in the
present test program.
The maximum running pressure in the 2000 hour test for the tool steel, ball-
flat combination was 220,000 p^.i. Since the yield pressure of hardened and
tempered tool steel is 300,000 to 400,000 psi (depending upon the tempering
temperature),, this value represents a reasonable design limit. Although the
carbides were run at slightly higher pressures, there would be insufficient gain
to justify a different pressure for each material.
In most of the tests, satisfactory operation was obtained with a radius ratio
of 1.50 or higher. Surface damage was almost always found with a radius ratio
of 1.02 or smaller. Thus, it seems logical to design . with the 1.50 radius ratio
as an acceptable value.
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A third criterion may be applied to the design of pivots or any sliding contact.
It is known that when two surfaces slide together the total distance of slip is
critical as shown below.
	
A	 B
I	 f
Slip	 Damage
4—Elastic-.W*_ Without	 W and
i	 (	 Damage	 Wear
	
I	 1 MW
0 Sliding Distance
1.	
If two points are in contact and motion is imposed; they r-n move together
t
	
	
elasticly for a short distance (0 - A). If motions are larger, actual microslip
will occur; however, a certain amount of microslip is necessary before damage
will occur (A to B). Damage and wear occur at microslips above point B. Un-
fortunately, numerical values can not be assigned to these transitions at the
present time.
In this program a design has been suggested which would eliminate the microslip,
that is, all the motion would be taken in the elastic region. Essentially, this
approach calls for a rather complex geometry with high pressures in the slip
region of contact. Although this approach could be used, the experimental work
indicated that the simple ball-socket geometries would suffice. The computer
program developed in Appendix D allows the microslip at any point in the contact
region to be calculated. The correct criterion then is to design the pivot so
that the maximum microslip is less than. that required to produce damage. Al-
though the amount of microslip necessary to produce damage was apparently not
reached in the experimental program, it is still possible to select the maximum
experimental microslip from the 2000 hour tests. This, of course, depends upon
the friction coefficient and the shear traction of the pivot. If T is chosen to
be .20 whFre T = shear traction then the following values of microslip will be
normal force
obtained or tool steel surfaces;
	
LOAD	 MICROSLIP INCHES
POUNDS	 f = .35	 f = .65
	15	 .245x10 
4	
.427x10-4
	
30	 .389xi0 	 .678x10 4
I I
t
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It is difficult to know what coefficient of friction to use. A value of 0.65
can be accepted as at room temperature air value and 0.35 at 9000F. It could be
higher in an oxygen-free enviorment or lower because of vibration. For the
pivot design calculations used in this report, a value of 0.35 was selected,
since the possibility of Flimirating all r^xygen from a system is rather remote.
The 15# test was run for 2000 hours without damage; the 30# test was run for
100 hours. Since sliding surface damage is not a function of time, either the 15#
or the 30# value of microslip may be chosen. In view of the fact that the lower
value of friction was chosen, it seems appropriate to select the microslip for
the maximum load; that is, the value of .389 x 10 4 in.
Thus, the suggested approach. is to design the pivots using a radius ratio of 1.5,
a maximum pressure of 220,000 psi, and a limiting microslip of 4 x 10 5 in.
In Figures 116 to 121 the microslip, pressure, radius of the contact region,
and radius of the locked region are plotted as a function of pivot load for a
radius ratio of 1.50. Three different pivot radii are selected to cover the
probable range of loads; r = .125, .250, and .375. Curves are given for a
friction coefficient of 0.35 and for both tool steel and tungsten carbide. The
value of T used was .20. This is somewhat greater than might be expected; how-
ever, as shown in Figure 115, T = 0 gives only a slightly lower value of micro-
slip.
Figures 122 to 125 shoe the effect of changing the radius ratio to the extreme
limits for the .250" radius ball. Here the design curves are given for the
.250" ball vs the flat and the .300" socket radius. On each of these curves,
the design limits of .430 x 10 4 in microslip and 220,000 psi pressure are
drawn. This shows the load limit for each of the design shapes. In the
following table, these limits are reproduced.
rr	 -112-
DESIGN LOAD LIMITS
t
Material Radius of
Pivot in
Radius of
Socket in
Load Limit
Pressure
Criterion
.Load Limit
Slip
Criterion
Figure Number
Tool
Steel .125 .1625 32# - 38# 116
Carbide .125 .1625 8# - 30# 117
Tool
Steel .250 .375 120# 52# - 118
Carbide .250 .375 33# - 41# 119
Tool
Steel .375 .5625 150# 66# - 120
Carbide .375 .5625 94# 50# - 121
Tool
Steel .250 (flat) 15# - 25# 122
Carbide .250 (flat) 3# - 23# 123
Tool
Steel .250 .300 >150# 75# 124
Carbide .250 .300 >150# 60# 125
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It can be seen that, in some cases, the pivots are load limited by the pressure
criterion and, in some cases, by the microslip criterion. Since the conserva-
tive approach has been followed in the selection of these limits, it may again
be used to select the lower of the loads as the design limit.
The main point of interest shown in this table is that these three simple
pivot shapes and two materials can be used to the widest range of design variables
r	which would be expected in small Brayton cycle machinery.
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APPENDIX A The Dynamic Coefficients for the Pad Fluid Film
For small motion of the journal, the dynamic forces imposed on the journal by
the fluid film of a fixed pad bearing can be represented by a set of spring and
damping coefficients. The journal is considered to have four degrees of freedom:
two radial displacement components and two angular displacement components.
S
Figure A-1
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The journal is operating with a static eccentricity ratio 	 C  and a correspond-
ing attitude angle 9)0. Under dynamic conditions the journal center whirls around
the static equilibrium position with the displacements e l and (p1 measured from the
equilibrium position. In addition, the journal axis is assumed to perform an
angular oscillation with the angular displacements a and P.
The restoring forces and moments acting on the journal can be expressed by their
first order Taylor ' s series expansion:
aF	 aF	 aF	 aF
Fr Fro + Te el + E^  E 0^1 + dE E1 + 7 Co^l
aF	 aF	 aF	 aF
Ft _ Fto +	 Ei + E OW^ E0^1 + + E1  E^ E091
aMa
	ma	 a16	 aVa
MD = Tall a +ita+	 +	 P
The partial derivations represent the dynamic coefficients for the fluid film.
They are obtained from a perturbation solution of Reynold's equation as described
in the following.
For an incompressible lubricant, Reynold's equation can be written in dimensionless
form as:
 iLP + 
	
= ^ + 2 ^
	
[h' ae ]	 k [h' a^'	 aA	 aT
where
P=	 Pg, 2
	
h	 w R
	
t= u^t
6µW(_
l y
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assuming that the bearing is operating under isothermal conditions such that the
viscosity of the lubricant is constant*
'	 3
Set	 = ph2
and then Eq. (1) becomes
a + 62 _ 3 1 h -2	 + a 2 + h-1 h+ a^
	
h 2 fat► + 2 1 (3)2	 2	 2 2	 ((	 (^^ )	 ( 2	 2	 l^6	 Ja	 l	 CIA	 a^ J
The translatory motion of the journal is defined by the coordinates a and
and the corresponding velocity components E and ^ . Similarly, the angular motion
is defined by the angular displacements a and jS with velocity components & and
as shown in Fig. 1. To make the first order perturbation set:
r	
h = ho E lcos(8 - 9o)+ coq)lsin (0 - ipo) - C a sin( 8-q)o) +	 cos (8-yo)	 (4)
4
* = *o - 1 P1 + FocplP2 + E P3+ e 0WP4 + a P5 + 13p6 + &P7
 + ^P8	 (5)
where - ho	 1 + E D cos (G -(P 0)
Hence:
3	 _3
h 2	 ho - 2 ho [e lcos (0-90) + E ,,Cpl sin (9-CPO) -Ca sin((?-%)+ ^3 cos(9-90) (6)
2	 3 cos (8-(Po)	 _ 3 sin(A-^o)
h
ho fro + P 1 - 2
	
	 ho	 ^Q E 1+ P2 2	 h *o]%'l + P3 E	 (7)
2	 0
+ P E(P + P+ 3 sin e- 9o) 	 3 cos(8-^o) ^Y 	 + P+ P4 u	 5 2	 h	 o a+
[P,+ 2
	 h	 7	 8^0	 0
a
= E co8(6 -CPO) + E oCp sin(8-(po ) -Cd sin (e-q)o) + CO cos(A-q). )	 (8)
ah
_ ;w— - E lsin (9-(Po) + E o(pl cos(6-q)o) - 9CC cos (8- 0) - C9s in(A -4po) (9)
1-
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1	 ah	
_ a sin A-	 + 13cos A- )	 (10)
aC	 ( w° )	 t ^°
Substituting Eqs. (4) , ( 5) , (8) , (9) and ( 10) into Eq. (3) and then collecting
terms corresponding to E o , s 1 , eoh, C, e °^, a , P, C and 6 respectively, the
general form of these result equations is:
a2,v	 a2v^
+--i + Ayr	 B	 ( j = 0,1 ...... 8 }	 (11)
ae2 	ace	 j	 j
where
o 	 o
i	 *1 = P1
y`2 : P2,
	
etc.
3 1 eo 2sin2 (8-^y° )	 eocos(8 -CP°)A	 - 2 2	 h2	 -	 h°
o
e° sin(6-1po)
Bo	 3
f	 ho2
3 - cos(8-9) a (1+c Cos 3 (8-g
°
:	 sin(0-^
° )B1 2
	
h 
o 
+ o3	 ^o -	 3	 1-2 eocos(e-cpo)
	
°	 o	 h° 2
j	
- 3	 F cos(e-^ )+ E 2B2 .. 2 12 + °	 3 °	 °	 sin(6 -^o). *o
h 
o	
h o
co8(9-(P) 3 e
	
+ 1 -	 e°C0s(0-IP°)	 S _ + 2
	
hot	 ho2
2cos(8-q)0)
B3 -	 3
hot
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B4 	 E Bo0
B5
	- CB 
B6 CB 
2B7 F CB0
0
B8 CB 
The pressures at both ends of the bearing and at the leading and trailing edges
are ambient (i.e.,- 0). At the bearing centerline there is symmetry. Thus,
the boundary conditions become
*0 = P1..........P8 = 0	 at C _ 4 , 0 = A l and 0 = 02
P5P6=p7=P80
at	 0	 (12)
R- - ii, a---e - ie
the pressure distribution ^j can be solved by using a finite difference method
as described later.
The components of load carrying capacity and the restoring moments in dimensionless
form can be calculated from
8
Fr -	 f f 2 cos (6 0) 3^ d C d 0	 (13)
0 8 1 	 h 2
a
4 e2	 t—d C d 0fF t
	 f o e sin(6-90)t	 1	 3
t2
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^ e
M=- 3n J J 2 cos(A-tp > 3 d d A	 (14)
	
24 3 o 91
	 o h 
e
Ma=^ 
4
J J 2 ^sin(A-9 ^d d0
o A l 	 h 2
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. ( 3) and ( 1 4) and then collecting terms in
accordance with the first order Taylor ' s series expansion of restoring force
and moment, the results are:
6a 4 AF =-	 J J 2 cos(H-90 ^'o d 	 . dS
ro	
U A l	 ° 3
h 2
0
aFr	 6n 4 02	 3 cos(()-9o)	 cos(A a)
aE __
	 f 
9 
p 1 - 2	 ho 	
*0 	 3	 d A . d
	1 	 h 20
3F 	 6n	 82	 3 sin
(()-90)  cos(A-^o)
eon= -
	 Jo 
91 P2 
-2	
ho 	 *0	 3	
d  . d^
h 2
0
3F  _ _ 69 4 A
2
	cos(A-91)
aE —	 J0 JA P3	 3	
d0d^
	
1	 hot
aFr
	
61( 4 A2	 cos(A- )
C ^^	 fo Je P4	 3 d 	 d^0	 1	 hot
a^ 
_- 3 n	 3
sin("-(Po)
	
cos(A-(Vo) d A .d
2 3 J	 [P5 + 2	 ! ho	 ^0	 31
	 h02
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2 I3 
f4 '2 P6 _ 
z C 
cos (9-po) cos (9-q)o) d 0 d S
o e1	 ho %J
	
h 
^
0
1 _ - 3-n f4 f2 P7 C cos(9_9 ) d 0. da a
	
2 3 	 3	 0
° e l h 2
0
3 a	 P
- 
2 11 f 
o 82 83 C cos (9-,yo) d 9. d
1 ^ 20
and similarly for F t and Ma -
The perturbed pressures X 02 P 1 .o... .P8 can be obtained from Eqs. (7) for given
values of 
*0 and e  and for a specified bearing geometry (i.e., L/D, 0 1 and 9z).
Under static equilibrium condition:
Fly. _ - Fro sin (Po + Fto cos (Po = 0.
1
S =
ro Fto
F to
(Po = tan-1o
ro
The spring and damping coefficients along the radial and tangential directions
are given as follows:
CK
rr = S c)F r
	
CKtr c 6F 
W	 ems' W
CK t	
—Frr- 
CKtt	
a--Ftt
—W
 E S EO W " S eoW^
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CwBrr
	
6Fr CCUBtr
	 3F 
-- s S 3E' W	 S
CwBrt	 SFr	 CWBtt	
-C'Y'ttW W 5. 7^ , W W 5 e
The spring and damping coefficients for angular motion along the radial and
tangential directions are given as follows;
r2 _ S 	
-r	 S	 ..
WL	 WL
CM
rt	 Ott
WL2 = S	 9 WL2 = S a a
CWDrr 	^I	 OWDtr
2 _ S ^'	 2
WL	 WL
'MDrt	
^^M@	
UDtt
WL2	
S 
d a	 WL2 W	 &
In performing a rotor response analysis it is more convenient to express the
nd	 is coefficients in ccerdir_at:e system whose orientation is independentY^	 a	 Y	 a	 P
of the static equilibri°.m position. This new system, the 4-q system, has the
-axis parallel to the load direction and the q-a xis is perpendicular to the
load direction. The transformation eq%ations from the co - (po system to the
4-n system are given 'by:
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Ka - Krr cos t qo - Ktt sin 2 % - (Krt - Ktt) cos CPO sin CPO
% = Krt cost (p
o 
+ Ktr sing % + (K 
r+Ktt1 cos (Po sin q)o
Kqt = Ktr cos t (Po - Krt sing 90 + (Krr Kto cos q)o sin 90
Kqq = - Ktt cos t q)o + Krr sing (Po + (Krt - Kt r) cos cpo sin (Po
Bg, %, Bq^ and Eqq are analogous.
N^ = Mrr cost (Po + Mtt sing cpo + (Mrt+ Mtr) cos (Po sin 90
Mrt cos t To + Mtr sing qPo + (Mrr - Mrt) cos q)o sin (Po
M4 _ - Mtr cos t o+ Mrt sing o
+ (Mrr- Mtt) cos 90 sin 90
Mqq = Mtt cost (Po+ Mrr sing q)o - (Mrt+ Mtr) cos (Po sin 4Po
Dt4 , Dgq , Dq4 and Dqq are analogous
Finite Difference Equations
The pressuie distribution equation is given as follows:
+ ^2-0 + f5 (0) • m = f6 (8,^)	 (15)
ae	 a^
and then the corresponding finite difference equation is
u	 Lt 
0i+l,j+ ,2 0i-1,j-2 0 +
	 + f5 .j )mij+ 2 0i,j+l+ ^2 
O
i,j' l= f6,ij (16)y
1	 2	 I	 I	 M-1 M
A
J (0)
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e
where the finite difference mesh is as follows:
X
Figure A-2
The general form of the numerical approximation to Eq. (15) can also be re-
presented in matrix notation as follows:
Aj Jm.	J+ B, Jm.-1	 j j+1	 j+ C 0 	_ F	 (j = 1,2 ........ M-1, M)	 (17)
where
M = number of columns
Oj = vector of jth column of «nknown •
F j = vector of jth column of right hand side of Eq. (17)
Bj and C  are N x N diagonal matrices
Aj is N x N tridiagonal matrix
The solution of Eq. (17) can be obtained from searching for the influence co-
efficients between two successive 0 - vectcrs and their relations can be
written as
mj -1 ` Dj 0  + E 	 (lg)
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Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17), yields:
0j - (Ai + BjDj)	 I-C i mj+i - Bj E j
 + F''jJ
	 (19)
Comparing Eq. (19) with Eq. (18), the recurrence relationship for the matrices
D  and E  are obtained as
Dj+1 - - K  C 
(20)
Ej+1	 Kj (- RjE.l + i
where
K  = (Aj + Bj Dj > 	 (21)
Since • 1 is given equal tr., zero (from boundary conditions), then D 2 and E2
are equal to zero by Eq. (18'1 , K2 is obtained from Eq. (21) , and then D3 and E3
are determined from Eq. (20). Th refore, all values of 0 j can be obtained from
the boundary conditions for O and Eq. (181.
s
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NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX A
Brr'Brt'Btr'Btt
Pad damping coefficients for translatory motion in the
radial and tangential	 directions, lbs.sec/in.
BwB4, ,B*B ,, -	 Pad da*nping coefficients for translatory motion in4 - 0
directions,	 lbs.sec/in.
C -	 Radial bearing clearance, inch
D -	 Journal diameter, inch
Drr'Drt'Dtr'Dtt -	
Pad damping coefficients for rotational whirl in the
radial and n:.ngenti.al directions, lbs . in.sec/radians .
DwD4,,D , 4,D,, -	 Fad damp_ng coefficients for rotational whirl in 4 -
- directions,	 1bs.in sac/radians.
Fr , F t -	 Radial and tangential components of dimensionless pad forces.
Fro' F 	Fho -	 Static radial, tangential and horizontal components ofto , di:Ter_sionleas pad forces.
h -	 Radial	 film tUckr_ess, inch
h -	 = Ti/C, Dimersiortless radial film thickness
h -	 Dimensionless static radial film thickness
0
Krr'Krt'Ktr'Ktt -	
Pad spring c<)ef±icients for translatory motion in the
radial a:-.d tangential directions,
	 lbs/in.
Kw%,K,4,K,, -	 Pad sluing cc^-ffxc ients for translatory Motion in 	 -
dirert-Ions,	 lhs/i.n.
L -	 Journal length, inch.
Mrr'Mrt'Mtr'Mtt -	
Pad spring cc:efticierts for rotational whirl in the radial
aad tangential dir •cetions,	 lbs-in/radians
M44,M	 ,M t,M -	 Pad spr: ng cc>^fffcients for rotational whirl in 4 - r,
^^ directic.a,
	 lhs.i*_i/radians.
P -	 Film pre3aure, pai a
P -	 Dime::siun it.ss
	f3.',.'n pressure
P1,P2..... .P8 -	 Dimensic •nless first rrder perturbed pressures
y -	 _- P'	 , Direns'.onifss	 film pressure
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Nomenclature (cont'd)
0 -	 Static dimensionless film pressure
R -	 Journal redius, inch
S -	 Pad So*werfeld musl;er
t -	 Time, seconds.
Z -	 Axial coordinate, inch
8 -	 C'rcunferential angular coordinate, radians
-	 = 2/R, Dimensionless axial coordinate
µ -	 Viscosity, lbs.sec/in2
w
-	 Angular speed of journal, rad/sec.
T -	 wt, dimensionless time
C -	 Static eccentricity ratio
Apo -	 Static altitude --,gle, degrees
A,B -	 Variable coefficients of differential equations for
film pressure in Eq.	 (11).
-	 = L/D
Finite diffErenne axial and circumferential coordinates,
sea Fig. A72.
m -	 Nur.:ber of circumferential aubdivisions,see Fig. A-2
n -	 Number of axial subdivisions, see Fig. A-2.
8 1 -	 The leading angle of the pad, degrees,, see Fig. A-1.
A2 -	 The traLling angle of the pad, degrees, see Fig. A-1.
i
i
i
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APPENDIX B
Dynamic Coefficients for the Tilting Pad Journal Bearing
For a given steady-state operating condition of a tilting pad journal bearing,
the eccentricity'ratio and the attitude angle for each pad are known. Hence,
the dynamic coefficients for each pad film are also known	 (See Appendix A).
To get the dynamic coefficients of the complete tilting pad journal bearing, it
is necessary to take into account the inertia and the tilting of each pad.
Furthermore, when the pads are -Aa, ,unted on the flexibly supported pivots, the
support flexibility crust also be included in the calculation.
Consider a single pad which is free to tilt around an axial axis passing through
the pivot point. This motion is called the pitch motion of the pad. Introducing
a cartesian coordinate system (the 4-1 syste:z) with the origins in the steady-
state journal center position and with the 4-axis passing through the pivot
point, the motion of the pad center is parallel to the 11P , measured from the
steady-state position of the pad center. Similarly, the pad has the radial
motion 4P in the 4-direction becauae of the flexible pivot support with stiffness
KP . With the 8 dynamic coefficients of the fluid film given as KW B44 , etc
(see Appendix A), the forces acting on the journal with the amplitudes 4 and q
become,
F	
Z	 (	 P ) - Z^ (1- TIP )	 (1)
Fn ' -z 	 -
 z
	 (Z)
where
z44 = K^4 + iwb44 etc.	 (3)
The equations of motion for the pad are:
I
R
Vl _ - Fr	 (4)
MP 4p = - F4 - KP 4 P	 (5)
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Let the journal be sibjvct_d tc harmonic motion:
(4 , q)	 iwt
e
Then from the Eqs. (4) and (5), obta_n:
(H p ) = CY 4 + 
rx 
q q 	 (6)
( q-Y = ag4P + a. 1.1 	 (7)
where:	 2	 I	 2
a^k	 A
I	 2
a^q=`^' * ZETA
A
	
_	 2
q4
	
A.,.
I
w2 ( 
2 ^ + K1, - MP u2)
CZ - -	
*qq	 A
*	 t
and	 A = (Z + Kp- MP 2) ( Z qq -	 cwt) - Z 4q	 Zq
The dynamic coefficients for the tilting pad are related to the forces acting
on the journal by:
F^ _ - Zi	 -L qq	 (8)
F q = - Z^l; - Z^ q q	 (9)
By suhstituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into E,s. (1) and (2), these dynamic co-
efficients become:
Z ip	 a Z
 
	 + C^^Zkr	(10)
Z^ q 01 z	 + n 
r.Z Ti	
(11)
r=
i
t
i
i
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Z ;k — aW ,Z	 + c i^ 
Z TI',	
(12)
Z' = a tt Z	 +	 Z	 (13)
^^	 5 T; ,4 n -r ^^
The x-y coordinate system f.-.r the bearing is employed with the origin in the
steady-state journal centar position and with the x-axis in the load direction
(see Fig. B-1). The vibratory forces acting on the journal are
F	 Z X- Z Y
x	 xx	 xy	
(14)
F = - Z X - Z Y
y	 yx	 yy
where
Z	 = K	 + iu;8	 etc.
xx	 xx	 xx
The coordinate transformations are:
5	 cos*	 sing J X
_ - -sing cos* lY
F	 - cos* -sic*'
 F
x _
F 
	 sin*	 Cos,,	F1
Substituting into Eq_s. (8) and (9), the dynamic coefficients of the tilting pad
in the x-y coordinate system tecome
Kxx = K' cos 2* + K;^ sing* - (K r + K' ) sin* cos*
WBxx
 = WB' cos t* + c)BT r si.n 2* - (W°_ ^+ WB4) sin* cos*
i
Kxy = K' cos 2y - K;, sin. 2* + (K^
4
- K'	 sin* cosy
WBxy = wB ^ Cos 2IV - CS s:n 2y + (U)b^ - wB , 	sir.* cos*
K	 = K' cos t* - K ^ sin 2* + (Es - K; ,) in* cos*y
x
i
(15)
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wBy 
x 
= wB; ccs', - wc k' T, sing + (cuB -wB) sin* cos*
Kyy = K' cos 2* + K^, sin 2* + (K q + K,,) sing cos*
wB	 = wB' cos 2	 ^, + wk' sing, + (wB + wB ) sin* cos,
where:
Re	 ZKj^ =
wBic Im 
^Z^ ^^
	
etc.
A summation over all the pads making up the bearing gives the complete tilting
pad bearing spring and damping coefficients. These coefficients can then be
used directly in the rotor response calculations.
The Motion of the Pads
Once the amplitude response of the rotor is known, the corresponding pad motion
can be computed by means of the dynamic coefficients for the pad film.
A single pad can not only perform a pitch motion with amplitude r  and a radial
motion with amplitude 4P as described above, but it is also free to rotate
around any other axis passing through the pivot point. These additional degrees
of freedom are defined by the roll angle y around a tangential axis and the yaw
angle y around the pivot axis (the ^-axis) see Fig.B-1.The corresponding mass
moments of inertia for the pad are I 4 and I 9 and the corresponding dynamic
moment coefficients for the fluid film are MW D,, etc. (see Appendix A). The
angular motion of the rotor is defined by the angular displacements 94 and 9n of
the journal. Hence, the equations of motion for the pad become:
I y = Q
	 N- 
y ) + Q	 (A -y )	 (18)
I I
 r, = Q 1 (9^ - y^) + Q tr (9 1 - y 11)	 (19)
i
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•
where
Qk4 = M	 + icuD,,	 etc.
(Y^ Y n)	 (Ys, 'YI) Piwt
Solving Eqs. (18) and (19) and get:
	
Itu 2 (Q -M- I n 
2)	 I wn 2 Qt 1
y 
= 1 +	 B*	
6 -
	
b*	 eTl
I Q	 I^ 2(Q I rut)
y^ - -	 e + 1 +	 *	 eq
B
where	 *	 2	 2
Thus, the roll and yaw motions of the pad can be determined when the angular
displacements of the rotor have been given. Similarly, the pitch motion TI P and
the radial motion ^P can be calculated from Eqs. (6). Finally, the force
transmitted through the pivots becomes,
FP = - 4 P KP	(20)
^-.= I
^13
— y
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^P
^	 i	 e
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x
Figure E-1
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NOMENCLATUR°. FOR APPENDIX B
B 
	
B^I,B,^,B^n Fixed pad damping coefficients 	 for translatory motion, 	 lbs.sec/in.
Tilting pad damping coefficients 	 for translatory motion in
4-*	 direction,	 lbs.sec/in.
B	 ,B	 ,B	 ,B Tilting pad damping coefficients for translatory motion
xx	 xy	 yx	 YY in x-y direction,	 lb.sec/in.
D,D	 ,D	 ,D
W	
lq Fixed pad damping coefficients for rotational motion,
lb.in.sec/radians.
F	 ,F^ Fluid film force components in 4-r	 direction,	 lbs.
Fx,F Fluid film force components in x-y direction, 	 lbs.
Y
i
F Transmitted force through the pivot, lbs.
^. P
_ K	 ,%	 K^^,K ITJ Fixed pad spring coefficients	 for translatory motion, 	 lbs/in.
Kj,,K',,,K;,,K;B Tilting pad spring coefficients for translatory motion in
-^ direction,	 lbs/in.
K	 ,K	 ,K	 ,K Tilting pad spring coefficients for translatory motion
xx	 xy	 yx	 yy in x-y direction,
	
lbs/in.
K Stiffness	 for the pivot support,	 lb/in.
P
MWM^ T,, M TO ,, Fixed pad spring coefficients 	 for rotational motion, lbs.in/radians
r
M Mass	 for	 lb.sec2/in._ the pivot support,
P
Q =M+ ia,D
R Journal radius, inches
x,y Coordinates,	 Fig.	 B-1,	 inchessee
Z =K+iu,B
I^ Mass moment of inertia of pad around the axial axis, 	 lb.in .sec`.
I Mass moment of inertia of pad around the tangential 	 axis,
- lb.in.sec2.
2I^ Mass moment of inertia of pad around the pivot axis, 	 ib.in.sec.
(
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NOMENCLATURE	 (cont j)
1	 Y4 Angular displacement of pad around the tangential a-ds, radians
y
U
angular displacement of pad around the pivot axis,	 radians.
r)
P
 Coordinate for pad center motion, inches.
-
P
Radial motion for the pad,	 inches.
{	 4,n Coordinate, see Fig.	 B-1,	 inches.
w Angular speed of journal, 	 rad/sec.
yr Angular position of pivot point, degrees.
8	
?TI
Angular displacements of the journal, aegrees
t Time, seconds
rL
t
s
t
t
1
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Microslips Between Contacting
Paraboloids
.1 generalization of a Hertz problem and that of a lfindlin problem were found for
fourth-outer paraboloids in contact. In particular, microslips and annulus of slip
were sought. To this end an inrerse meihod was deci3ed. .lforeover, an optimization
procedure is described for finding the geometry for a given loading condito-n and set of
malerial properties, within the family of paraboloids, which gires minimum slip. It
has been shown in an example that the annulus of slip may be reduced by 60 percent
while the maximum slip may be reduced by 90 percent.
Introduction
FRETTING corrosion is a kind of damage which inflicts
surfaces of contacting bodies when they experience oscillatory
relative movements of low amplitude. Tomlinson, Thorpe, and
Gough [ 1 I  found the threshold amplitude to be of the order of
10-1
 cm. It is known that the anion nt of damage increases
approximately in a linear fashion with increasing amplitude of
relative movement and increasing load. \lore precisely, following
Campbell [2], this kind of damage should be termed fretting
inasmuch as there is no evidence of ac•(ompanying chemical
action; for example, formation of paramagnetic or ferromagnetic
iron oxides with steel .surfaces and of accompanying abrasive
action of the oxide particles or oxide films. Although not well
understood, there has heen increasing evidence of correlation be-
tween fretting and Inieroslips; for example, a review by Johnson
[3]. The theoretical and experimental bases of the work of
Johnson and several others recenth have their geneses in the
work O{ Mindlin [4], Cattaneo [5], Mindlin, %lesson, Osmer, and
Deres:;w• ic•z [ti].
The present investigation is characterized by: (a) A generl-
ization of the Hertz problem, within the classical infinitesimal
elasticity theory, for fourth-order paraboloids in cant;art; (b) a
corresponding generalization of the Mindlin problem; and (c) the
optimization of the shapes of the paraboloids for mininutm micro-
slips. Of course, the paraboloids refer to bodies with paraboloidal
surfaces at the contact region, the .shapes of the bodies far re-
moved from the contact region being irrelevant within classical
contact theory.
A Generalized Hertz Problem
Integral Equation Formulation
Under the classical Hertz assumptions, the contact problem of
two elastic bodies is reducible to an equivalent punch problem;
that is, the problem is reduced to that of finding the s:ngle-layer
potential [7].
where (x, t,', z) are the coordinates of a generic point in or on the
surface of the contacting body, (x', y') are coordinates in the con-
tact region It at which the normal pressure is p and z is perpendicu-
lar to the contact region, taken tO he flat at z = 0. The potential
is moreover subject to the boundar y conditions
2
	
`Y(x, y, 0 ) = V I + t9:• lb - Ft - F.]	 in 
2	 (2)
and
ail	
= 0	 outside (1,	 (3)
where d i = 1 - V'C	 are material constants composed of v;, the;
Poisson's ratio, still C„ the shear modulus, of the ith member of
the contacting pair. d is the nurrnai closing-in of the bcxlies while
F,'s, y) and F;(x, y) describe the surfaces of the contacting bodies
in the neighborhood of the contact region. Equations (1) and (2)
may be combined to give
191 + t9:
	
p(x', y')dx'dy'
S-Ft-/': =
 .)7r f.Ux- r')'+(Y-y•)r]. (4)
Therefore, the pressure distribution over the contact region i2
is determined by the integral equation (4). Equation (2) can be
ured to determine the contact region; it is the locus of points at
which
S - F, - Fs = const (5)
For this investigation the surfaces zi = FI(x, y) and z: = F2(r, y)
have been assumed to be fourth-order polynomials:
F,(x, y) = A ix' + A 2y' + Awsyl + A 4x' + Asy c	(6)
and
F2 (x, y) = B,x' + B,y' + Bsx'y' + Bs.r' + B,y4 ,	 (7)
*(r, y, z) =f — - p(x 'r y')Ix'dy
tI [(r - r')' + iy - YT + s')' /0 	 (1)f
I Now Assistant Professor. A-,)c, Nfem. ASME.
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where, for simplicity, the symmetry with respect to x and y has
been introduced. It should he noted, however, that this restric-
tion is not essential fora generalized Hertz analysis.
Within the classical contact theory, it is convenient to deEne
the "apparent geometry" ¢ such that
0 = F t + F- = b,x' + ba y ' + bsx =y' + bsr' + bsy'	 (8)
with b, - As + B„ i = 1, 2, ..., 5.
The function m satisfies the conditions
0(0, 0) _ ¢.0, 0) = 0.(0, 0) _° 0
By virtue of equation (3), the single-layer potential must then
satiety
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VT, >/, O) = ill -{- t9' 	 (S))
Further, the contact region 0, ill 	 of equation (i), is circum-
scribed by a closed fourth-order curve. Unfi,rtunat.iy, there are
ao know " potential functions constructed in a fourth-order curvi-
linear coordinate system. In order that the subsequent shear
problem may be solved in a manageable form and from which the
microslip can be computed, it is desirable to find the normal
pressure p(r, y) in closed form. To this cod, it is amumed that the
contact region 12 is hounded by all It will he seen that
this assumpliou, together with the classical Hertz assumptions,
ill general, lead to unbounded pressures along the periphery of the
c:,utart region. This will he circumvented by generating the
apparent geometry in a more restrictive manner.
DireA formulation
Alterur.ti •ely, the method of direct construction of the poten-
tial function (7) may be rased:
Let p, µ, v he the elliptical coordinates such that
e'zx = a2P'µ:12
0 - e Y)e'y' = a'(p' - e°)(µ 1 - e')(c' - v')	 (10)
(1 - e'.2 1 = a Y (p x - 1)(1 - 4 1 )(1 - Vol),
where
0<0<cx
	
e Y < ilt x < 1	 (11)
1 <p2<T
and a is the eccentricity while a is the seminurjor axis of the
X2
ellipse. The surface p = const is air
	
given by a' P: +
_yY	 z'
+	 - - 1 _ 0. Bence, the limit of p — I
a2(p: __ e : )	 a'(p' - 1)
yields an elliptic disk for z = 0,
z'	 yY
a' + a'(1 - cY) - 1 = 0,	 (12)
which is sortable for describing the contact region H.
In the genend elliptical coordinates, the harmonic functions are
products of LanWs functions, each of which depends on or:h' one
of the coordinates p, µ, v.
Suppose F(z, y, z) is a harmonic polynomial which is capable of
representation in the form
F(z, y, z)
	 It(p).11(µ).C(v),	 11:3)
where R(p), DI (µ), N(P) are Lam('s functions. Then oil
	
sur-
face & of the ellipsoid p = A, the function assumes the value
F(z, y , : )^o
-ac = U(po)Jf(µ)N(v),	 (14)
where r, y, z must satisfy
X2
	 yx	 z'
If equation (14) is of the given distribution over the surface So,
ther- the harmonic polynomial Fix, y, z) is the solution to the
internal I )irichlet problem.
The second solution, the solution to the extenial Uirichlet
problem, which vanishes as p — - is
t•
(	 dX
P) =	
0 0(A)R2(X)	
(10)
with
	
.1,(X) = [(X I - e + )(7t' - 1 ))'h.	 (17)
By considering the internal and external 1)irichlet problems, the
pressure distribution over So may be constructed:
P (r , y, z )I.s. =	 I	 -	 F(r, y, :)IN,	 (1R)4tra )(p.' - pt)(N' _ vYl) i,t(,'(Pc)R'(Po)
Fur p = I, the surface So degenerates into all elliptic disk S2, and
equation (IS) reduces to
F(z, y, 0)
	
P (z , y) = _
 2rra(1 - e')'1'L'1'R'(1)	 in H,	 (Ifl)
ill whirh
b' = a 7 (I — el)
and
/,	 (1	 a t
	6' 1.	 (20)
In the determination of pressure distribution p !z, y) in the con-
tact region S1, the task is to seek a proper combination of har-
monic polynomials of different order which will yield the correct
boundary value specified by equation (9).
Solution
13y the nwthod of superposition, it is fond that the required
potential function for the external Dirichlet problem may be
represented by
	
() x(n	 !(71(
= c„w, 
4,n(Po) + C2(l) 02(r)(Po) 
u'''rn F Cool 0211t(Po) Wxtn
(n	 (Y1
-h r.(n e (P) W.(n + r4(t) i P1 W.(')
0." ) (PO)	 I,e("(Po)
+ c.", hkh(a(P) 
We"). (21)
V.-(P,. )
Befercing W equation (19), the pressure intensity corresponding
W tire potential, equ ,ttion (21), over the elliptic contact regioa is
1	 COW%	 e.tntn'(u
P(r, U) 
= 2ira(I -. eY)r/'L(, t.(I)R.—.( f) + tG'"'(1)IR'("(1)1'
m "rc. W^.
:-o
The harmonic functioms Wo.'e' (r ' ay"', are given in the Ap-
1K-ndix. Tire)- are in the form of products of Lam6's function.
In particular, there are ellipsoidal harmonics of first species and
of zeroth, second, and (mirth order. Frurn the theory of Lann4's
function, equation (21) evaluated at p = I represents a fuurth-
order p,d) • nonnial which is symmetric in r and y.
Using lire Curtesian form of Wr, Wx(o Wxr" .	 W.(') (see Ap-
pendix), and combining equations (9), (9) and (21), the constants
ro, co in , .., r,4l ") are uniquely determined in terms of the parame-
ters ,f the apparent geometry . Hence, the pressure distribution
liver the contact region is found. However, this solution is singu-
lar at the periphery 14 of the contact region unless the terms in
i i in equation ( 22) contain the facwr L.
Inverse Method
C'learl), the aforementioned statement is not always true for
any apparent geometry. To avoid this diffic • olt )• , an inverse
methud 6introduced as fullown. Assune that the prarzure dis-
401)
where
2
	
Trensections of the ASME
atribution vanishes aloaK 1)0, then faetoriaation ,d L for tern)+ in
	
In order to determine the ronstanN r,,, r,n) .. 4 ls' , equate e(na-
I l is 1lermiasible. '[ hl• pre-sure distribution most. now take the	 tinn 123) to erllottion (24 ) and collect coefticientm of like powers of
form	 r and y. This process yields
L
	
s	 lP(x , y)	 1, , a ) + a= a2 + a, b
= /	 (23)
where al, co, as are rotl2ti(ota whirl, cm, he determined.
Rather than pre, ribifig the apinirent K( llnnetrv, line seek, the
	
K•vnnetr y
 f..r a •Is • rilied prt •s.ure distrihuti.m).
	
III
	 doing, the
J,lIvI nentioIl l; !)irn w hh • I pr- III 	 is emiverterl Intl, it Neil mil l,I
pr.,blem whi.•h i. unk .letertuiucd within nn additive e,.11 tarlt.
But in this , • n-r • , thi, arbitrary constant inn). la- determined by
requiring the apparent geoni e ttY O(r, y) to vanish wliell i
=(1.
Expressing LantF's innrtion in ('artesian form, the intensity
given by equation (22) may I,P written
P(r, y) - 2irb (1► (e)
♦ ( O 1 - 1)('4,2))(1) a xv) + a°(a, - ")- 1)
	
c2 1	 yt
+ (Qt - 1 )(162 ' x '1 I)("'272 + a 2(QS - es) .- 1)
	
+ 
T x 	 rill
	 -fill)
	
ax	 (Ys(n + Y) i1 t 144111(1) .fill,
4 (2)	 Yl(1)
+ (Y2(s) + Y ,(,) + 1)16.(2)(11 -f,(x)
ills,
+-	 U)
	 is. is)	 (a
	
(Y= + Y)	 r 1)14, (1) Y.
ysClio	
_	 7,12) +
448)	 -fiat + 2r=
	 l+ (Y2a1 + -f i ll, + 14,4111(1) YO, + YI( = 'r= + ri/
4 (2)	 Y1111 + e?F=	 1
+ (Y= (t) + Y)(2) + 1)16,"'(1) ( 1/113) + YtU1e= + e')J
	
+ S4
	
- — --- r!11)
	a i	 (fill' + 71I,, + 00.111(l)Y2(1)
4(11
C.01)
+ -- - ---( Ystn + 71 a) + 1 )wiur(I )72w
r xy =	 citn	 2ytu) + Ylinet
X a4	 (.ysln + 7ia' + 1146 11 q I ( to( ' 0)	 tar=' 4 >
+	 l2) --
	 (2)	 al	 l	 It)	 al S	 , )(Yt	 y1	 + 114 (1) Y2 " r y= + yl e 1 ( 1
X
	
4(2)	 2Y°', + y. (342
a)	 on	 (n	 a)	 u,	 a) s	 /(Ys + Y1 + 1)164 11) Y= (Y2 + Y1 e t e i
qi	 410X ai (-fill' + fl it + 1 44- 11 )(w oo + 71 11), 2 + e4)
cc _	 _hoot	 ca011
iy lr)	 v1 - 1 p 1Gs( 110) - (at - I)s1^2u)(1)
rill,	 C
+ (Y,2)' + Y1"' + 1414,1)(1) + (Ysw +. Yl r» + 1)114(2)0)
•	 42)1
+	 — - 21rbon, (25)(70) + 7148) + 144(4)(1)
ril ll	 c2lt)
01 - Ils^,lu(I)ol + (a, - 1
riot	 Y1en
+ (7ttt .+ -f11t + 14i11)(1) 7,(l'
CO)	 .I'1(1)
+ (You) + yf u) + 1)I^s .n (1) y. is)
ri le	 -Y, is)
+ cn	 1^) _ 'drbla, - a1). (26)1Ys + YI u) + 1414( .n Yx
r,(n	 c2(2)
( 01 - 1) t(or - c 2 )16tu )(1) + (a, - 1) t(os - e t)16s(n(1)
+	
riot	 7i(o + 2es
n)	 o2) 	 )l(+ Yt	 -^' 1)161 (1)(y,,11 ) -+ YI' e -}
C4 01)	 7i(2) + le t
+ ( ft" , + 71(n + I)1{4(sr(I) .y : l2) + Yr(net + ei)
4a)	 flu) + 2e2	)
+ (y248) + 
-fl` + 1)1642))(1) Y.,M + Y,(S)es + ri
- 2lrbrat - al)/(I - e x ). (27)
ri 111	 4141
(yau ' + Y1"'	 1)I^ii n )(1)72u ) + (Y:2)) + Y1(n + 144("(1),Y2 (2)
ci481
+ (72101 + 71(s)! 1)^4u)(1)y:2)1 	 -)r ax. (.
4O1	 2YxIi) + Y , (I)et(Y,2)) + YIM + 604(n (I) Y:( I )(-f,M + -y 1 (I)es + ei)
caf)
	 272(2) + 7 1 Well
+ ( -f,l:) + Y112) + 1)144(2)(1) Yt(2)( Y2(n + Yiwes + e4))
riat	 2y_o. +—'Y1(s)e, l
+ (7248) (101 + 7iln + 111(,4u1(^)(7i48 (7:t2) + Y,(2)es + el)/
_ --2ab(a: + as)/(1 - e t ) (29)
and
4(13
7^2u) + Y,(') + 1)16in 'l1)(-f2( t
 + YI Me= + el)
42))
+ o=)	 ("	 101	 (i)	 (n t(Y= + Yi + 11164 (1)(Ys + Y1 e + e l)
410)
♦ O-f,at + 
-f 1 10) + I)^448)(I)( . 2 + Yluret + r'1
- 2lrbas/(1 - e l )'. (30)
From a cations (25) to (30), tile eon,Uult, r2), ril ls 4a• ... rill)
may In- -olvetl uniquely in to rims of the paratuetem all ax, nod as,
pn,vidrel that the quantities a, r, and b ore given.
Auxiliary Conditions
Artuall)', Ow-e quantities have yet to be determined through
three additional eel • !ations. For this purpose, the following
e.uxiliary e•unditions are recalled:
F.epultion of eauilihritiv,,
3
41»
+ ^.I.xa) + -f,(I) + 1)14f u) ( I )('fill, + -fiu)e2 + ei)
4(11	
1+ (Ytln + Yi;n + 1 j 1(44u)( YsIII + Yi (ue= + e')J
	
2	 4(l'	 rir=!
+ L(ftlo + Y 1 (o + 1 ) ^ i 1 11) + (Yo(* + 7111' + 144 2 11 I
412)
	
t	 +	 -1241
	+€	 + 70 2 ' + 14s ' 1
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^e
i
Qp(r, Ywlldy,	 (31)
t!
where• Q is the load it
	
to the emitnct ing bodies.
The di,plarentent,
U-(0, 0, 0) - b:	 (32)
and the condition,
001, 0) - 0.	 (33)
Flor l6,• presrum di,nilmlmn gi\ •en by olitation 12:0, the 'vIow
iug-in" may Le romp sled it- terms of par41110ers Q1, a.,, 111111 tr,.
r
a u((I o, 0) - '^ . J I lrp+,Y,))%+drily
all	 at	
rlrrly0, 1 ty,	 1.' ' ^at t ai 1  + br' Yt^
	
YR	 \	 (rs + Yr) I /r 	134)u
Let r = ar ran	 and y = hr sill m, then J = (br, 1,' '' - 1 1 -
r t ) '
 ' and (r t + !i t ) - r(a t ens , 	+ b' sin' 0).	 Using the
above, eipratio11 134) Itecoines
b	
ry I
 + ry:^	 1`f
o
1
	(1 - rt)'11abfrd#
2r	 1a fo) 	 (a* erta i # + b 1 sin" 0)'.'v
	
+ at	 t 11 - r t )' fa te s vusz 0ablydo
a t f „	 ► 11	 (a t roo t # + It s min t 0)'it
at 1
 (I - rt ) t,'tab'r t sin s Odrdo
+ 1,t ^0 ' f.(at ('us' — + b f- s i ll s
 m) J
, f (3:5)
If it > h, the veventricit y
 is denoed n,
at-6s
at
'then equation (35) yields 	
1b 0, 2 01 1, {a,K(r) + it JK(r) - Arll + ai Mr)
(30)
in which the elliptic integral K(e) - 1•• (
2 
1  r	 and U(e)
11 (t) — Glr')
rt	
F'(rp,r) is the Lepndrt- st uldard florin of the fir,t
kind, E(r) - E	 r) told E(rr, r) is the Legeleire stiuld:od firm
of tht- second kind.
The equation of equilibrium call al be integrated to give
asQ - 2aab1 3 + 1 + as 1.
	
137)at
1't
Theloreti•.tll\, the nine equations, eipialions 125) through 1301,
together with e.lnauons ixt), (36), and (37), ran he slolved simul-
tmw, e,ly
 for nine uukuowns r., rill ', .. ctu' mild a, r • , b. The
t:i,k of stdviug the previous nice tronst •endental a uatiom
Iu.wNVer, simplified by prescribing the eceetw idly I. The ui-
verse na • llr,ml will procr4d in the following another. IA•t a,, a:,
as and, be given. From equations 13W cool (:{7), the semimajor
axis a and the i-lo-ing-in a can Ito- dr•ternrined. Then 6y solving
equations 125) thr. ,ugh .all), the nunierir •il values of r,,, r,-,
re l " Ina% be computed. Their, detertnioatio i of single-layer
putential, equation 1 2'1 1, follows. Finally, In view of equation(11), cue finds the appar ent gtvrmetr\'
) 1 +
 
Js
	
O(r, y	
tr
	
) = b -	
l	
*(r, Y . 01	 in U.
	
1311)
i^
T
0 .R	 F,(e,y)ril c,yl
isT
CONT:.CT CONFIGURATION
^zz
ENLARGED
CONTACT AREA
Fig. I Schematic diag.am of the contact configuration and contact area
which, in general, diw• not satisfy equation f33). lint with an
arbitrary additive eouslatit in the potential`Y(r, y) at one's dis-
posal, rqualion 133) eaa he ( •nforved. Tiers a class, of rmnpatihle
geometry is geneiawl. WivJously, there are i 1finitel .% 11au1P ways
to deoomisse air, q I into F,(r, y) and Far, y I. l lowever, t., nwke
the ­111G.11  meloringfol, on.! must select aeeording tlo the f••ll.,w-
ing gensomi principles: t I) Both holies moist Ile vonvex in the
horizontal vr— seetion; (2) the nose of each ruu , t he " blunt."
and (:{) far design purposes, the -clecti.rri . :ill In• guided b y Pruc-
tiral considerirtions.
point , 1 and 2 were used to safeguard again-t plq',ic;tl iucon-
sisteneies in the suhsptvu'n nt utneric:d example. To sirnplif,N' the
an:lysi, of the ••absegitent Aear pr,blem, it will ftntla • r he u,-
,mned that the pre.4stire di,trihution takes the particular forty
p(r, y) = a i V II + ail.'h 	(39)
w here I 1 presure is eort-twit along any hnmuthetir ellipse.
In the generalized hertz problem, under lilt- same assunyriilons,
Oil- :gq,arent gr•ona • iry 11(4'1 clot be restricted to fourth-order
pol y nomial,. The pre\ • ions analysis may he extended to ale
par.•nt kel nivirc of higher-order pnh • nomi:l, by co11,trimting the
potenlia' fnncti.a. of L tin,'•'- Irn.41-wt, of higher caber.
A Generalized Mindlin Problem
Formulation
('oasider a force T, tangent to tilt• r•otitacl pilule and :u ting
on the contacting hood  in the r-direction, sitperirnpo-o•d on the
mrrtn:l fore probleor. The contact area i all ellipse, 1. = 1), as
indicated previo:tA 'v. Mintilm 141 It:&. shown that if slip is nut
Iternr tted ► retween the b.slies, thou the -hearing •ire- , gr•rieratc I
would become infinite lo11 the peripher y of the imitact region.
Thu, slip must a4ur or, physical gn,nuds uud it pn,gtrsses florin
the lK• riphery to u homothetir ellipw n, 1114 . roterior of the ooutart
region. IA•t thi, rllip-e lot- denoted by L* = 1 - 1 ; ^ -
( Y l'
\bi /	
U where ll < t < 1. 'fh•• region interior to L' I, the
locked region, see Fig. 1. le•t !r, uud :r denote the IlockwJ Mild
shp region, resp e,lively.
it is itsunicd that the -hearing • tre,- n, the contact region
4
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/.	 I - r - !/	 ill S2 Lill
n'	 h'
w, = µa1,
0
ruitimt esre •ed the frictio file I force Ia'Iweru tltr bodies.
	 Ilence,
	
it too ,I Ix- no greluer Of it -µp1r, t/) wheel • µ i, the coeflicu •at of	 x ' - µat,
	
friction wad 1)(x, y) is the• pre• rr inten'nt• fo;md from the
generalized Ilrrtz problem. The appropriate bonndary roodi-
	andt inn, Gar t by ,hear problem are:
xl	 -01,
11'(X, ,y, fl) = a ' = rnn^tl1l 	 in 52 	 (40)
r'IX, Ye 0) - 11
X,	
oil
i
i
T„'(,r, y, 0) _	 -µp r, I/I^ U.ring the Ir111Kforntatinn-
T" ' I r, 11, 111	 -	 n	 (	 in Sl,,	 41) r' - r = P eel, A:	 u' -	 y = P ,in B,	 15:31
and where r, y repre,eat coordinate, for interior point- of St,.	 1:Illul-
tion (:il) I nla^ • In' redmrd to
o„'Ir e )^, 0) =	 i).	 (r	 (I) =	 0	 in St = 11. + 12:,	 (421
, I" a \	 ,	 ,	 1xlrr 	 4',	 3x:a r	 't'1	 1
4	 .
(
--
b
- 1/ey_	 4',	_^,
111
	
N II11'II	 (11', e ' ,	 al') III-V	 flit, 111 ,plavetlll'rlt	 rl,nlp-^l11'111,
	
Ill	 toll'	 1r,	 1/,
z1-dire,Ggin	 e• lnunating front the ,hear proWcnl, 6, is the rigid- xhe•rr
Molly d 	 I1111/Y• llll • 111	 Ile the talegelllall dirert11111, and I T„ ' , 7. 10	 . O„ ' 1 2 elm X	 y lull A	 Iv 1,' X	 Kill' A
are the shear and uor	 -ulal	 ire.-4- rnlnnut.ing from t lie shear prdl- '61	 +	 -bt -,	 4', =	 +
lens.	 Further, the ,tves+es fell 	 +urfuee oat ide the ' •oalart n•-
a=-	
a°	
^!
gion nnl-t all valli,h: i e.,
The dot over the e •clunlily sign denote. the fart that the re-
--.	 _ ^^,' =	 v„'	0 • 	 (4:3) nmaining term, of equation (54 ) do not cootribute tie 	 integrals
(47), (4.4), and (49).	 For the pn•viou, loading, the di+pho-vinent
The ,•171.,661} problem with the pre•viou, boundlu.c ronditi
"nom in the y-direction ii (fora > b)
i, equivalent to the• problem of prescribing
J lr',FN	 e i	 i71 !
b
:aCr' = va('1x 1
 + ax,) -_
	
- r')K(e) - 2F.(t)Iry
f µP (r ', y ') - NI/.e+ , e -dxL	 in !21
(44) - vax:
	
b	 (rK - 5r')/^(e) - (8 - rl)Efr)Ir'yf1,,.•
:Ind
r„'	 =	 a;; '	 =	 II	 in 12 -	 it, + 12,
- ra p , air' (^	 1 ^l) F,1r)^(ti - :G=1/^1rI-	 ) + - r r r'.	 (ri.i)
Equations
	
1 -141	 nun	 IH• considered
	
the ,ola • rposiGm
	
of	 two where /i1e') and Ell, 	are complete elliptic integra l • of tint and
problertl,, the bounden Mlldiliva. of Nhich ore T •,' =	 o„• second kind.	 llenre• , for the • loading defined b)	 • •I ,uatiollK 1:11 1
'ill	 t,i aid (ait) and the sati,fa(tion of couditiol.s, 1 •Iluation (40), two
1(r', ,11') _	 -r„' = µp(r', ,4')
	
in 2 = 12, + S2,
	
(A5) relations for the unknowns j', d l , ti: am found:
and 1µ11a, + 3a:) - 
	
("at + :3)4,) _ 0	 (:,G)
1(1', !1') 
_	 - T„	 _	 - OIL •"' - d:/. ' • ' ' in 52 1 .	 !413)
lordSolution
l - -ing the flmdamental solution from the p1.Iblern of it rinwen- d, 0.	 157)tilted ,hear force oil 	 eta-tic half ,puce e<' life .
 kernel, and in- µa, - 	 =
te •gratiug it with equations (1.10 and (46), the bonmlary condi-
tions (41), (41), fuel 143) ure 7ul t om:elicall%
	 -uli,fivd.	 The (R- The third eyn:16.11 it obtained from the eyrtilibriunl conditimi;
phu•ements file 	 surface in the reyuire •d loading are' i r„
2vGu'(r, y, 0) _	 f 
t	
(3(r, I/, X)e1X - v
J1	 ^
7' = f Ilt, y),lr,ly = µ	 r par, y)drdy
u	 1
X	 Otl, y, A) hill-- Xef A,	 (47)
.^1 •
-
 
f
	
Ill /.•'/' + I+:L",/'(11rdy
7.
•
y, (1) =
	
r	 W.F. y, X) Kill X co, xd1, 	 (48)
'	 1
= µQ	 dl +	 d:	 aa)y -.	 15M)
Therefore, (, dl, d: are completely determined if a,, a,, U, T, andf2 or
1a(;e • 'Ir, V, III	 r	 O(z, y, 7,) roe 11d7.,	 (4!1, µerr pre,criled.	 I'oder the roditi-m- 156) and 1:,7), the di.-
placement io the r-threctiun for the locked region (a 	 > b) is
pe A) found to be0 -	 hr', y'Mfp.	 (50)
f 'hr(;u"	 brxlr)	 ul 121	 e:,!1)
I'll :life thr unknown yuautitie, r, dl, and d, are detertnirted ,uch , here
that ll,nuldury coodiliou> AW tire ,ati•fied.
`/	 /
33	 3Let for, y1	 -	 %IL ' ' +	 a,/.' '	 repn•.ent eynutll,ne l45) and µ 1 a, +	 a,)- 1 dl +	 d)	 f;tt)
(46) in their re-Imctive region~: i.e., \	 4	 /	 \	 4
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where where
V I(e) = 1e 1(2 - e = )K(e) - 2E(e)1e
	
xr	 y:
	
L=1-a'
	 b'
It
and
X(e) - K(r) - v [E(r) - (1 - e z)K (e)1	 a > b (61)
trThe function X(r), nodtiplied by -2 , is 2µ,ab,'/P, its given in
l'ig. 4 of refrrenee 141.
The di-plaveinents in the annulu, of ,lip have been evaluated.
"I here factions of the di,placeaao ot, a hick correspond to tilt
loado-g .lefinew! by equation (45) tin , integrated rnalyticallr while
tho-v Hhirh corre •,pond to the loading defined by equation (46)
ran lie integrated numerically. The expre" ioios f- i- the :octlytic
portions are:
Idrr(;,n' = 1rt(r)/. + U-(e) nI + V&) ,(e + f'dr)!.2
z-	 y=	 ze
+ Vs(e)/, 
a' + 
!'e(r )
/, b' 
+ [Ir(r)l, 
ue
+ 1's(r) a! ^_ + 1,'9(e) 6e	 (62)
x
Fig. 2 Working diagram of the contact region showing Parameters used
in equatiQns (64), (65), and (06)
b t	 ze ,y	 b'	 x y'	 (63)
- vaµa-	 V2(r) —	 - vaµn•_ - V3(r) -
a	 a' b	 a	 a b'' (('onf.)
-- - 
= (1 - v)K(e) + vD(e),
µ.e,,ry
L72(e)0
 K(r) - Mr) + v(1 - t') [K(e) - 2D(e)1,
µa,ab	 r=
Uz(e) _
	 v
µaitrb - Mr, - e [K (e ) - (2 - e')D(e)I,
U4(e)_	 0 - v)K(r)	 v
µa:,3trb/2 — 2	
+ 2 D(r)'
µ+/2 = K (e ) - D(e) + 
vll e^ e) [K (e ) - 2D(e)I,
Us(e)	 v
µa3ab/2 = D (e ) -	 [ K ( e ) - (2 - e')D(r)),
Ut(e)
	 1
-	
IK(r) + E(r) - Dfr)1µa-3trb/2	 6
- -	
e [
K (e) - (2 - 0001(e=
+ v 
0 - e-)' F(8 - 3e') K e - (8 - 7e' ) Ele)11
	
to	 L	 6	 ()	 6(1 - e')	 J
µcurie /'2	 ^I- IK(r) - (2 - e')D(e)I
v(1 - e=)
+	 e	 [4K(e) - t8 - e')D(e)1,e
1' 0(e)_ _	 I
µa.'itrb/2	 (ir l(1 - e') 12r 2F.(e) - (1 + e')K(e) ♦ 2D(r)I
-3 1(7 + e')K(e) - (:3 + 2e')E(4, ) - 8D(e)I
and
6' xy2aGr,' = caµi2(y, + :3a 2 ) — Vl(e)	 (63)
a	 al,
Vii(e) = e [(8 - 5e')K(e) - ^8 - e=)F.(r)e•
and
V.(e )  .0 --e2) -(s - av',K(e) + (8 - 0)E(r)
For the loading defined I •y egnation (46), t he integral, for the
displacements (in the annidos of slip) are:
(` N,	 a-
2aGiW = J	 O(z, y, X)dX - v f (3(x, y, X) sill' ,\ dA, (64)
a,
2rGt2' - v f A(z, y, X) sill Cos X(IN,	 (65)
J r,
where now
A($, y, X) ° E.0 Ux', y ')dd
The limit., of the integrals are defined in Fig. 2. These are inte-
grated nnniericulh• . With these numerical re,nits, the di-plaee-
ment in the slip region are:
a' = n,' + 142'	 167)
and
,' = ,,' + v:'
	
(68)
Microslips
utnerieal r"nits are obtained for bodies of the .carne material
con,tants, G = 11.15) X 10e psi. and v = 1/3; the normal force
Q = :ill Ib, and the ratio of the shearing force to the„e of normal
force r = T/Q are taken at convenien t values. The coellicient of
friction is taken to lie 0.35.
The quuotit'N r define:• the annulus of ,lip. Fig. 3 .show, that
depends on the ratio a,/a,. Further numerical re•,ult, ,how
that ^ does not delte„(: ,,:i the magnitude of the Ilertaian pre.,ure,
a,. For a2/a, _ - 1, the ,lip region is minimized for n„nadher-
ing bodies in contact. For thi, case, the slip --ea of the Wirth-
order theory is less than 411 pervent of the second-order theory.
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Fig. 3 Plot of ^ versus the ratio n2/nI.
T - 1'/A, v = 1/3,G= 11.5X 10 1 psi, 0=30 lb, 1<=0.35
Fhe ,lip in the r-direction is defined by
S	 br - is'.
Fig. 4 shows the slip for a typical (-list- (if close-fitting hall-and-
sorket configuration. The .still increases monotonicallY front
L • = 0 to 1, = 0. Sh, %%-it in Fig. 4 is the slip at the periphery of
the contact region 1, = 11. Iro n.
 roil- in;nm of this slip occurs tit
90 deg ffl„nt the uirection of shear. Further, the slip is ,j mmetrie
with respect to x and y-axes. It is seen that the slip for the
fourth-order theor • , for the ruse of a2/a, = -1, is leas than 10
percent of the second-order theory.
Similarly, the di,pinrentent in the ,y-direction is also computed.
It is found that this is antisymrnetric with respect to the x and
y-axes, being positive in the fist quadrant. The magnitude of
this component of displacement is less than one percent of those
in the x-direction.
For the ca.:es shown in Fig. 4, the apparent geometry for the
second-order theory in the neighborhood of contact region is
0 = x2+?12
The currey,onding apparent geometr y in the neighborhood of the
contact region front the fourth-order theory is
v = 7 2 T 11 2 - 2.87:1 X 163 (.r 2 + y2)2
Also, Table I shows a comparison of several parameters between
the 1lcrtz-Miodliu theory :in(] the generalized Hertz-Mindlin
then Irv.
Table I Comparison of the HeAZ-Mindlin and the generalized Hertz-
Mindlin theories
Generalized
Ilertz \iindlin llertz \iindlin
2tr(r6:	 (lb/m.) 43.3 X
	
10 2 4.25 X
	
102
on (11011. 2 1 1 .112
	 X	 111' 3.68 X W,
a, (Ib/in. 2 ) 0 -3.68 X 104
f 11.3036 I I. A074 
i4,	 (lb/in. t ) 11 20:5	 X	 101 11.497	 X	 1111
132 tlh/in. 2 ) II -0. 1777	 X	 104
a (in.) WSW X 10 - 3 1	 :ilia	 X	 111-2
C 1) . 052:34 11.	 11111
S t.— (i1,. ) 3A419 X
	
16 -5 i).16(4
	 x	 M	 -
It i, oven that the fourth.,rderthcol.v provide, a means of con-
trolling the size of ,lip regiou and the ntagnitnde of slip. llenre,
:in effective way is found to reduce one of till- c:u1,e, of fretting b}.
making the nose of the contacting hodie., conform to till- :it)-
parent geonl-hy generated Ill the fonrth-order theory.
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APPENDIX
The elliptic harmonic of till- internal I lirichlet prohlea are:
W,1 = 1
X2
	 y2
	 22
	
412 1 i, s a
2a; + a2(o; - P 2 ) + a2(a; - 1) - I	 - 1'
x 2	 g2	 z211 =
	
_ )1
	
( 12	 112- I 	 .,X 
	 +d_I,e	 l-2 + 9•,1,1	 I	
I, 
_,
where
I
Q,a = :3 X11 + e 2 1 f I - l- 2 + re)V21
deli, + 02" , -
d11d2Ir1 s y.,.:.
11 + r 2 )Ip, - Itip14
1
a—e l(p; — 16)/7p;^J -
	
A
and	 v 0(X )(a, — XT
p, are the rc As of the cubic equation
	
and
{ fAp I — 20p s +. p 164 + 0	 e'):
 ]	 ^^.., 
,i = 
lJ P Di),)(X4 + yl ( ''A = + Yl(i))2 W, ML 	 J	 o
1140e	
= 0, 0 < c < 1. 	 Further, note that(1 + e°)2 dX
The elliptic harmonit •n of the eater,ml I )irichlet problem arc
(`a here
K(e) is the complete Legendre elliptic integral of the first kind.
t
j
Fnnted ,n C. R. A
8	 Transactions of the ASME
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APPENDIX D
Computer Program for Determining Microslip
i_
i
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APPENDIX E
^,,	 ti^ialPi i nUVr^A	 FOR CALL — SOCKET DESIGN CURVES
Ci ENSiGN A01(100),A02(100) , X (6),C(E97),C(2,6),EC(6),0(10)r
• 	 •.V 1 :c
102 F0P X, T (6F10.I1
I G 3 FORMAT (6x10.2)
111 FORMAT ('C'7X'A'13X'8'12X'CEL'11X'P,MAX•lOXISMAX'12XIUL'12X§KAD'12X
I ^nl' 1^► X'A02' )
112 FCR"IA7 (SE14.4)
116 FORMAT (' 1 LOAD IN POUNDS a 09F10.1)
2G2 FORMAT ( 5I5v5Xt2El0ol)
US=O.
UL=O.
E = .C5
ES = .0O25
EK = 1.57187
CALL SETUP (D,C)
READ (1,2C7) NC,NAI,NA2tMS,NT,AMINtAMAX
READ (1,102)
	 (0(I),I=1,N0)
READ (I,1C3) (401(I),I=1,NA1)
READ (1,102) (A02(I),I=I,NA2)
IF ( MS) 414,414,415
415 READ ( I , 1C2 ) U, PR
READ (1,1C2) (TAU(I),I•l,MS)
414 CO 21 I,^2 =1,NA2
Z0 21 I0=1,iNA
WRITE (3,116)	 GIIC)-
WRITE (3,111)
CO 21 MT=1,MS
Ir (MS) 410,410,411
411 CALL	 SETA	 (AC194029TAU,UtMTt8lOt820tGAMt1A2)
410 GO 21 IA1=1,KA1
A1=401(IA1)
400 A2=AO2(142) *Al
AB = O(IO)/(6.2832*(A1/3. — A215.))
Y= SCRT(1.-ES)
AA2=AC/Y
AA=SCRT(tA2)
8A=SCRT(AE*Y)
Y=6.2632*24
0(1,7)=Y*(A1-A2)
0(2,7)=Y•(2.•A2 - 41)
C(3,7)=C(2,7)/(1.-ES)
0(4,7)= -Y•.42
0(5,7) = 2.•0(4,7)/(1.-ES)
6(-'-,7)=C(4,7)/(1.-ES)•*2
0(1,7) = C( 1,7)/D(ltll
CC' 8 1=2,6
L1=I-1
S^,P=C -
CO 9 K=1 ► LI
9 SLl=SUMGD(I,K)*G(K,7)
6 O(I,7)	 -(Lil t /{	 -SUN)/0(1,I1
X(6)nD(6,7)
Al
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Ju 1G I=i,S
L2=('1—I)
L3=u—I
.)0 11 K=L2,6
:i SUM=SUM a DLL3,K)*X(K)
IC X(L3) = D(L3 ► 1)	 —SUM
CO 19 I=i,2
EC(I)=C.
GO i9 J=2 't
is EC(I)=C(I,J)•X(J) 6 EC(I)
EC(:) = C( "/AD2 *(—I•)
LC(Z)=EC(2)14A2**2	 *(-1.)
IF h\1) 5C2,5C2,50C
5CG IF (EC(1) — A M I N )	 21,50115C1
501 IF (EC(1)— AMAX)	 502,502,21
502 IF (MSS) 412,412,413
413 CALL
	 SLIP	 (AI9429010,2209GAM,AB,US,UL,U,PR)
412 GEL = .5* 24 *EK	 +(A1-3.*A2/4.)
I = I A 2
	
P`14X - Al*S0RT(
— A02(I) /3.) 6	 A2	 *SQRT((—A02(I)/3.)*w3)
hRITE (39112) EC(1l,EC(2)tDEL,PMAXtUStULoAA,AltA02(I)
.1 CONTINUE
STOP
END
A2
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SUCROUTINE BETA (A0l,A02,TAU,U,MT,B1 9 82 9 GAM9IA2)
DIMENSION A0l(1CC)•A02(1C0)9TAU(10)
TOL=.005
C=.C2
GAM = .8
FT=L1 — TAU(MT)
F 5 = F T
Al = 1./(1./3. — A02(IA2)/5.)
A2 = A02(IA1) +41
G=U,mA2
H=U » (2.*A1 E 3.eA2)
L=0
1 IF (GAM) e,399,3S9
399 82 = G•GAMe•3
01 = (GAM*H — 3. +82)/2.
FC = (5.*91 C 3.*82)*GAM*02
IF (FC) 4,4,400
400 IF (AES((FC—FT)/FT) — TOL) 89892
2 IF (FC—FT) 3,8,7
3 IF (H1) 595,4
4 IF (L) 4C2,402r401
401 C=C/3.
L=C
402 GAM = GAM 6 C
GO TO 1
5 IF (FC— FS) 7,796
6 FS=FC
GO TO 4
7 FS-FC
IF (L) 404,4039404
403 L=1
C=C/3.
404 GAM = GAM—C
GO TO 1
8 RETURN
ENO
A3
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SU2ROUTINE SETUP (0,C)
DIMENSION C(6,7),C(216)
C(1,1) =	 0.63613E00
C(^,2) = -0.40005E01
C(1,3) = -C.26670E01
C(1,4) =	 0.364E5E01
0(1,5) =	 0.60918ECC
C(1,6) =	 C.91216EC0
C(2,2) =	 0.38149E01
0(2,3) = 0.356C4E03
C(2,4) = -0.19474E-04
U(2,5) = -C.50588EOC
C(2,6) = -0.12229CO3
C(3,3) = -0.27196EC4
0(3,4) = -0.54734FU1
C(3,5) =	 0.3117CE-05
0(3,6) = -0.342CZECC
C(4,4) =	 0.29718EC7
C(4,5) =	 0.5677()E-C6
C(4,6) =	 C.182P5E-C3
C(5,5) =	 0.13521E-02
G(5 9 6) =	 0.24161E03
C(6,6) = -C.1C69GE04
C(1,2) =	 G.14991EC1
C(1,3) = 0.80056EA
£.	 C(1,4) = -0.32010EO/i
j	 C(1,5) = -0.496C1E01
11
	 C(1,6) _ -0.80402EO3
C(2,?) =	 0.0
C(2 ,3) =
	 C.0
C(2,4)	 C.12804EO7
C(2,5)	 C.43535E01
C(ub) n •93647EC3
RETI,AN
ENC
A4
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6
SUBROUTINE SLIP ( AlvA2981098209CAMoAStUS#ULeCOFoPR1
0  = .02
CF	 =	 (AI13.
	
— A215.)
61	 =	 210-CF
02	 =	 C20-	 CF
n42
	
=	 AD
AA	 =	 SORT(AA2)
042
	 =	 AD
L14=4A
CC=3.14159-8A-COF
C=	 COF*(A1C.75-A2)
	 —	 GAM*tl16*59621
U3=	 .786 —	 Pk-.591
U7=	 .295	 —PR*.236
UL	 =	 BA -C-(9.87 —	 PR*4.93)
DR	 -	 AA-GAM/1C.
TH	 =	 4.7124
S	 =	 SIN(TH)
C	 =	 COS(TH)
X	 = — 44
	 -C1
X2	 =	 X-*2
Y	 = —BA
	
-S
Y2 = Y-2
AS	 =	 AA2*CAM-* 2
ES	 =	 EA2-CAM**2
Z	 =	 AeS(eS*X2	 &	 AS OY2 — ASv8S)
n Z=SORT(Z)
i TANI
	 =	 Z/AS
TANK =—Z/AS
X L I	 =	 ATAN(TANI)
' XLN	 =	 ATAN(TANN)—
403	 XLN =	 XLN	 6	 3.14159
1	 TL	 TANI
th Z	 =	 (( X -ES	 E	 Y*AS*TL)/(BS	 t	 ASOTL+O211002Ril
	 SOkT(Z*(1.	 C	 T1ea21)
X L 1	 XLI	 6	 .00875
Sl	 =	 SIN(XL1)
' Cl	 COS(XLl)
UF1	 FR n S1-*2 —	 1.
H = AEs(1-- (Rll*Cl—X)*02/AS — (R11s51-V)@•2/BS1
R=SORT(R1
f:	 .2 = 81 R R S e2 -R643
NI = OF 1 * R
TL = SIM
ZB = XfUS G Y*AS*TL
ZA = ES 6 AS*TL**2
ZR = AeS(z8-*2 — ZA*(A5GY2G8$9X2-AS§83)1
Zk=SQRT(ZR)
Z1 - (Zu— ZR)/ZA
Zz = W EIR )/ZA
TL2	 TL-- 2.
R21	 ABS(71**2*(1.6TL2))
k21=SCRT(R21)
K22 =	 AUS(Z2**2*(1.6TL2))
R22=SO9T(R22)
M
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9
U	 =	 W1*(R22-R21)*GL/4.
T X11	 =	 R21
j{ K12=	 R22
NL	 =	 ABS((XLN-XLI)/OL)
CO	 9	 IL=I,NL
XL2	 XLILDL
W1	 =	 0.
W2	 =	 0.
- S2	 =	 ^IN(XL2)
C2	 =	 COS(XLZ)
UF2	 =	 FR*S2**2-1.
IF	 (AEr(S2) - .499)
	 12912911
11 TL	 =	 C2/S2
TL2	 =	 TL**2
Z13	 =	 eS*X*TL
	
C	 Y*AS
ZA	 =	 ES*lL2
	
C	 AS
GO	 TO	 13
12 TL	 =	 S2/C2
TL2	 =	 TL**2
ZB	 =	 X*ES	 C	 Y*AS*TL
ZA	 =	 BS	 C	 AS*TL2
13 ZR	 =	 ARS(Z8**2 -	 ZA*(AS*Y2&8S#X2- AS*B5))
ZK=so R r(za)
Z1	 =	 (Ze — 	ZR)/ZA
Z2	 =	 (ZDCZR)/ZA
s( R21	 =	 AeS(Z1**2*(1.bTL2))
tI R21=50RT (R21 )
R22	 =	 ABS(22**2•(1.67L2))
-- R22=S(:RT(R22)
IF	 (Z6)	 408x4099409
408 TEMP	 =	 R21
R21	 =	 R22
P22 =	 TEMP
g. 409 IF	 (R21- Rll) 	 2.493
2 XL	 =	 R11-R21
R	 =
	
ABS ( 1.= ( RIl*C2-X10*2/AS— IAII •S2—Y 145 . 2/lIS)
R=SCRT(R)
R	 =	 El*R	 C	 82*R* *3
W2	 = UF2*R
U =	 UCW2*XL*DL/4.
K1	 =	 R21CXL
GO TO 4
3 XL	 =	 P21-RII
R =	 APS( 1. — (R21*Cl-X)* v 2 / AS —	 (R21 * S1—Y)*v2 /051
R= 5Gk1tR)
R	 =	 B1 *k 	 C	 82*R*+3
Wl	 =	 UF1 *R
U a	 U	 CW1*	 XL*CL/4*
RI	 =	 R11CXL
4 IF(R12- R22) 	 59596
5 NK	 =	 (R12-Rl)/CR
GO 10 4G6
6 NK	 =	 (R22-R1)/DR
406 IF	 (NR)	 407940797
7 00 8	 I*19NR
A6
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R1	 =R1
	 C	 OR
R	 ,=	 ABS(1. — (R1*C1 — X)**2/AS -	 (R1*Sl-Y1**2/5S)
R=SORT(R)
K	 =	 81*R	 C	 02*R**3
W3	 =	 UF1*R
R	 =	 AES(1.- (R1*C2-X)*v21AS -IR1*S2- 1► )* *2/8SI
R=SORT(R)
R	 =	 E1*R	 C	 82*R**3
W4	 UF2*R
U =	 U	 6	 DR*0L*I(W16W2) C	 IW36M4)
	 1/4.
W1=W3
8 W2=W4
407 U =	 U	 C	 DL*	 (W1*IR12-All	 6 W2*IA22-11111/3•
1 Ci=C2
S1=S2
R11=R21
R12=R22
UF1=UF2
9 XL1=XL2
CLL	 =	 XLN —XLI
SN	 =	 SIN(XLN)
IF	 (SN —	 .S99)
	 15.15914
f 14 TL	 CCS(XLN)/SN
Z	 ((ES*X*TL
	
8	 Y*AS)/IBS*TL* *2 C AS)1@v2
GO TO lb
15 TL	 =	 SN/COS(XLN)
i Z=	 (!)( * ES	 s	 Y *AS *TL) /(BS	 t AS*TL* *2)1**2
16 R21	 =	 AES(Z*(l *ETL**2))
R21=SOR'i (R21 )
( R	 =	 AES(1.- (R21*C1-X)**2/AS -	 IR21*31-Y10*2/031
R=SQRT(R)
R	 =	 B1*R	 C	 82*A**3
W1	 UF1•R
U =(U	 C	 W1*(R12-811)
	 *0L) *12.1
YR=Y2/BA2
1 UP1	 =	 YR*U3
UP2 = YR**2*0
UP = CC *(A1*UPl&l&S*A2*UP2) *2.
US=UL—U—UP
RETURN
END
A714
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APPENDTX E : Detailed Analysis of Main Test Rig Components
Gas Bearing
The dynamic specimen is mourted in the male portion of a hemi-spherical hydro-
static gas hearing in order to achieve the necessary degrees of freedom of mo-
tions. In actuality the bearing configuration is less than a hemisphere in
order to provide a shaft connection at the pole and to control the vertical
axis component of lift.
Because of the positioning accuracy required the manimum achievable radial stiff-
ness is needed but without excessive vertical lift capacity which would neces-
sitate providing a high holding down load.
R
r
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After rough sizing, the gas bearing was analyzed using MTI computer program
PN 0256 "Hybrid Spherical Bearing". A graphical presentation of the non-dimensional
results are given on Figures 21 through 23 for certain geometrical configurations.
From these results the following performance was calculated.
Summary of Svmbols and Data used in Calculations
Rs = .8125" = Radius of Sphere
C	 = .0003" = Radial Clearance
ps = 114.7 psia = Supply Pressure
pa = 14.7 psia = Ambient Pressure
P
V = 7.8 = S = Absolute Pressure Ratio
Pa
µ	 = .25 x 10
-8
 Reyns = Nitrogen Viscosity
at Room Temperature
T = 5300R = Inlet Temperature
a T = 1.35 x 108 in2 /sec 2
N = 18 = Number of Orifices
d	 .025" = Feeder Hole Diameter
a	 = .010" = Orifice Radius
2
8 = dC = Inherent Compensation Factor
e	 = Eccentricity Ratio
2
Aso - 
6 N3	 T No n Dimensional Bearing Number
p s C 1^
_	 WA
W
A	 lipR
= —^ = Non Dimensional Load
a s
_	 S
S 
R 
= C R	 = Non Dimensional Stiffness
npaRs2
—	 Q l2µ QT
Q = lip 2
 C3	
= Non Dimensional Flow
a
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Detailed Evaluation of Gas Beariniz Performance at Room Temverature and
Zero Eccentricity
A	 = 6 x .23 x 10 -8 x 18 x .010 2 x 1.162 x 104
so	 114.7 x .0003 3
 x 13.3
= 7.64
From FigureE-1 at Aso = 7.64, Ss = 2.95
2.95 x n 9125 2 x 14.7
S R	 .0003
= 300,000 lb/in
Determination of Axial Load.
From FigureE-tat Aso - 7.64, WA = 1.64
WA = 1.64 n x .8125 2 x 14.7
i
= 50 lbd.
IDetermination of Gas Flow
From FigureFr3 at Aso = 7.64 Q = 260
260 n 14.7 2 x .00033
T	 Q
r'
	
	
-S	 812 x .25 x 10x 1.35 x 10
11.7 x 10 -7 lbsec/in
or	 Q	 = .34 scfm
Results )f Gas Bearing Evaluations at 1400 OF and Zero Eccentricity
Assuming nitrogen
T = 18600R
Q = 2.555 x 10 5 in2 /sec 2 o 
(i2 T = 4.75 x 10 8 in2 /sec 2
µ = .58 x 10 -8 Reyns.
s
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Then from previous eq.iations and curves
A = 33.2
so
Radial stiffness at S R = 3.4
SR = 346,000 lb/in
Axial load capacity at WA = 1.8
WA = 55 lbs
Gas Flow at Q = 300
A = 1.66 x 10 7 lbsec/in
= .048 scfm
Driver Performance
The electromagnetic drive was selected for the final designs based on the
evaluation discussed earlier in the report.
A critical aspect of the evaluation was to establish the maximum power to
weight ratio in the drive system.
To achieve this a light weight linkage system was designed and analysed to
determine its force and load characteristics relative to the drive unit and
bearing capability.
3
3
I
F1
a
Vertical
Linkage
Test Pivot Point
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Detailed Analysis of Mechanical Linkage
H	
FD
+ x
where x is linear acceleration
Forces in System
F	 = FD - m x
F	 = F 1 + L M
FL = L x M a
2
or
	 F =2
L
x M
2
F1 
=2
L
xM -LxM
2
F1=xM a a
-LL 2
and
 2
FD = x  a2
L2
- L +n x
at w - 1000 cps and displacement 8 = + .0015 inches/inch
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0
to
x = + 3 L cut cos@
= + .0015 x 1.75 w2 cose
For very small displacements cos@ = 1
Then uw2 = (2 n 1000) 2
= 39.5 x 106 (--ad/sec) 2
x = 103.4 x 10 3 in/sec t or 270 g
Equivalent Weight to be Driven by Electromagnetic Drive
Calculated weight of all components on the horizontal section of linkage is:
.010 lbs.
Equivalent weight of vertical linkage and gas bearing related to horizontal
axis is as follows:
W a 2 = .027 lbin2
Calculated W = .155 lbs,
a 2 = .175 in 
and	 a = .419 in.
Equivalent weight on lower ax'-s =	 a2
L2
_ '027	
- .0089 lbs
1.752
.'.Total equivalent weight on lower horizontal axis
= .010 + .0089 = .0189 lbs
cr 0_3 ozs.
This ignores minor frictional losses and deflection forces due to linkages for
other axes of motion.
I
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I
The simulated loading tests on the 75 watt Universal Driver is given on
Figure E-4. Superimposing the 0.3 ozs. loading onto the graphs indicates that
achieving this performance is quite feauible.
If necessary ,doable drivers can be utilized to increase the power input for
any motion.
Further the power demand can be reduced by establishing a resonant drive
system as discussed in a preceeding section.
Reaction Forces on Hemi-Spherical Gas Bearing
it	 [ 2
F1 axMa2	 LL
F	 103.4 x 103 x .155 .175	 - .4191	 386 1.752	 1.75
F1 M - 7.62 lbs at 1000 cps.
If the radial stiffness of the gas bearing is 300,000 lb/in at room temperature
then the deflection at zero eccentricity will be .00025". This can be reduced
by higher gas bearing supply pressure or increased eccentricity in the gas
bearing.
i
LI
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Detailed Analysis of Rcsona:.ce
In the analysis the following symbols were used
Driver
I = Polar moment of inertia, inlbsec2
w = Driving frequency, rsds/sec
w =
n	
Natural frequency, rsds/sec
^ = w
W
n
F  = Driving force, rads/sec
L = Moment arm of driving force, inches
K = Spring const,-.nt of system, lbs/in
C = Damping coefficient in lb.sec/rad.
C  = Equivalent viscous damping coefficient
C c = Critical damping coefficient
9  = Amplitude of torsional oscillation, radians
f  = Friction torque _ .27 lbins.
8 = Half amplitude of motion, inches
t
ii
c
r
c
e
r
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Determination of Spring Stiffness
From "Mechanical Vibration" by W. T. Thompson, Prentiss Hall Inc.
F I0
a _
	
KL2--
o	 f l - I 2
2j
 
F( C'^ 2
11	 K L	 ^w
2
If the damping coefficient is 0 then 00 is infinite when I^2 = 1
^^	 KL
_ V KL`
or wn	
I
For a magnification factor 2, 	 should be approximately .75
n
or wn = 7S = 1000 x 2r = 8360 rad/sec
The required spring characteristics are as follows:
For I of system = .1007 inlbsec2
and taking L = 1.69 in
2
Then the required stiffness K = CD
	 -- 8260 ^ x . -	
= 6370 In/in
L.	 (1.69)
Damping Present in System
From"Mechanical Vibrations" by Bernard Morrill. Me Ronald Press Co. 1957 p. 87.
4f r KL2	 1 - ^2)
C 	 w	
-^ ( F L) - 4 ( f^ -
o	 r
C =	
1.37
e	 28.2F 
2- 
1.1650
raking a value of F 0 =- 3 lbs.
4
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Then	 C	 = .086 inlbsec/rad
e
C = 2 KL2I
c
2-V6370 (1.69) 2 . 1 007 386
C	 = 4.34 inlbsec/rad
c
^e the damping ratio = 4.34
	
.02
It can be concluded that it is quite practical to design the system to operate
near resonance with a suitably designed spring in the system. Also that the
system is very lightly damped even under the most severe friction condition
at the pivot point.
Analysis of Sealing Labyrinth
In order to achieve the test gas environ_nent around the specimens, minimise the
test gas flow and prevent back flow of contaminating external gases, a staggered
type radial labyrinth seal was designed for sealing purposes at the interface be-
tween the upper specimen holder and lower dynamic specimen holder.
The design was based on achieving the maximum number of stages in the available
space and assuming argon as the gas.
Detailed Analysis
The analysis was based on theoretical and test data presented in "The Flow of Air
Through Radial Labyrintn Glands" by W.J. Kearton, Proceeding of the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers, 1955, Vol. 139 No. 30.
	 The case for pressure drops in
each construction less than critical was used.
List of symbols and Equations
r - .29" - radius of innermost constriction
C - .005" - clearance
Al - 2rr rC sq.ins - area through first constriction
n - 9 - total number of constrictions
Ib
-1F-.-
t
s - .0125" - radial distance between two adjacent constrictions
p
0 
- 15.2 psia = pressure at inlet to seal
p n - 14.7 psia - pressure ac exit from seal
To - 1860°R = absolute temperature
& - 466 inlb/lb°R = gas constant for argon
c l - .75 - coefficient of discharge
F - 1 = function of pressure ratio in a single constriction
- n- 2 a n (n-1)	
area function for outward flow
n	 2r+a(2n-"L)
F g(p° 2-p 2 ) 1/2
Wm - Al cl 6T0 
n	
mass flow through seal	 lb/sec
o n
On the basis of 0.5 psi pressure drop across the complete seal the following
flow can be established:
2 x .0125 x 9 (8)
on - 9 _	 .58+.0125(18-1)
...  
d - 6.73
 n
Al - 2n x .29 x .005 - .0091 sqins.
Mass Flow Throuah Seal
1x386(15.22- 14.72	 1/2
Wm
 - .0091 x .75
	 466 x 1860 x 6.73
- .000215 lbs/sec
W - .129 scfm at 1400°F
m
Wm - .24 scfm at room temperature
—
In order to reduce the flow of argon below these values the clearance can
probab l y be reduced based on operating experience and also the pressure drop
across the seal reduced further.
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Fig. E-4 Simulated Driver Teets at 1000 cps. 75 watt
Universal Model with Various Added Weights
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t
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Curves Showing Shear Traction and that Portion Expanded
for Slippage as a Function of Rigid Body Displacement.
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Fig. 30	 Photograph of Test Rig Showing Driver Position
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Fig. 44	 Phonograph of the Oscillnscopc Traces of
the Pitch Motion, Calibration .5 mil/cm.
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Fig. 45
	
Photograph of the Oscilloscope Traces
of Yaw Motions 1000 cps.
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Test Not Run
a) Amplitude 1.2 mils/in.
Fig. 50	 Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; 80 0F; Load, 2#;
Zoo cps; Pure Pitch; 75x.
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Fig. 51
	 Photograph of surface damage;
M-2 vs M-2; 80oF; Load, 15#;
200 cps; Pure Pitch; 75x.
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Fig. 52	 Photograph of the surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; 80 F; Load, 30#;
200 cps; Pure Pitch; 75x.
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Fig. 53	 Surface profile: Traces of the damaged area under
conditions of pure pitch, yaw and dynamic load.
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Fig. 55
	
Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 Tool Steel; 80 F; 200 cps;
Pure Yaw; 75x.
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Fig. 56
	 Photograph of the surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; 20C cps; Load, 15't;
Pure Yaw; ,amplitude .25 mil/in;
Mag 150x.
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a) Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll .59 mil/in;
Temp, 400 F
b) Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Yaw, .48 mil/in;
Temp. 80 F
Ir	 I
c) Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .59 mil/in;
Yaw, .48 mil/in; Temp. 400 F
Fig. 57	 Photograph of surface damage with combined motions:
M-2 vs. 1.1-2; 200 cps; Load, 154.
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Fig. 58	 Photograph of surface damage at high frequency:
M-2 vs M-2; 1000 cps; 80 F; Pure PiLch;
Amp. 1.7 mil/in.
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a) AO F
b) 400 F
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C) 1000 F
Fig. 59	 Photograph of Surface Damage: M-2; 1000 cps; Pitch, 1.7 mils/in.;
Roll, .59 mil/in.; yaw, .24 mil/in.; Load, 15 lbs.; 75X.
MCI-4395
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Fig. 60	 Photograph of surface damage;
M-2 vs M-2; 1000 F; 1000 cps;
Load, 15 4k ; Pitch, 1.7 mil/in;
Roll, .59 mil/in; Yaw, .48 mil/in;
Mag 3x.
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.59 mil/in
Fig. 61
	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 80 F;
20 Load; Pure Pitch; Mag 75x.
MTI-4418
Ball
Flat Ball
a
a) .59 mil/in amplitude
Flat	 Ball
b) 1.2 mil/in amplitude
C) 1.7 mil/in amplitude
Fig. 62	 Photograph of surface daWage:
K162B vs K162B; 80 F; 15 Load;
200 cps; Pure Pitch; Mag 75x.
MTI-4416
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Flat	 Ball
b) Amplitude 1.2 mil/in
Fig. 63
	
Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 80 F; 30 r Load;
200 cps; Pure Pitch; Mag 75x.
KTI-4390
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R
Flat	 Ball
a) .59 mil/in amplitude
Flat	 Ball
b) 1.2 mil/in amplitude
Flat	 Ball
c) 1.7 mil/in amplitude
Fig. 64
	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 15 1 Load;
Temp. 1000 F; Pure Pitch; Mag 75x.
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b) Amplitude 1.2 mil/in
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c) Amplitude 1.7 mil/in
Fig. 65
	 Photograph of surface damag^:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 30 Load;
Temp. 1000 F; Pure Pitch; Mag 75x.
#r1-:385
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a
	
Flat	 Ball
Amplitude 1.2 mil/in
i
	
Fig. 66	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 15 0 Load;
1400 F; Pure Pitch; Amplitude, 1.2 mil/in;
Mag 75x.
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r
Flat	 Ball
Amplitude 1.7 mil/in
Fig. 67	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 154 Load;
1400 F; Pure Pitch; Amp, 1.7 mil,in;
Ma g 75x.  .f
t
r.
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a) Load 15#
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Fig. 68
	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 1000 cps; 400 F;
Pure Pitch, 1.8 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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Fig. 69
	 Photograph of surface damage:
K162B vs K162B; 200 cps; 1000 F;
Load, 150 ; Pure Yaw, 3.2 mil/in;
Mag 75x.
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b) K162 B Carbide
Fig.	 70	 Photograph of Surface Damage from Dynamic Loading
1000 cps;
	 80 F; Load 15
	 lbs.
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Fig. 71
	 Effect of turning -
Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; Temp. 400 F.
MT 1-4 391
a) Stellite 6 vs Stellite 6
f
b) 440C vs 440C
	
c) SAE 52100 Steel vs SAE 52100 Steel
	
d) SAE 52100 Steel vs SAE 52100 Steel
!A
'	 f
	
e) Stellite 6 vs Stellite 19
	
f) Stellite Star J vs Stellite 19
Fig. 72	 Photograph of surface damage to Flat:
1000 cps; Temp. 400 F; Load, 15#;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil/in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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c) K162B vs K162B
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b) K96 vs K96
Fig, 73	 Photograph of s ,irface damage to
'	 Flat in material screening tests;
1000 cps; Temp. 400 F. Load, 15#;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil/in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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d) K96 vs Sprayed WC
Fig. 74
	 Photograph of surface damage to flat
in material screening tests:
1000 cps; Temp. 400 F; Load, 15#;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil/in;
Yaw, ,25 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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a) K162B Carbide vs K162B Carbide (Flat) 	 b) Stellite Star J vs Stellite 19 (Flat)
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c) Cold Pressed Al 203
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d) Hot Pressed Al 203
 vs Hot Pressed
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Fig. 75
	 Photograph of the surface damage
in material screening tests:
1000 cps; Temp. 1000 F, Load, 156;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil /in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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a) WC Coated A-286
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b) K96
Ball
Fig. 76	 Photograph of surface damage
in material screening tests:
Material K96 Carbide vs Sprayed WC;
1000 cps; Temp. 1000 F; Load, 15#;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil/in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; stag 75x.
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a) Stellite Star J vs Stellite 1Q
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b) K162B Carbide vs K162B Carbide
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Fig. 77	 Photograph of surface damage
in material screening tests:
1000 cps; Temp. 1400 F; Load, 1.5#;
Pitch, 1.7 mil/in; Roll, .58 mil/in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; Mag 75x.
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a) Socket	 b) Ball
	
?fag 3x	 .lag 3x
VC v^ 
c) Mag 75x
Fig. 78
	 Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; Temp. 400 F; 1000 cps;
Load, 15#; Pitch, 1.7 mil/in;
Roll, .59 mil/in; Yaw, .25 mil/in.
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Fig. 79	 Photographs of surface damage for two tests:
M-2 vs M-2; 1000 F; Load, 156; Radius, .25°x"
1000 cps; Pitch, 1.7 Ini'..'in; Roll, .59 mil/in;
Yaw, .25 mil/in; Mag 3x.
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a) Ball
	 b) Socket
3x Mag	 3x Mag
c) 75 x Mag
Fig. 81	 Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; 1000 cps; 400 F; Load, 15#;
Radius, .375"; Pitch, 1.7 mil/in;
Roll, .59 mil/in; Yaw, .25 mil/in.
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c) Radius .750"
Temp. 400 F
ti^. 	 si K
d) Radius .750"
Temp. 1000 F
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Fig. 82	 Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; 1000 cps; Pitch, 1.7 mil/in;
Roll, ,59 mil/in; Yaw, .25 mil/in;
Mag 75x
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b) Cylindrical Socket
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c) Socket
75x Mag.
Fig. 83
	
Photograph of surface damage:
M-2 vs M-2; Radius, .256 cylinder;
Temp. 1000 F; Load, 15#; Pitch, 1.7 mil/in;
Roll, .59 mil/in; Yaw, ,25 mil/in.
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Fig. 86 Photographs of the surface damage for the Stellite-Stellite
Combinations after 12 hours running _a forming gas at 900F.
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Fig. 90 Talysurf Trace of the Damaged Area
M-2 Tool Steel vs. A-286, 1950 hours
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Ball
	 Socket
a)	 MoS 2	300
Ba 1 1	 Socket
b)	 MoS 2	900
Fig. 92
	 Photographs of the test specimens at the conclusion of 8
the Lubticant tests. Mag. 3x; Time 100 hours; 3.8 x 10 cycles.
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	 Schematic of Test Rig
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(c) Enlargement of Damage Area on Ball
b'
Fig. 96	 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carbide vs. A -286
steel flame sprayed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry;
Specimen 003
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I(a) Socket
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(c) Enlargement of Damage Area 	 (d )
 Enlargement of Damage Area
in Socket	 in Ball
Fig. 97 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carhide vs. A-286
steel flame sprayed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry:
Specimen 004
KTI -7100
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(a) Socket	 (b) Ball
Pig. 98 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carbide vs. A-286
steel flame sprayed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry;
Continuation of Specimen 003; Mao 3x.i
i
t
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ORIGINAL AREA
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(a) Socket
	 (b) Ball
Fig. 99 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carbide vs. A-286
steel flame sprayed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry;
Specimen 004; Mag. 3x.
Mil-7085
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,	 (a) Socket
	
gib) Ball
100 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carbide vs. A-288
steel flame sprayed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry;
Specimen 005; Mag. 3x.
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ORK
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DAMAGED AREA
•.2 70-
DAMAGED AREA
ORIGINAL SURFACE
(?) Socket	 (b) Ball
Fig. 101 Photographs of the surface damage for tungsten carbide vs. A-286
steel flame spr<<yed with tungsten carbide; Conforming geometry;
Specimen 001; Mag. 3x.
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a)	 Before Test
b)	 Aft P • Test
Fig. 105	 Phetograph of the sapphire vs. tungsten carbide pivot. Specimen
No. B & D; Conforming geometry; Mag 6x.
MTI-7106
a)	 Hole Edge b)	 Groove Edge
C)	 Socket Surface
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Not Cleaned
Fig. 106
	 Photograph of the sapphire vs. tungsten carbide pivot. Specimen
No. B & D; Conforming geometry; Mag. 100x.
MTI-7091
r-275-
_ Corresponding Areas of Contict
on Both Specimens
i
r
Fig. 107	 Photograph of the BRU conforming geometry. Tungsten carbide vs.
Tungsten carbide; Specimen No. 113; Mag. 3x.
MTI-7075
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`'.
Fig. 108	 Photograph of the BRU Conforming Geometry
Tungsten Carbide vs. Tungsten Carbide; Specimen
No. 113; Mag. ]00X.
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a)	 Specimen 111
w-
c)	 Specimen 115
Fig. 110	 Photographs of the BRU Conforming geometry. Tungsten carbide vs.
Tungsten carbide; Mag. 3k.
MTI-7070
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Fig, 111	 Photographs of the BRU Conforming geometry, Specimen No. 5;
M-2 Tool Steel vs. M-2 Tool Steel; Mag. 3x.
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b)	 Pivot (luox)
Fig. 112	 Photographs of the BRU Conforming Geometry; Specimen No. 3;
M -2 Tool Steel vs M-2 Tool Steer.
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a) 1:1 Specimen Number
b) 115 Specimen Number
Fig. 113
	
Photographs of the Carbide BRU Pivot Specimens
After the 1000 Hour Test at 500 0F.	 Mag. 3x.
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a)	 Ball	 b)	 Ball
1	 Socket	 d)	 Socket Edge
Fig. 114
	 Microphotographs of the Surface Damage of the 115 Carbide
Specimens After 1000 Hours of Testing at 500 0F. Mag. 100x.
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Fig. 115	 Effect of T on Micro3lip For The
Steel - Steel Combination. Load 30 lb.
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Fig. 116	 Pivot Design Curves Steel vs Steel Radius of Pivot:
.125"; R dius Socket:	 .162511
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Fig. 117	 Pivot Design Curves K162B Carbide vs Itself
Radius of Pivot: .125"; Radius of Socket: .1625"
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Fig. 118	 Pivot Design Curves Steel vs Itself Radius
of Pivot:	 .250"; Radius of Socket: .375"
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Fig. 119	 Pivot Design Curves K162B vs Itself
Radius of Pivot: .250"; Radius of Socket: .375"
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Fig. 120	 Pivot Design Curves Steel vs Itself Radius
of Pivot: .375"; Radius of Socket: .5625"
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Fib. 121	 Pivot Design Curves K162B Carbide vs Itself
Radius of Pivot: 	 375"; Radius of Socket: .5623"
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Fig. 122	 Pivot Design Curves Steel vs Itself Pivot
Radius: .250"; Socket Radius: (Flat)
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Fig. 123	 Pivot Design Curves - K162B Carbides vs Itself
Radius Pivot: .250"; Radius of Socket: (Flat)
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Fig. 124
	 Pivot Design Curves Steel vs Itself Pivot
Radius: .250"; Socket Radius: .300"
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Fig. 125
	
Pivot Design Curves K162B Carbide vs Itself
Pivot Radius: .250"; Socket Radius: .300"
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